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Combustion modelling of utility furnace chambers provides a cost efficient means to
extrapolate the combustion behaviour of pulverised fuel (pf) as determined from drop
tube furnace (DTF) experiments to full scale plant by making use of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). The combustion model will be used to assimilate essential
information for the evaluation and prediction of the effect of
• changing coal feedstocks
• proposed operational changes
• boiler modifications.
TRI comrnlssloned a DTF in 1989 which has to date been primarily used for the
comparative characterisation of coals in terms of combustion behaviour. An analysis of
the DTF results allows the determination of certain combustion parameters used to
define a mathematical model describing the rate at which the combustion reaction
takes place. This model has been incorporated into a reactor model which can
simulate the processes occurring in the furnace region of a boiler, thereby allowing the
extrapolation of the DTF determined combustion assessment to the full scale. This
provides information about combustion conditions in the boiler which in turn are used
in the evaluation of the furnace performance.
Extensive furnace testwork of one of Eskom's wall fired plant (Hendrina Unit 9) during
1996, intended to validate the model for the ar plications outlined above, included the
measurement {If :
• gas temperatures
• O2, C02, CO, NOx and S02 concentrations
• residence time distributions
• combustible matter in combustion residues extracted from the furnace
• furnace heat fluxes.
The coal used during the tests was sampled and subjected to a series of chemical and





The same furnace was modelled using the University of Stuttgart's AIOLOS combustion
code, the results of Which are compared with the measured data.
A DTF derived combustion assessment of a coal sampled from the same site but from
a different part of the beneficiation plant, which was found to burn differently, was
subsequently used in a further simulation to assess the sensitivity of the model to char
combustion rate data. The results of these predictions are compared to the predictions
of the validation simulation.
It was found that the model produces results that compare well with the measured
data. Furthermore. the model was found to be sufficiently sensitive to reactivity
parameters of the coal. The model has thereby demonstrated that it can be used in the
envisaged application of extrapolating DTF reactivity assessments to full scale plant. In
using the model, it has become apparent that the evaluations of furnace modifications
and assessments of boiler operation lie well within the capabilities of the model.
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1. INTRODUCTiON
Eskom utilised approximately 70 million tons of coal in 1995 in pulverised coal
boilers. As coal usage increases and reserves are depleted, Eskom will face
changing feedstocks. It is accepted that the conventional proximate analysis, calorific
value, ash and petrographic analyses alone cannot adequately quantify the
performance of steam raising coals1• It Is therefore difficult to predict the combustion
behaviour of a coal without some other means of combustion behaviour assessment
or prior operating experiencewith the coal in question.
In order to assess a coal's combustion behaviour. TRI commissioned a Drop Tube
Furnace (OTF) in 1989 and has to date assimilated an extensive database of
physical-, chemical- and combustion behaviour informat!nn of ESKom and other
steaming coals. The combustion behaviour information of a coal includes a
description for the rate of char combustion which, under pulverised fuel (pf) firing
conditions, is the slowest of the combustion reactions. Ignition properties are
estimated from devolatilisation characteristics.
DTF coal characterisations have been mainly used for the comparative assessment
of the combustion behaviour of coals, '\lith on, coal generally being considered a
reference coal whose combustion performance was consideredacceptable.
A number of attempts have been made to correlate the DTF to full scale plant, and
while J • OTF can reproduce most of the combustion conditions typical in the full
scala .u .nt, tois requires detailed measurements of conditions in the boiler, which can
only De obtained from experiments on full-scale plant. These are both costly and
time-consuming. However, the rapid development of numerical methods, physical-
and chemical sub-models and computer hardware in the last 10 to 15 years has
made computational fluid dynamics (cfd) based methods valuable for the engineering
assessment of furnace processes. These processes include the combustion of pf and
the formation of nitrogen pollutants.
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Thi$ report presents the ADVANCED SiMULATION CODE FOR FLOWS IN
COMBUSTION SYTEf-v._ .)LOS), for the analysis of the flow field, combustion,
heat transfer and nitrogen pollutants in multi-burner pulverised coed furnaces to
extrapolate DTF results to full scale plant tv provide essential information for the
evaluation of
• changing coal feedstocks
.. operational changes for optimisation purposes
• boiler modifications for Ni.Jx reduction or optimised heat release.
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2. METHODOLOGYAND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 OVERVIEW
2.1.1 THEORETICALOVERVIEW
CCllculationbased methods have been used in the design of fossil fuel fired combustion
chambers to refine, to some extent, the design and operation optimisation
experiences since the early 20th century. Particularly the advent and rapid
development of computer technology has spurred the evolution of calculation based
simulation tools. These are intended to help the engineer in designing and diagnosing
combustion plant to improve combustor efficiencies and further, as a broader
spectrum of fossil fuels is being considered, the capability of combustion plant to
burn certain fuels. A number of models are av~ilable, some of Which have partlclular
applications. An attempt has been made to broadly classify these (Khalil"'3,1982) in
terms of the information they yield on their application.
ZERO Dlmensiona! Modals
These models are used to predict average combustor heat transfer, furnace efficiency
and other overall averaged properties such as wall emissivity, gas emissivity, gas
composition and combustor temperature .
ONE Dimensional MOdels
These models allow the prediction of the aforementioned combustion environment
properties in length or time. This type of model is restricted to flows with little or no
recirculation although some recirculation effect may be taken into account by
considering a combination of plug flow and well stirred reactors.
TWO and THREE Dimensional models
These models allow the determination of the spatial distribution of fluid and energy flow
through the combustion system. Most models incorporate a variety of submodels for
turbulence, reaction and heat transfer. The validity o. these sub-modets to various
furnace and combustion chamber configurations has been assessed with
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comparisons with experiments, Results from the above models require critical
assessment since the models anu "~eir interactions are complex and relevant
experimental data is limited. The pre.,dh....ion of trends of the effect of operational
variables on the overall combustor performance has however improved dramatically
with the development of computer technology which has provided the possibility to
improve certain submodels, particularly the turbulence submodel.
2 1.2 OVERVIEWOF METHODOLOGY
ExtenSivetesting of Hendrina'g Unit 9 furnace was performed during Februar/1996 to
obtain a set of furnace condition data that could be used to validate the AIOL08
advanced three dimensional combustion model for Eskom's coal fired plant. The
furnace tesmork included the measurement of :
• gas temperatures
'" 02, C02. CO, NOx and 802 concentrations
• combustible matter in combusuon residues extracted from the furnace
• residence time distributions
• furnaca heat fluxes
Hendrina's boIler 9 coal feedstock was extensively sampled during the furnace tests,
and characterised and analysed using the DTJ=:and TRI's coal laboratory. The results
of these tests, together with furnace design and operation information, were used to
set up the AIOlOS combustion model, which '(,"JaSthen run at the University of
Stuttgart. The configuration of the model for the furnace in questlon was used to train
an Eskom staff member in the use thereof, while the mOdel predictions were
compared to the measured data.
A DTF derived combustion assessment of a coal sampled from the same site but from a
different part of the beneficiation plant, which was found to burn differently, was
subsequently used in a fu.iher simulation to assess the sensitivity of the model to
chnr combustion rate data. The results of these predictions are compared to the
predictions of the validation simulation.
2.2 FURNACE TESTING
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2.2.1 SELECTION OF BOILER TEST SITE
The reason for selecting Hendrina power station was that the furnace is relatively
small (200 MWe) compared to the furnaces of Eskom's >500 MWe boilers, and
hence the furnace could be probed to sufficient depth to obtain a set of data that
could validate the AIOLOS combustlon code.
2.2.2 FURNACE PROBING
Probing of the boiler's combustion chamber through various observation ports,
situated on the side wall of the furnace, was performed by maKing use of water
cooled suction probes ranging in length from 6 to 12m. The probes were used to
measure furnace gas temperatures, Oz-, CO-, C02-, NOx- and S02-concentrations,
as well as extracting combustion residue samples at O.5m intervals up to a furnace
depth of around em, depending on what probe could be used at a particular access
point. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the testing equipment used.
2.2.3 FURNACE GAS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Furnace gas temperatures are ideally directly measured using R-type
(Platinum/Platinum -10% Rhodium) thermocouples supported by the aforementioned
water cooled probes and protected at the junction from radiative heat exchange by a
double ceramic sheath. Hot gas is drawn over the shielded junction at velocities high
~ilough to render the temperature measurement independent of gas velocity (Land et
al2 (1954». This means of measurement did however fail frequently during the
testing as a result of slag deposits in the ceramic shield, which In time blocked the
flow of the hot gas. This condition became evident when the measured furnace
temperature suddenly dropped several hundred degrees Celsius. Once evident,
measurements were discarded, fouled components removed and replaced.
An indirect gas temperature measurement method (ldiatulin3 et al (1977») was
subsequently adopted, which uses three axially aligned K...Type (Nickel I Chrome-
Nickol) thermocouples situated in the suction probe (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Schematic of Furnace Probing Equipment
(A4 copy of Figure 11s attached in Appendix 1.1)
¥-
--l~- __----
Figure 2 : Arrangsment of Thermocouples in Suction Probe
Because the gas sample is quenched the instant it enters the probe (resulting In
molten ash particles solidifying before they adhere to any probe surfaces) and
because the probe surfaces are not as conducive to slag deposits forming on them
as the ceramic surfaces are, this method of temperature measurement is
considerably less problematic. However, the inlet gas temperature needs to be
extrapolated from the temperatures measured using the thermocouples. The
extrapolated temperature is determined as follows:
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Tg ( ,4 T 4-1 (1)= T "tl C I
= 1,2,3
where
I) = emissivity of the thermocouple junction
(1. = convective heat transfer coefficient between
the gas and the thermocouple junction
o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant
The wall temperature of the suction channel, Te, can be determined with sufficient
accuracy by measurement with the thermocouple without. suction, when the
therrnocoupte assumes the temperature of the surrounding wallis. It was further found
by the developers of this method that at a distance of x = 2.5 d from the probe tip, the
radiation from the furnace no ionger affects the thermocouple. An extrapolated
temperature can be determined by solving equation (1) simultaneously with two of
the three thermocouple readings, assuming that 8 remained constant, which can be
reasonably assumed, as the temperature measured using the three thermocouples
varied by only 200 - 400°C. The suction velf')city through the probe (40-60 m/s) was
sufficiently high to ensure turbent flow past the thermocouples and hence {j, could be
considered constant.
This temperature measurement system did however only function well when the
thermocouples were in equilibrium and the furnace temperature remained reasonably
constant over approx. 3s. When the three extrapolated temperatures differed
significantly , the measurements were discarded. For the purpose of this
investigation, a temperature variance of more than 20°C between the maximum and
minimum predicted vaiue was considered significant. Further analysis would however
have to be performed to identity a steady state condition of the thermocouples.
Figure 3 shows a graph of the extrapolated temperatures as a function of furnace
depth and time since start of measurement. Note the fluctuations of up to 70°C in gas
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fJs~re 3 : Furnace Gas Temperature Measurements
2.2.4 GAS SPECIES CONCENTRATION MEASUR~MENT
A furnace gas sample was drawn from the suction stream 0\' the water cooled probe!
as shown in Figure 1, using a suoflon pump. A portion of this stream was then
continuously passed through a membrane dryer before entering the Landcom 6500
portable flue gas analyser. This flue gas analyser uses dedicated electrochemlcal
cells for the determination of the following gases:
GAS RANGE ACCURACY
02 O~25%vol. ± 1%
CO (low range) 0-2000 ppm ±4%
CO (high range) 0-40000 ppm
S02 0-2000 ppm ±4%








The analyser was calibrated l!sing prepared standard certified sample gase~ prior to










120 ppm, 14% C02. balance Nl.!
not calibrated
768 ppm, balance N2
474 ppm, balance N2
2.2.5 RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS
For the purpose of this investigation, the residence time is defined as the time a pf
particle has spent in the furnace region of the boiler. Due to the complex turbulent
f10wfield in the furnace, particularly in the burner regions, idemical pf particles may
spend different times in the furnace depending on the flow path they have taken
through it. The residence time disti'ibution (RTD) is by definition the statistical
distribution of residence times that pf particles entering the furnace through a
particular burner may spend in the furnace. The furnace exit plane does however
have the s cross section as the furnace and the flue passing through It cannot be
assumed tc be perfectly mixed. In view of this, the RTD's from each of the three
burner rows to a number of polnts on the furnace exit plane were determined.
It was however not practical to measure the RTD of a batch of particles that
simultaneously enter the furnace through a burner, because this would require that
the particle be identifiable based on some property unique to the batch in question
and furthermore, tha identification would have to be made at very short time
increments Rlfoughout the test.
Because of the small size of pf particles (75% <75J.l.m).it can be reasonably assumed
that the RTD of particles will not differ much from the RTD of a gas molecule. Indeed,
the free fall velocity of a 50J.l.mparticle would be only about 0.05 mls compared to the
gas velocities of around 10m/s at furnace exit.
Experiments with various tracers during a previous furnace RTD investigation at
Matimba Power Station (Blenkinsop et 314) showed that sulphur powder could be
used. A 5kg charge of sulphur was injected very rapidly (using air cannons) into the
primary air I pf stream just before the burner inlet of one burner. The injected sulphur
was sufficient to increase the furnace exit S02 concentration tenfold.
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The sulphur sublimes at around 440°C, and then oxidises when in the gas phase.
The rate of formation of S02 from the sulphur powder is therefore similar to the
combustion rates of volatile products from the coal (diffusion limited), and for the
purpose of the RTD estimations, Was considered to occur instantaneously. Figure 4
shows a schematic of the testing equipment used.
Figure 4: Schematic of RTD Meast:rement Equipment
(A4 copy of Figure 4 is attached in AppendiX 1.1)
The S02 concentration VS. time profile measured at furnace exit could therefore be
considered to be a RTD of the combined furnace and probing system given an
instantaneous S02 source just in front of the burners where sulpnur was being
injected.
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Figure 5 : Graph of overall RTD Respcnse
The suction pyrometer used to sample the furnace exit does, hOWt; sr, have ifs own
RTD (refer to Figure 6), neceSSitating that the overall measured RTD (refer to Figure
5) be corrected. In order to perform this. oorrection, the RTD of the probe had to be
determined. This was done measuring the S02 concentration vs. time profile through
the probe given identical sampling conditions with a 502 sample lJeing injected into
the sample stream just in front of the probe using an injection device designed to
disrupt the sample stream as little as posslble. The design drawing of this device is
presented in Appendix 1.1.5.
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Figure 6 : Graph of Probe F<TDResponse
It was found that the eXperimentally determined concentration profiles determined by
the tracer experiments could be satisfactorily described by fitting the data to a curve
describing the response of a second order system with a lag or dead time to an





= time constant 1
= time constant 2
c
roo
= constant required to normalise the RTD so that J 0 f( t) dt =1




The effect of the RTD on any disturbance (e.g. the tracer injection) entering the
otherwldoe steady sitte system (i.e. with constant inputs and outputs) can be
described by the convolution integral (tevenspief (1972».
I
·t






= RTD of the system (i.e. the furnace and probe combinatlor
time domain description of the disturbance entering
system (i.e, the sulphur injection resulting in a virtually
insu'intanoous source of SC2 at the burner mouth)
time domain description of a system output (e.g. sq)
at the outlet of the system (i.e. the furnace exit)
=
=
The overall RTD, Eo(t) , of the furnace and probe combination can be considered as
two independent syst6!ms in series, each with it's own RTD. This system is illustrated
in Figure 7.
If the system input ( Cln(t) ) is given, the outlet concentration V$., time distribution
function ( Cout(t) ) and the RTD of the probing system ( Eprobe(t) ) is measured. then
the RTD of the first system, i.e. the furnace ( Efumace(t) ), can be determined.
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Equation (4) is obtained by Laplace transforming equation (3).
(4)
The reason for implying ihat the RTD of the probing system ( Eprobe(t) } t.111 be
measured is that given an instant S02 injection at the probe inlet. t;'e S02
cont.:ent..~(ion vs. time profile at the outlet has identival distribution and dead time
characterisi:ir;s as the RTD of the probing system h" :ause the Laplace transform of
the impulse input is unlty.
Levensplef (1972) refers to Cout as the convolution of Eo with Cin. Cout is, however,
also the convolution of the Laplace domain description .J; the furnace output with
Eprobe.which in turn is the convolution of Efumace with C/n.
.. Furnace Probing System f-+•

















Figure 7 : Modification (If an Impulse tracer signal, CIn(t), on passing throu,;h two systems
in series
The Laplace domain description of the entire system is therefore:
C out( s) ::: C in( s) ." E furnace( s) * E prObe(s)
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(5)
The mathematical properties of the convolution operator allow a deconvolution to
obtain a Laplace domain description of Erumace. The convolution operation becomes a
multiplication in the Laplace domain, while a deconvolution a division operation.
c out( s)
(c in(s).E pr~~(S»)
( 6)E furnace<5) =
In the Laplace domain, equation (2), the general form of the time domain distribution,
becomes:
-
F{s) = ( 7)
Similar expressions in the Laplace domain for the time domain overall (denoted by




The Laplace transform of the system input, which for the purpose of this investigation
was considered an impulse input, is given by :
( 10)
Expressions (8), (9) and (10) can now be substituted into (6) and by taking the
inverse Laplace transform of the resulting expression, the RTD of the furnace (






(toverall 1 - tprdle 1)' \.toversll 1 'tprobe 2)
.. overall 1 - ..overall 2)
(tCMlraII 2 - t probe 1)· (t overall 2 = t probe 2)
(toverall 2 - 't overall 1)
':"overall d - 'tprot~ d=
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2.2.6 HEAT FLUX MEASUREMENTS
25 heat flux probes were installed into ·~t)eleft wall of the furnace and monitored on-
line during the testing period. Figwi'e 8 shows a schematic of a heat flux probe
mounted in the furnace wall. The linearfsed temperature transmitters output a 4-20
mA signal to a centrally situated PC based data logger. The temperatore
measurements as well as the calculated heat fluxes were logged at 1 minute-
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Ftgu~ 9 : PoSition of Heat Flux Probes on Hendrinlfi Unit 9's Left FUTttIlce Wall
The heat flux can be calculated from the temperature measurements obtained from
the thermocouples. Let the temperature of the front and rear thermocouples be
denoted by Tfront and Trear respectively. The heat flux through the probe tip is given
by:
( 12)
where k = thermal conductivity of 15M03 steel
x = distance between the thermocouple beads
Figure 10 shows the thermal conductivity of the furnace wall steel (15M03) as a
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Figure 10 : Thermal Conductivity of 15M03
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Since the temperature difference between the thermocouples did not vary
dramatically, an average thermal conductivity could be assumed. The averane
thermal conductivitywas determined as follows:
k(T) dT ( 13)
Figure 11 shows a typical 24 hour heat flux and temperature measurement log
obtained during the furnace tests. NC'tethe effect of wan blowing just after OdJ~OOand
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Figure 11 : Heat Flux I Temperature Log
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2.3 COAL CHARACTERISATION
2.3.1 COAL SAMPLING AND OVERVIEW OF BASIC ANALYSES PERFORMED
Raw coal from the mlil feeder systems of all operational mills was sampled on each
day tl .:It furnace testwork was performed and composited to form a dally sample.
Each sample was subjected to :
• moisture analysis (total and inherent)
• proximate analysis
• ultimate analysis
• calorific value determination.
The samples were subsequently composlted to form a representative sample for the entire
furnace testing progrr,m. This sample, hereafter referred to as 'R.C. composne', was
analysed as follows. :
• moisture analysis (total and inherent)
• proximate analysis
• ultimate analysis
• calorific value determination
• minerai matter s:1slysis
• Hardgrove Index
• Abrasiveness Index
• ash fusion temperature determinations
• devolatillsation tests (using DTF)
III char combestion tests (using DTF)
Pulverised coal from each operational mill was sampled isokinetically on various
days during the furnace tests. The following analyses were performed:
'" moisture analysis (Inherent)
• proximate analysis
• ultimate analysis
• calorific v~lue determination
• particle size analyses
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All analyses were performed according to standard Eskom methods. Detailed
procedures of the D ,'F based devolatiiisation and char combustion tests are
described in 2.3.3 and 2.3.4l;elow,
2.3.2 DESCRIF'TION OF THE DROP TUBE FURNACE (DTF)
The OTF is an electrically heated vertlcal tube reactor, in which coal particles are
exposed to a t"Jntrolled temperature and oxygen concentration environment for
variable time periods in a hot laminar flow gas stream. The feed gas is preheated and
enters the DTF's 70 mm 10 alumina ceramic tube through a ceramic honeycomb flow
straightener at a f1owra!e of approximately 20 l/min (STP). The reactor tube is heated
by silicon carbide elements, which are controlled by dual thermocouples situated at
the outside of the reactor tube wall. In furnace gas temperatures typically range
between 700°C and 1400°C. About 1 9 of dry coal/char sample is fed into the reactor
over a period of about 10 minutes through a water cooled injection probe, the tip of
which is situated approximately 450 mm from the top of the reactor tube. The burning
particles are carried in the combustion gas axially down the furnace, the length of the
reaction zone being variable up to 122 em. The free fall velocity of the particles
ranges between 0.01mls for a particle of spprox, 25 J.lfiI to 0.04 mls for a PSi1icie of
approx. 481Jm, while the gas velocity thr,.)ugh the reactor is about 0.4 m/s, depending
on the reaction temperature. Partially reacted particles are caught in a water cooled
collection probe, which quenches combustion. FieldS (1969) found the end effects (,)f
the feeder and collector combined to be small, Combustible matter analyses on the
partially cambusted product allow the determination of the extents of reaction, which
vary according to combustion conditions and residence times. The DTF thus allows
the control of three important variables of the combustion process, namely
temperature, oxygen concentration and time, Based on the extent of combustion with
respect to these variables, the kinetic behaviour during combustion of a particular
coal can be quantified for a typical boller combustion environment.
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A schematic afthe OTF is presented in Figure 12.
Figure 12 : Schematic of Drop Tube FfJmace
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2.3.3 DETERMINATION OF THE OTF PARTICLE RESIDENCE TIME
The calculation of the time spent by a particle in the combustion environment of the
DTF, viz. the particles residence time, is outlined below. The particle residence time
is required for the calculation of the combustion kinetics.
The volumetric flow (F) otthe gas must be corrected (from STP, inlet conditions) to
the conditions in the combustion zone of the DTF. From the ideal gas law, the
following relationship can be derived.
I It),p a IT 1
F = F .(-~- '1,---,
a ,P 1) \T01 (14)
where F ~ corrected volumetric flow (m3/s)
Fo::':inlet volumetric flow (m3/s ~STP)
Po = inlet pressure, T(\= inlet temperature (STP)
Pi:::: combustion zone pressure (atmospheric)
T1 = average combustion zone gas temperature
The linear velocity of the gas (Vg) is given by tne quotient of the volumetric floW and
the reactor volume per unit length.
The gas density (pg) may be derived from the ideal gas law, which may be simplified
to the following equation.
P
P = 3361(j2.-~9 . T
(15)
where Po = gas density in combustion zone (kg/m3)
P = gas pressure (atm)
T = gas temperature (K)
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The gas viscosity41 (J.lg) has been found to be described satisfactorily by the following
empirical relation.
(16)
where ~lg= gas viscosity (kg/m/s)
Tg = average gas temperature in combustion zone (K)
The free fall velocity of the particle (Vff) can be determined by assuming that the
velocity falls into the region governed by Stokes' Law42, then
g'd p2,(p P -p ~l
18'1-1 9 (17)
where Vtf = free fall velocity ~m/s)
9 = gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
dp = particle diameter (rn)
Pp , Po = particle, gas density (kg/m3)
J.lg = gas viscoSli.y (~g/m/s)





where tres = residence time (5)
L = Length of particle path in the combustion zone
v« ,Vg = free fall, gas velocities
The gas temperature was found to vary along the length of the combustion zone by
up to 30K. In order to describe the physical parameters (i.e. density and viscosity)
of the gas, the average temperature in the combustion zone was used for all
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calculations. In order to describe the variation, the measured temperature data was
curve fitted with a 6th order polynomial (P(x». To determine the average gas
temperature, the polynomial function was integrat.t j over the length of the
combustion zone as shown below.
1 J!L
T ave = L' 0 P(x} dx
(19)
where Tave = Average temperature in the combustlon zone
L = length of the particle trajectory
P(x) ~ 6th order polynomial describing the temperature distribution
:2.3.4 DETERMINATION OF DEVOLATILISATION YIELDS AND RATES
The OTF is capable of reproducing particle heating rates of around 104 to 105 Kls, as
found in pf combustors typical of steam raising plant and therefore can be used in the
determination of devolatilisation rates and yields. For the purpose of the
devolatilisation rate determination, the RC Composite sample was prepared as
follows:
1. sample ground to PF consistency (viz. 75% < 75j.lm)
2. sample screened to remove all +150J.l.m material, which was then reground and
reintroduced into the sample
3. >75J,l.mwas reground to <751lm and reintroduced into the sample
4. sample was split into two size fractions, namely 38~751lm and <38J.l.m
5. each size fraction underwent batch DTF testing at 5 residence times ranging
between 0.05 and 1.1s for furnace setpoint temperatures of 1000, 1200 and
1400°C in N2
6. solid residues collected from the above tests underwent proximate analyses to
determine the extent of devolatilisation, from which the devolatilsation rates were
determined
The volatile yield after DTF pyrolysis is determined by solving equation (20) given the
ash content of a <150J.l.mcoal sample before and after it is pasaed throught the OTF
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(20)
= Ash content in DTF feed (dry basis) -b~fore
= Ash content in sampled residue (dry basis) -after
This result is used in the assessment of the devolatilisation kinetics of the sample to
suit the pyrolysis (i.e. devolatilisation) model of the combustion code. The
combustion model uses a single step zero order Arrhenius reaction model by







~k d ,exp -_.~. "_'_,I
evo R'Tp J (21)
where V x = extent of devolatilisation
k devol = Arrhenius Factor for devolatilisation
11E a ::: Activation Energyfor devolatilisation
dew!
R = Universal Gas Constant
Tp = Particle Temperature
-ehe particle temperature, Tp, is determined from a simultaneous solution of the
energy and mass balance around the devolatilising particle, taking into account
radiative and convective heat transfer as the partlol« passes through the DTF.
Assuming a constant external surface area of the coal I ash particles (viz. shrinking
core), the radlatlve heat exchange between the particle and the DTF is given by:
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A liT '4s.c: particle'f t. wald (22)
where s = average emissivity between the particle and the wall
0" = Stefan Boltzman constant
Aparlicle = assumed external surface particle area (m2)
TWail = DTF Wall Temperature ( K)
Tparticle ::: Particle Temperature (K)
:t J '\
Cpparticle = Particle Heat Capacity \,k9~K)
mparticle - mass of particle (kg)
The convective heat exchange between the hot furnace gas and the particle is given
by:







Nusselt Number for boundary layer convective heat exchange
external particle surface area ( m2 )
Boundary Layer Temperature (assumed to be K
I;he average of the Gas and Particle Temperatures) ( )
Tpartlcle = Particle Temperature ( K)
(t r82 W\A = 2.43- 10-5• boondaly . convective heat exchange coefficient "-··-1
I 273 ,I m·KI.1
Cppartlcle ::: Particle Heat Capacity (~K)
mpa1lcle = mass of particle (kg)
dp ::: particle diameter (m)
The solution of the sum of the differential equations (22) and (23) gives an overall
account of particle temperature with time. Figure 13 shows particle temperature vs.
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Figure 13 : PaItlC/e Temperature vs. time during Pyrolysis In the OTF
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Figure 14 : Extent of Pyrolysis vs. time in the oiF
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2.3.5 DETERMINATION C'F CHAR. COMBUSTION RATES
The standard ESKO'~ char combustion test procedure as performed on the RC
Composite sample is outlined below:
" sample ground to PF consistency (viz. 75% <75p.m)
~. .ple screened to remove all +150",m material, which was then reground and
re-introduced into the sample
3. sample pyroUsed at 1400°C in N2 for 2.2s
4. the resulting product was screened at 75~m and all >15IJ.mmaterial was reground
to <751J.mand reintroduced into the sample
5. the sample was split into a <381J.mand a 38-75J.lm size fraction
6. each size fraction underwent DTF testitlg at 5 residence times ranging between
0.4 and 3.2 s for DTF setpoint temperatures of 1000,1100,1200,1300 and 1400°C
at 3 vol.% 02 with the balance being N2 (This particular oxygen concentration is
chosen since it is similar to the depleted bulk oxygen concentration in (:1 typical
utility boiler)
7. the sollcl combustion residues from the above tests were analysed for combustible
matter and ash content, from which the extent of the combustion reaction is
determined
As the mass fraction of ash increases with increasing residence time, the extent of
combustion can be determined IJsing the ash in the combustion residue as a tracer.
The fractional extent of combustion or combustion efficiency (CE) is given by (on a
dry ash free basis):
(24)
where A 0 = mass fraction of ash in the taw char (dry basis)
A 1 = mass fraction of ash in the sampled residue (dry basis)
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The experimentally determined combustion extent data along with its corresponding
residence time in the on: at a given DTF set-point temperature, is used to estimate
the char combustion parameters required for the combustion sub-model of the
combustion code. A pseudo steady-state assumption with regard to the particle
temperature is required to arrive at estimations of the char combustion parameters,
which are then refined by simulating the DTF combustion process. This simulation
model is described later In this section. The method of arriving at the estimations of
the char combustion parameters is described below:
Depending on the particle surface temperature. the fate of combustion can be limited
either by the rate of O2 diffusion to the surface of the particle or the rate of chemical
reaction at the particle surface. In either situation, the rate of combustion depends on
the partial pressure of 02. the surface area available for char combustion and the
combustion characteristics of the char in question. The overall rate of char
combustion is mathematically modelled by equation (25) :
(25)
where m C = mass of combustible matter in char particle
particle
kana-overafl = overall reaction rate coefficient
= partial pressure of Oxygen
::: apparent reactivesurfaoe area of the particle
Field8 (1970) proposed that the overall rate reaction coefficient comprise a rate
coefficient deocnpnon of oxygen diffusion to the reacuon surface as well as
description of the rate coefficient of chemical reaction at the surface according to
equations (26) to (28) ..If thA chemical reaenen rate is fast comparee to the rate or O2
diffusion to the reacting char surface, the reaction is diffusion controlled. If the rate of
chemical reaction is slow compared the rate of 02 diffUsion to the reacting surface,
the reaction is chemically controlled.
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The overall rate is determined from the experimental data by integration of differential
equation (25). A description of thQ integration results is given in equations (29) and
(30).
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A""'II~'~ !: IA 1,lnitiai.( 1 CE)n a
,.... ...." \ particle) (30)
where IA "Initial\. pa11cle I = initial particle surface area
n B swelling index
The superscripts initial and final refer to the DTF feed and product respectively while
fres is the corresponding residence time in fne DTF. Because the DTF is operated w:th
a considerable OX'lgen excess (300 - 400%), the partial pressure of oxygen (P021
remalns effectively constant.
The initial particle surface area includes the active internal pore area created during
the devolatilisation process and would depend primarily on the char structure and the
heating rate. Laine et al9 (1964) found that for the same coal a higher heating rate
resulted In a greater surface area for reaction and an increased ootnbustion rate.
Smoot et al10 noted that physical changes in the char structure resulted in changes
in surface area and in turn changes in combustion rate. In order to account to some
extent for the complex nature and structure of char forms and their transformations
durinq the combustion process, an empirical swelling index, nB, is used in equation
(24). Table 1 summarises how this surface area model predicts the reactive surface
area of char particle during the combustion process for various swelling indices.
Table 1 : Particle Sutface Area as a function of Combustion Extlii1t feE)
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As the combusting particle passes through the DTF, it is first heated by radiation from
the hot furnace walls and by convection from the preheated gases passing through
the DTF. An estimation of the particle surface temperature can be made by solving
ail energy balance around the particle which equates the heat lost/gained by radiation
and convection to the heat released at the surface due to reaction. The heat release
can be calculated from the measured overall reaction rate assuming that the surface
reaction mechanism is known. For the purpose of this invGsfigatian, it is assumed
that the oXidation on the particle surface results in 1he formation of CO. The overall
energy balance is given in equation (31).
(31)
where
Ah enthalpy of formation of CO from C(s) and 0(9) / J \= I~-~"-J
I\mol.!
Ar = stnface area a'lailable for mdiative heat exchange ( 1'02)
Ac = surface area available for convective heat transfer (m2)
d = average particle diameter (rn)
Nu = Nusselt Number (assumed» 2)
Tboundary = temperature of the gas film around the p~rtlcle (K)
Twall = temperature of the inside wall of the nroo Tube Furnace(K)
T particle = average temperature of the particle (K)
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Figure 15 shows estimated particle temperatures for a variety of DTF residence
times, wall and gas temperatures:
1600
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Figure 15 : estimated pBrticle t"mpeTlltures lor various DTF experiments
The diffusion rate can be determined by solving equation (28) given the particle
temperature estimate and a particle diameter assumed to be the mean initial particle
diameter. Note, however, that when the diffusion rate is similar in magnitude to the
experimentally derived overall reaction rate, the reaction may be diffusion controlled.
In this event the reaction rate cannot be accurately determined for that particular DTF
run because the value of the mechanism factor, -Pm, which cannot be determined
accurately, becomes significant in the analysis of the results. Fieldll (1969) suggests







be used to u:' 4"';n values for the chemical reaction rate coefficients.
When the surface reaction ~atecoefficients are plotted against the estimat(~dsurface
temperatures, and a curve t. \ using the function form giv0n in equation (22) of the
data as reviewed by Field et i 111 (1967) is performed, the function parameters define
the kinetic parameters for tt e Arrhenius type reaction model. Figure 16 shows a
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typicalln(kchal'surfaCe)vs. 104/Tp plot. The intercept and slope of the linear fit give the
pre-exponential factor and activation energy respectively.
-5 -
-61-..--....J....---'----
5 5.5 6 6.5 7 1.5 8 8.5
IO"4fl'article Temperature [1{I{]
l( DTF data (experimental)
curve fit
Figure 16 : Linear fit of DfF data to determ,fne Arrhenius kinetic parameters
A model of the combustion process in the OTF was derived using the above process
description. The model Involves solving two simultaneous differential equations, one
describing the combustion at the surface of the char, and the other, the surface
temperature of the reacting char particle. The differential equations are given in
equations (33) and (34).
d I dE \.
-0 c = -AChBl:exp!R~T---~-').p 02'A particle\ 0 c)
d t \ particle /
( 33)
(34)
The change in particle temperature by radiation and convection has been outlined in
equations (22) and (23). While equation (35) describes the change in particle
temperature due to reaction.
= ( 35)
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Figure 17 shows the char particle surface temperature of a particular coal in the DTF
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Figure 18 : Gro:ephof CombU!tion Extent VB. time
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2.4 THE A/OLOS COMBUSTION MODEL
A detailed account of the model's operational engine and it's many physical,
thermodynamic and chemical sub-models is available from SchneU12 (1991), Epple13
(1993), Epple et al14 (1992), Epple et al15 (1993) and Schnell et al1ES (1995). A brief
outline of the model has been extracted from the aforementioned references for the
purpose cf a convenient r'eview.
Turbulent flow in combustion chambers is predicted using the k-c turbulence model
formulated in partial differential equations compiled in equations (36) to (39) I where
the basic equation for a general variable tI> is specified in equation (36).
The terms in equation (36) describe the local change of tI> due to transient. convective,
diffusive and source term contributions to a particular property assigned to this




.~~.(p eff. OIl> \ + Sill
&Xj \ clll OXJJ
diffusive source
(36)8 0~'(P'Ill) 7' ~·(p·u'<Il ).=
at sx ' 1 ..
j
where
t = tlrne variable
Xj = direction variable where j = 1,2,3
Uj = velocity component
¢J = general field variable
p = density
I! eff = effective viscosity
(fell = stress associated with that general field variable
Sq> ::: source term of field variable
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Tlme-averaged Navier-Siokes Equation:
II ... . ll· I) I IiUi\ opat' (p'U,) 8~~'(P'UfLI)= a~JrJ(l)X J - 8>< P'9, is,,













KE turb = kinetic turbulent energy
DissIpation Rate of at Turbulent Energy
I) a .. · 3/11effcsl Sf
at'(P'S) i'ax;'\P'Uj'&)= i~'\all 'ox
1l
1 t k,(Cs!'G CSz'P'S) (39)
Generation Term : G
Turbulent Viscosity : Ilt
where
s = dissipation rate of turbulent ener~iY
C ::.: constant of turbulent Viscosity model
~
The time averaged N3vier Stokes equation (also called the Reynolds equation)
describes the momentum balance (velocities) around (into and out of) a control
volume. The pressure, which can be considered as the source term in this
momentum equation, is calculated by means of a pressure correction method by
Epple et al17 (1991). The turbulence is characterised by the kinetic turbulent energy
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KEt\.!rb and it;dissipation rate e. More advanced and sophisticated turbulence models,
which provide improved prediction accuracy, are available for use with AIOLOS. They
do however require considerably more computation time (SchneU18, (1989» and are
therefore not generally used in three dimensional simulations. Their use in two
dimensional AIOLOS applications has however been demonstrated wit' success.
The general variable $ may also stand for species that feature in the combustion of
coal. Figure 19 shows how the combustion precess is modelled and what species are








Figure 19 : Reaction Models af Puillerised Coal CombUstion
Table 2 • Reaction Models of Pulverised Coal Combust/on,
No Reaction Model Reference
1 Devolatilsation Section 2.3.3 of this report
2 Char Combus1:ion Section 2.3.4 of this report
3 Volatiles Combustion Field et al8 (pp 119)
4 Oxidation of CO I=ield et alB(pp 175) --
5 Water Gc:sShift Reaction Denn 21, S(~hliling22 (pp 10)
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The AIOLOS coal combustion model (as outlined in Figure 19) considers coal to be
devolatilised in a single step to form char and volatiles (reaction 1). The rate of
devolatilisation for the Hendrina R.C. Composite was inv9stig?fed using the DTF and
analysed according to the method and analysis procedures described in part 2.3.3 of
this report. The volatiles are assumed to consist of CO, H2 and hydrocarbons CXHy.
The hydrocarbon parameters X and Yare determined from the ultimate analysis of
the coal. CxHy is assumed to oxidise in a two-step reaction yielding C02 and H20
(reactions 3 and 4). These reactions are modelled with an Eddy-Dlssipation-Model
(MagnussenH; (1981) and Ma~(Ius$en and Hjertager20 (1976». The residual char is
heterogenously oxidised to CO at the surface of the char (reaction 2). The rate of char
oxidation depends on the local oxygen concentration, the reactive surface area and
reactivity of the char itself. The reactivity of the char is experimentally determined
using the DTF according to the method and analysis procedure outlined in section
2.3.4 of this report. Additionally, the water-gas-shift reaction adjusts the
concentrations of CO, H2, C02. and H20 towards equilibrium (reaction 5). Information
on this reaction is available from Denn21 1967) and SchHling et al22 ( 1981). Particle
size effects are also included by considering various size classes for the solid fuel.
Ash is treated as an inert substance.
Besides the heat release due to the combustion reactions, the source of enthalpy in
each control volume l~. dominated by radiative heat exchange. In pulverised coal fired
combustors, radiative heat exchange in the furnace accounts for approx, 90% of the
total heat transfer. AIOLOS allows the use of a number of radiative heat exchange
models.
Viskanta23 compiled an overview of radiation models and in the area of radiative heat
trar.sfer in pulverised coal combustion applications, these can grouped into 'zone'- ,
'flux'~1and statistical models.
Zone methods, such as proposed by Hottel at al"4 (1967), require a non-linear
integro-differential equation for each zone, making tile application of this method
unsuitable for finely discretised furnace chambers in view of the computational effort
required. The 'flux'-models are grouped according to the number of directions in
which they model radiative heat transfer into and out of a control volume. 2-, 4- and 6-
'flux' models have been proposed by Siddal and Selcuk25,26 (1979, 1976) and Filia
and Maresa27 (1975), which Are coupled to resolve radiative exchange in three
dimensions via the control volume temperature alone. A 6-'f1ux' model by De Marco
and Lockwood2B (1975) refined the 'flux' approach by coupling the radiation exchange
in three dimensions. The 'flux'-radiation models can use the numerical solution
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algorithms used by the flow solver. It should however be noted at this stage the
'Monte-Carlo-' and 'Dlscrete-Transfer-' radiation models considerably outperform the
'flux' radiationmodelswith regard to solution accuracy.
The 'Dlscrete-Transfer-' model, proposed by LockWood and Shah29,30 (1976),
specifies a netw.:>rkof beams within the combustion chamber, along which radiative
heat exchange occurs. An overall energy balance around the entire combustion
chamber is required in the solution algorithm. The 'Dlscrete-Transfer-' model differs
from the 'Monte·Carlo-' model in that no beam reflection from the furnace wall is
considered. As the beams traverse the individual control volumes that the combustion
chamber has been broken down into, a portion of the beams energy is transferred to
the control volume according it's radiative properties. These properties are
determined from the gas emissivity (which depends on the local gas composition)
and more importantly the particulate loading. A comparison between the tMonte-
Carlo' radiation model (first proposed for cylindrical combustion chamber geometries
by Stewart and cannon" (1971» and the 'Dlscrete-Iransfer-' model has been made
by Guilbert32 (1989). A further radiation model, named the 'Discrete-Ordmates-'
model as proposed by Fivelartd33•34 (1987, 1984), is available in the AIOL08
combustion model.
A detailed outline of the application of the 'Monte-Carlo-' radiation exchange model in
combustion modelling applications is available from Richter35,36 (1978, 1914).
Whereas the Monte-Carlo method uses an entirely statistically determined array of
beams to describe the radiative heat transfer, Richter has specified the beam
numbers and directions at the source. Statistical treatment of the beam direction only
takes place on beam reflections at the furnace walls. A previous Eskom combustion
modelling investigation by Eichhorn et al37 (1995) used a furnace model by Richter
based on Monte-Carlo method for radiation exchange. It was found that despite
having performed the simulation with a very coarse grid, reasonable predictions were
made.
In order to analyse pollutant formation in pulverised coal combustion, the nitrogen
oxides (NOx) formed from fuel bound nitrogen must be modelled. A fuel-NO- and
thermal NO formation model are included in the AIOLOS combustion model. The
thermal NO formation model is based 011 the wen-known Zeldovich3B mechanism,
While the fuel N oxidation/reduction is assumed to occur according the mechanisms
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Figure 20 : Reaction Scheme of Fuel N Conversion
The fate of HeN and its successors is strongly dependant on toe local flame
conditions, particularly stoichiometry and temperature. De Soete39 (1974) proposed a
reduced scheme for NO formation from HeN, which has been adopted for use in
AIOLOS. It must be noted that the reaction times of HeN in the flame are of the same
order as the turbulent fluctuations in combustion conditions in the flame as is typical
to many pollutant formation reactions which show high activation energies. It is
assumed in the model that the species concentration fluctuations are not as marked
as the temperature fluctuations in the burner regions as radiation is the dominant
mechanism of heat transfer. A simplified probability density function (pdf) approach
with a model for the instantaneous temperature fluctuations yields the HeN decay
rate by oxidation to NO and reduction to N2• Details of the model for the
instantaneoustemperature fluctuations are given by SchneJl12(1991).
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2.5 APPLICATION OF A/OLOS TO HENDRINA UNIT 9
2.5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE HENDRINA UNIT 9 FURNACE
The furnace of Hendrina Unit 9 has 6 burner rows, each of which is fuelled by a
dedicated vertical s,pindle mill of which five must be in operation at full load. Each mill
supplies four burners, which are arranged in a single rowan either the front or back
wall of the furnace, A vertical section and view of the front wall of the furnace are
shown in Figure 21.
Figure 21 : Hendrina Unit 9 Furnace: VertIcal Section and View of Front ;ltJill
A summary of boiler specifications as required for the combustion model, sourced
from the design specifications40 by SteinmGller , the boiler's designers and
manufacturers, has been compiled in Table 3. Note that the 97% maximum capacity
rating (MCR) values have been obtained by linear interpolation of the 94% and 100%
MCR specifications.
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A section through the burner is shown in Figure 22, Note that the cylinder contained
within the core air duct holds the all burner assembly and that the primary air I pf
mbdure is not swirled. Swirl vanes have recently been installed into the core air ducts.
Their effect on the combustion process has however not been modelled at this stage.
T bl :3 F, sm' . d" C bustio Mod Ja e : umace 'i~c' reation as reqUIre or om n e
Specification 94% MCR 100% MCR 97% MeR
(202 kg/s (215 kg/s (208,5 kg/s
evaporation) evaporation) evaporation)
Air Temperature at Air Heater Outlet 242 247 244.5
Temperature of air/fuel mix entering 80 80 80
burners
Fuel Consumption 26.4 28.1 .. ',25
(refer to Table in footnote 1)
~ir ~plie(l to furnace as
primary air(kg/s} 45.5 54.0 49.75
secondary air (kg/s) 177.5 185 181.25
Gas Tempereture at Furnace Exit (0G) 1100 1125 1112
Figure 22 : Section through Hendrina Unit 9 Burner
for typical coal properties from design specification:
TyE!_calWashed Fuel
Inherent Moisture {m% air dried) 4
Ash (m% air dried) 20
Volatile Matter (m% air dried) 24
Fixed Carbon (m% aii dried) 53
Calorific Value (MJ/kg air dried) 25
Surface Moisture (m% as r~eived) 6
2.5.2 FURNACE DISCRETISATION
The furnace was discretised into 276546 Cartesian grid based finite volumes (or
cells) by dividinq the neight, width and depth of the furnace as follows:
height: 100
width (fiont I rear wall) : 76
depth (left I right wall) : 45
The divisions were specified to become gradually smaller as the burner region~ wer~,
approached, to improve the resolution of near burner zone regions and to reduce the
gl'ad1ents in local combustion conditions between adjacent cells, A finer discretisation
is necessary for the simulation of the volatiles combustion and NO formation which
feature predominantly in this region. Figure 23 shows the discretised furnace. The
AIOLOS code containing the dlscretlsanon inf!)rm~tion IS attached in Appendix 3.1.
Figure 23 : DisGI'''u5atioo of Hendrina Unit 9 Furnace
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2.5.3 SPECIFICATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITION~
The specification of boundary conditions required that every cell inlet be allocated the
mass flow rates of the species entering there as well as their respactive inlet
velocities and directions. For the purpose of defining the inlet flow pattens of the swirl
burners, the centre-points of the burners were specified, around which, depending on
the angle of rotation around the bt: "r centre, the direction of flow of the inlet stream
was described in terms of it's velocity components.
Furthermore, the inlet stream temperature was specified for both the flow and
radiation component of the cornbusilon model. The A10LOS code specifying the inlet
conditions has been attached in Appendix 3.2.
2.5.4 SPECIFICATION OF THE COAt COMPOSITION, OEVOLATILiSATiON AND
COMBUSTION PROPERTIES
The coal properties outlined in Table 4 require specification. Nota that th'3 bold
typeface indicates the parameter specified.
Table 4 : Coal Specifications for AIOLOS
Likely Volatile Hydrocarbon CxHy
Calorific Value (on dry ash free (daf) has is) HUDAFr---.---------.----------------~-------------------------~Volatile Matter (from DTF analysts, daf) VMDAFA~--------~~--------~----~~----------------------~Ultimate Anlaysis (as received basis) XSh
where
I = C, 0, H, 8, N, A (Ash) and
F (inherent moisture).--~-------------------------+-.--------------.------.----~Oevolatilisation Kinetic Parameters Pre-exponentlal factor: RK01
Activation Energy: E1 R
Char Combustion Kinetics Pre-exponentlal factor: RK02
Activation Energy: E2R
1-- .".-.------,-----+---~-=..:-.------_I
Particle ~·izeDistribution (3 size classes) distribution (W8IZEJ) and average
particle diameter (DPJJJ) in size
class
r-- -f-w_h_e~ej = 1 .. ~ _
Density of Coal RHOSO
Swelling Index RN_B
The AIOLOS; input file containing the aforementioned information has been attached
in Appendix :3.3.
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2.5.5 AIOLOS NOx MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
The NOx model is generally used in a post-processing mode since the quantities
involved in NO formations are negligible compared to the coal combustion reactions
and therefore do not affect the calculated combustion conditions. The model requires
that the coal nitrogen on a daf basis be provided and if possible, the fraction of coal
nitrogen reporting to volatile matter and char respectively. As little is known about the
oxidation of char nitrogan, an arbitrary conversion factor of char nitrogen to NO can
be specified. An AIOLOS input file containing the listed specifications required for the




During the entire furnace testirlg program the operation of the furnace was logged
according to standard Hendnna operation procedures. Figures 24 to 26 show logs of
selected plant variables considered to be significant indicators of furnace operation.
Operating Log- Hendrina Unit Ii
160 ..
100 0
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Cat.
Figure 24 : Log O'\' Evaporation Rato during F'uroace rests
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~-igure26 : Log of Oxygt;n Cont;entrations (LHSlRHS) before Airheaaer
The fluctuations In boiler operating parameters during the time of testing indicate that
the furnace probing results require a critical review. It must noever be noted that
during the time it took to perform a furnace probing experiment, there were
considerable variations in the property measured. This was particularly evident in the
burner belt region of the boiler. The furnace exit conditions were considerably more
sigble.
The repeatabmty of furnace exit measurements was tested by means of furnace exit
temperature measurements of boilers 9 and 10. These results of these
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Figure 27 : Temperature Measurefllent ~BOILER 9
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BOILER 10
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Figure 28 : Temperattn lAeuurement - BOILER 10
The results depicted in Figure 27 show that most of the temperature measurements
for 12/02/96 (ceramic sheath method) lie within the range observed on 19/02196
(indirect method).
The results of the furnace tests did, however, show that furnace measurements are
SUbject to conalderabte variations over short periuds. This should be considered
when comparing model predictions to measured data.
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3.2 FURNACERESIDENCETIME DISTRIBUTIONS
The results of the RTD measurements have been presented in Table 5. In all RTD
tests performed, all but one of the top burner rows was in operation.
Table 5 •RTD MeasllTement Results.
RTD from Insertion Dead Furnace RTD
Burner Depth of Time
Level Probe [m] [5]
top, right 2 3.1 ~'< ' I I I -1~'LL~ --,_-
'~~,L
0 3 G 9 12 15 18 2~ 24 27 30
t
til1lOllil
top, right 3 2.4
fr" I I I I I r~ -1~I'll~ -\,
<,
I I I I~
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
I
lim. til]- -top. left 4 3.5
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I
tlme!'l
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The detailed determinations of the furnace RTD's are provided in Appendix 1.3.
By summing the quotient of the vertical cell dimensions and upwards velocities
predicted by AIOLOS at the furnace centre, an estimation of the minimum residence
time (viz. the dead time) was made. These results are as presented in Table 6.
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Table 6 : Minimum Residence Times Dredicted by AIOLOS
predicted minimum residence time td[s1
from top burner row L52
from centre burner row 2.42 .,,-
from bottom burner row 4.01
It should be noted that the upwards velocities in the near burner regions would be
less than at the furnace centre, which would explain why AIOLOS predicts
considerably lower minimum residence times than were measured. An Improved
residence time prediction may be obtained if the vertical velocity comeonents of a
variety of furnace gas bundles were tracked. This would however require a dedicated
eub-proqram within the post processor and was not attempted for the purpose of this
Investigation.
3.3 COAL PROPERTIES
As noted in section 2.3.1 of this report, both pf and raw coal from the mill feeder
system were sampled. Proximate- and Ultimate analyses, as well as Calorific Value
Determfnatlons for the raw coal for various days of testing, are presented in Table 7.
Tba Ie 7 : Pl'OIVJrties of Raw Coal
Property 31/01/96 01/02196 05.1C'~""'"., 07/02196 08/02/96 17/02196 25/02100
[% by mass, air dried]
4
Inherent Moisture 3.5- 3.63.5 3.5 3.4 3.7
Ash "<l.S 25.6 23.8 24.8 26.4 23.4 24.1
Volatile Matter 22.5 22.3 22.2 22.7 22.3 23.7 22.2
Fixed Carbon (by difference) 49.7 48.6 50.4 49.0 47.9 49.3 50.0
[% by mass, air dried]
C 58.82 57.41 58.68 58.56 56.79 58.94 58.69
H 2.90 2.80 2.83 2.87 2.80 2.95 2.85
N 1.40 1.35 1.40 1.37 1.32 1.40 1.39
S 0.69 1.09 0.71 0.76 0.89 0.76 0.68
carbonates 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.S7 1.04 1.10 0.61
Oxygen (by difference) 7.82 7.64 8.33 7.77 7.36 7.85 7.98
Gross CV. [MJlkg, clir dried] 23.05 22.47 23.05 22.76 22.24 23.20 22.97-
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The basic chemical analysesof the pf samples taken as well as particle size analysis
on each mil! am shown in Table 8. Due to problems encountered by power station
staff with the pf sampling equipment, pf samples could not be obtained after
9 February 1996.
T bl 8 Iva e : Properties of Pu erisedCoai
Property 31/01/96 01/02196 05/02196 07/02/96 08102196
[% by mass, air dried]
Inherent Moisture 2.9 2.6 2.9 2.6 2.7
1-' Ash 25.1 24.0 25.1 23.5 23.1
Volatile Matter - 24.324.2 22.8 25.2 14.9
Fixed Carbon (by di'iference) 47.8 49.1 49.2 48.7 4903
[% by mass, air dried]
C 57.92 59.09 59.17 59.76 60.34
H 3.13 3.01 3.30 3.89 3.50
N 1.36 1.38 1.01 1.57 1.54- S 0.88 0.80 0.96 0.83 0.00
Carbonates 0.59 0.63 0.1:' --0.82 0.85
OXygetl (by difference) 8.12 8.49 6.35 7.03 7.17
- .~Gross CV, [MJ/kg, air dried] 22.65 23.19 22.72 23.63 22.99
Particle Size Distribution % % % % %
Mill A, <38 um 64 25 63 64 43
38~75 11m
~
20 "32"27 22 17
>751Jm
..-
16 48 15 19 25
"""M1ii'e~<38 urn 47 74 31 78 ,,--- 38-76 pm 1728 37 14 -
>75 um 25 9 32 8 -
Mill C, <38 IJm
._1--,__
~ - - 44- as-7OlJm - - - - 31
>75 11m - .. - - 25
Mill G. <38 urn 49 65 39 78 72
38-75 pm 23 23 '1.7 17 15- >751Jm 28 12 34 5 13
Mill E, <381Jm 32 - 40 44 42
38-751Jm 30 - 29 27 25
>75 11m 38 - 31 29 "'33
Mill F, <38 urn 46 54 74 73 49
38-751JITI 25 23 16 17 24
>751Jm 29 23 10 10 27
Detailed particle size analyses of the above pulverised coal samples have been
attached in Appendix 2.3.
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The R.C. Composite sample was subjected to a more extensive set of analyses, the
results of which are presented in Table 9. Note that a kinetic summary for char
combustion is included and will be referred to in section 3.5 of 1his report
Appendix 2.1 contains the detailed cierivation of the kinetic parameters listed in
Table 9.
T bl 9 C IPa e : oa ropertl6$ ummary or .. om :JOSI e
Total Moisture: (as received) 9.8
Proximate : air dried as received dry daf
Moisture 3.5 9.8
Ash 25.0 23.4 25.9
Volatiles 22.8 21.4 23.6 31.9
Fixed Carbon 48.7 45.4 50.5 68.1
Ultimate :
Carbon 58.76 55.06 60.89 82,18
Hydrogen 3.02 2.83 3.13 4.22
Nitrogen 1.39 1.30 1.44 1.94
Sulphur 0.76 0.71 0.79 1.06
Carbonates 0.76 0.71 0.79 1.06
Oxygen 6.B1 6.16 7.06 9.52
Oxygen + Carbonates 6.81
-,





Size Fraction <381Jm 38·75 um <75j.1m Unit
Pre-exponential Factor 4269 70549 3212- kg/m2.s.atm
4213 69625 3170 kg/m2.s.bar
Activation Energy 144.5 181.6 132.9B kJ/mol
Activation Energy IR 17380 21843 15995 K
. S « RC 0
2 When a coal is devolatilised at higher temperatures (and heating rates) than would be
typical for a Proximate analysis, the coal produces a higher yield of VOlatile matter. The
Q Factor accounts for this difference and is the ratio of the volatiles produced under
simulated furnace conditions and the volatiles produced in laboratory standard Proximate
analysis.
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Further furnace simulations were performed with coal sampled from the feeder belt
of the run of mine Washing Plant at the colliery that provides Hendrina Power Station
with coal. These simulations were performed to assess the effect of coal with
differing char combustion kinetics on furnace conditions. This coal is referred to as
'Washing Plant Feed'. Its properties summary is presented in Table 10, while
Appendix 2.2 contains the derivc.~ionsof the kinetic parameters.
Table 10 : Coal Prooerties Summa", for Washina Plant Feed
Total Moisture: (as received) 8.7
Proximate : air dried as received dry daf
MOisture 2 8.70
Ash 29.6 27.62 30.20
Volatiles 2404 22.77 24.90 35.67
Fixed Carbon 44 40.92 44.90 64.33
Ultimate :
Carbon 56.24 5i.47 57.39 82.22
Hydrogen 3.34 3.12 3.41 4.88
Nit.rogen 1.4 1.31 1.43 2.05
Sulphur 0.84 0.78 0.86 1.23
Carbonates 0.53 0.49, 0.54 0.77
Oxygen 6.05 5.51 6.17 8.85
Oxygen + Carbonates 6.0'1
Calorific Value 22 20.53 22.45 32.116
--OTF OEVOLATllISA TlON
Volatile Matter 29.92
Q Factor 1.226-OTF FUL,L TeST
Size Frac:tion <:38 urn 38-75 urn <75pm Unit--- --
Pre-exponential Factor 208 10n 286 kJ. 2k 1m .s.E!!!!L
205 1~~ 282 kg/m2.s~~
Activation Energy 101.66 124.9 99.45 kJ/mol
Activation Energy IR 12228 15023 11962 --K- -
3.4 ASSESSMENTOF THE AIOLOS DEVOLATILISArlON MODEL
The results of the DTF tests performed to characterise the devotatlllsanon behaviour
of the Hendrina R.C. Composite sample and the analysis to determine the kinetic
parameters of the single step, temperature dependant reaction model used in
AIOLOS are attached in Appendix 2.1.
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Figure 29 shows the graphs of extent of devolatilisation VS. residence time for both
size fractions tested, while Table 11 lists the kinetic parameters of the devolatilisation
of the R.C. Composite coal.
Table 11 : Kinetic Parameters of the DevolatJllsation Process
Size Fraction < 38IJm 38 -151.111\ AIOL.OS Default
Pre-exponential Factor [1/s) 61.1 4.63 1.5E5 --
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FIgure 29 : Coal DevolatJlisation in DTF
38· 75 IJm
0.1 0.2 0..6 9.1
It was found th3t when the OTF devolatilisation kinetics were specified in the
combustion modeJ, the char combustion process was not activated. The AIOLOS
default values were subsequently used.
0.4
... idencc (itIIe (s)




In order to validate the OTF results, devolatilisation tests should be carried out on
more Eskom coals. In the event of the presented results being confirmed. the
devolatilisation model used in AIOLOS would have to be revisited and modified as in
its current form the model clearly does not describe the devolatilsation process
satisfactorily.
3.5 ASSESSMENT OF AIOLOS CHAR COMBUSTION MODEL
The char combustion model used in AIOLOS i~'jbased on the same model used in the
determination of DTF kinetic parameters. and as such should be suitable for Eskom
use. A model of the DTF utilising the char combustion model found in AIOLOS
produces reasonable predictions of the experimental data. The kinetic parameters of
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the R.C. Composite sample and the Washing Plant Feed have been summarlsee in
Tables 9 and 10 respectiVely.Figures 30 and 31 show the predicted burnout pro-files
and DTF data of R.C. Composite sample used to determine the kiMtic parameters,
while Figures 32 and 33 do so for the Washing Plant Feed. The burnout profiles
should ideally pass through the DTF data paints given a certain DTF setpoir.t
temperature.
retiden.,.tiJI1e [.1






































Figure a2: Comoo'Stion Extentvs. time - Washir;g Plant Feed.": 38 Pin
,..Kten.:ehme[s]






Figure 33 : Combustion Extent vs. time - Washing Plant Feed. 38·75 um
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3,6 COMPARISON OF PRCDICTED AND f.tEASURED FURNACE DATA
Contour plots of furnace conditions are shown for various furnace levels as indicated
on the isometric diagrams of the furnace. Tile contour plots also show the position
and results of measurements. For the purpose of comparing experimental and
measured data, graphs of experimental vs. measured data are shown as well.
3.6.1 Furnace Exit condltlons :
Figure 34 : Isometric View of Furnace shOWing the

























Figure 36 : Furnace Exit Temperatures rC]
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Figure 37 : Furnace Exit Temperatures lOCI
The furnace exit temperatures are an important indicator of furnace performance
because high furnace exit temperatures suggest furnace under-performance which
leads to high temperatures in the convective region of the boiler which, irl turn, results
in accelerated ageing of convective heat exchangers, fouling and possible control
problems. HiCh furnace exit ternperatures may result from :
• delayed combustion in the furnace (typically from unreactive coal feedstocks or
feedstocks that are not suited to that particular furnace design because the
furnace residence times may be too short)
• over-firing (in which case son Ie of the evaporator is used as a superheater)
• impaired radiative and convective heat transfer in the furnace region (caused
primarily by insulating or reflective deposits on the furnace 1Jv~las)
The predicted results tend to be lower than the measured temperatures. It should
however be kept in mind that the fluctuactions in temperature at one point in the
furnace exceeded the variance between predicted and measured data. The
uncertainty in furnace temperature measurement together with the uncertainty of
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some of the boundary conditions, particularly the ash deposit emissivity and the coal
properties, may make predicting absolute furnace gas temperatures difficult. The
effect of changes in coal combustion properties on combustion condltlons has been
explored, the results of which are presented 3.7 of this report.
3.6.1.2 Gas Flow Velocities
Figure 38: Contour Plot ofverlical velocities and Vector
Plot of horizontal gas velocities. Peak horizontal velocity
(represented by longest arrow) : 4.78 mts
3.6.1.3 O2 Concentrations
The velocity distributions at
the furnace exit should ideally
be uniform ~ i.e. little or no
variation in vertical velocity as
this is the ideal condition for a
convective pass heat
exchange- viz. no skew flow.
The furnace exit velocities in
Figure 38 show quite clearly
the effect of having only one
row of the top burner rows in
operation and how this results
in skewing the flow at furnace
exit.
By the furnace exit, combustion of the pulverised coal should be complete. This
means that the furnace exit oxygen concentration should be consistent with the
oxygen concentration measured atthe economiser outlet (except for tramp O2). More
importantly however, mixing of the combustion product should be good at furnace
exit so that a fairly uniform O2 distribution should be observed.
The predicted and measured O2 concentrations show a very good agreement,





Figur'e 39 : Contour Plot of Furnace Exit Oxygen Concentrations
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Figure 40 : Furnace Exit Oxygen Concentrations
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Figure 41 : Furnace Exit Oxygen Concentrations
One anomaly (@ O2 = 5.86%) is however evident in Figure 40, but is most likely
attributable to an experimental error.
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3.6.1.4 CO Concentrations
The CO concentrationa predicted by the model were significantly higher than the
measured values at furnace exit. Both the experimental technique used for the
experimental measurement as well as the model should be revisited to determine the


















Figure 42 : Contour Plot of CO Concentrations [vol. ppm]
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Figure 43 : CO Concentrations
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Compal'lsoii .. Pr.dlt> ted and HI.asur~d Data
centre uf turnaee
Figure 44 : CO Concentrations
3.6.1.5 NOx Concentrations
TI}e NOx prediction" and measurements correspond very weH suggesting that the
NOx model in the combustion code functions for over stoichiometric combustion.
Further validation of the NOx code will be required for sub-stoichiometric conditions,
which would be needed to evaluate possible low-Nox strategies. Further validation
work is planned when the Australian Combustion Technology Centre's (ACTe) NOx
test furnace is modelled with a variety of primary stoichiometries fueled by Eskom
feedstocks.












Figure 46 : NOx Concentrations
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Figure 47 : NOx Concentrations
3.4.2 Top Burner Row
~!#
##;
Figure 48: 3D view furnace: hatched horizontal plane indicates level at which data is presented
s, d measurements were made
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3.6.2.1 Gas Temperatures
Figure 49 : Contour Plot of Furnace Temperatures on the top burner level
There is a good agreement between predicted and measured gas temperatures on
the top burner level. The results do however suggest that an even hotter region exits
than the measurements showed with temperatures exceeding 1500"C.
A concern is noted about the considerable penetration of the
streams through the top burner row. This would lead to poor
combustion properties in the near burner regions.
cold
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Figure 50 : Furnace Temperatures reI
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Figure 51 : Pumac« Temperatures reI
3.6.2.2 Gas Flow Velocities
The contour plot of the vertical velocity component (refer to Figure 52) shows the
downwards flow between the burner pairs clearly. The horizontal flow pattern shows
the well defined recirculation zones on either side of the operational burner pairs. An
internal recirculation zone is not apparent from the results due to the near burner
zone not being discretised sufficiently finely. The combustion model's local grid
refinement capability may improve the results so that investigations into berner
stability and design may be performed. It must however be noted that the burner itself
may be modelled with the combustion code in question. Note also the less defined
recirculation zones on either side of the out of commission burner pairs. This
recirculation zone is caused by the strong recirculation of the operational bumers 4m
below.
Figure 52 : Contour Plot of vertical velocities and Vector Plot of horizontal gas
velocities. Peak horizontal velocity (represented by longest arrow) : 57.8mls
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3.6.3 Middle Burner Row
#:~~.,}
Figure 53: 3D view of furnace (hatched horizontal plane
indicates level at which data is presented and
measurements were made)
3.6.3.1 Gas Temperatures
Figure 54 : Contour Plot of Furnace Temperatures on middle bumer row
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The concern noted in 3.2.1 (see Figure 52) about the relatively deep penetration into
the furnace of inlet streams through the burners has in this case (refer Figure 54) a
bearing on the predicted fun lace centre temperature results which are lower than the
measured ones. The contour plot (refer Figure 54) does however show a significantly
hotter region away from the centre of the furnace, which could be caused by the
mode of operation in which one of the top burner rows was out of commission.
The fact that a considerable deviation in measured and predicted results exists
suggest that the burner boundary conditions may have been specified incorrectly.
Figure 55 : Furnace Temperature LOCI
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3.6,3.2 Gas
Here again the contour plot of the
shows a well flow
to Figure 56)
flow
of the burnerOil either side thereof.
pairs and the flow directed
is a possibility of slag formation on furnace
slag deposits were not however observed.
Figure 56 : Contour Plot of vertical veioctties and Vector Plot of horizontal! gas
Velocities. Peak horizorisi velocity (represented by longest arrow) : 57.8m/s
3.6.4 Bottom Burner Row
Figure 57 : 3D view of fUrnace: hatched horizontal plane indicates level at
which data ispresemad and measurements were made
3.6.4.1 GasTemperatures:












Note tha skewness of the flame temperature contours (refer te Figure 58). on 0(11y one
side of the'~ ·~(,aanci further the difference in gas temperatures along the division
wall of the Tlu .. ~I...e. This is due to the flow patterns having been established as a
result of having one of the top burner rows out of cperation (refer to Figures .52, 5'3
and 61).
Figures S9 anu 60 show a good agreement between measured and predicted furnace
temperannee, As mentioned before, the measurement of furnace gas temperatures
near the bumers was difficult in view of the fact that the conditions are not uniform
and stable. Particularly the flame regions are highly turbulent and to obtain constant
temperature readings is not possible.
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3.6.4.2 Gas Flow Velocities
Similar gas flow patterns to the middle burner level are predicted for this burner level
with the exception of the large area of downwards flow between the burner pairs on
the rear furnace wall (refer to Figure 61). These results suggest that the burner pairs













Figure 61 : Contour Plot of vertical velocities and Vector Plot of horizontal !}lis velocities.
Peak horizontal velocity (represented by longest arrow) : 57.8mls
have their swirling flow deflected to either side of the stream emanating from the rear
wall burners toward the furnace walls. This may be caused by the fact that the top
rowan the rear wall was not in operation which would allow the establishment of the
observed flow pattern.
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3.6.5 Furnace Heat Fluxes
The heat fluxes through the furnace water wall were measured using heat flux probes
situated on the left wall of the furnace. These were found to be generally low
compared to heat fluxes measured at Matimba using identical devices. Further, the
furnace temperatures at Hendrina were significantly higher than furnace
temperatures measured at Matimba. Low heat fluxes and high furnace temperatures
suggests that Hendrina's furnace heat transfer is impaired. Since approximately 90%
of the heat transfer in the furnace occurs by radiation, a possible explanation for this
may be that the ash deposits either reflect the incident radiation back into the furnace
or the deposit layer acts as an excellent insulator resulting in a much higher furnace
surface wall temperature and a resultant reduction in furnace heat transfer. In
specifying the boundary conditions for the furnace simulation itwas therefore decided
to assume an emissivity of 0.5 for the entire furnace instead of an emissivity of 0.65
to 0.7 which Is normally assumed for a clean, operational furnace. Experimental
techniques for the determination of wall emissivities should be explored.
Figute 62 shows an incident heat flux contour plot of the left Ifvali of the furnace, as
predicted by the combustion model, while the heat flux measurement data (actual
heat flux through the furnace wall), as logged on 13 February 1996, of selected heat
flux meters are shown as heat flux VB. time graphs. The arrow between the heat flux
vs. time plot and the contour plot of ~~1eincident heat flux indicates the position of the
probe on the furnace wall. The saw tooth type behaviour of the measured heat fluxes
(refer to graph 1 and 3) indicates that when a reflective and/or insulating build up on
the probe tips either falls off or is removed, a sudden heat flux increase is observed.
The heat flux vs. time pattern exhibited in graphs 4 and 6 has been observed
previously at Matimba for heat flux probes situated near wall blowers, as was also
the case at Hendrina's Unit 9 furnace. The time of wall blowing corresponds with the
sudden increase in heat flux. Note, however, the dif€erent lengths of time that the :~eat
flux remains high after wall blowing. This is most likely a result of the different nature
of the deposits at different points in the boiler, due mainly to variations in deposition
temperature and impact velocity of com busting particles with the furnace wall
surface.
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3.1 COMPARISON OF MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR DIFFERENT COAL
FEEDSTOCKS
Combustion simulations were performed using the results of DTF characterisation of
the Hendrma H.C. Composite and the Washing Plant Feed coals, to examine the
sensitivity of the model to changes in a coal's combustion behaviour. Figure 64
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The following simulation results show the effect of the different coals on furnace
conditions.
3.7.1 Temperature Maps through the Furnace
Figure 65 : I$ometric View of Furnace $howlng the vertical fumace plane at which data 1$
pl'$5ftntecl
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In order to compare the effect of a change in coal reactivity realistically, the input rate
of coal for both simulations was adjusted so that the furnace exit oxygef,
concentrations were similar at around 3 ~3.5 % by volume (refer to Figure 67). Given
identical primary and secondary air inlet flowrates, the input rate of more reactive
coal (W.P. Feed) was less than the input rate of the less reactive coal (R.C.
Composite), despite the W.P. Feed having a higher ash content This is attributed to
{ the W.P. Feed achieving a greater burnout by furnace exit.
Hendrina Raw CoallComposite
Figure 66 : Furnace Gas
Temperature Maps

























Note also how the region where the temperature is greater than 1400°C concentrates
much lower in the furnace for the W.P. Feed than for the R.C. Composite (refer to
vertical temperature contour plots in Figure 66). The furnace exit temperatures are
,..,.,.ever comparable (refer to furnace exit l~emperature contours in Figure 65). It
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should be noted however, that the more reactive coal achieved a higher furnace
efficiency in view ofthe reduced carbon in ash, l.e, coal consumption.
3.7.2 02 Concentrations at Furnace Exit
Hendrlna Raw coat Composite
.3 67 : Furnace Exit 02 Maps
3.7.3 Heat Fluxes




Figure 68 shows heat flux contour plots onto the left wall for both feedstocks. Note
how the more reactive feedstock shows high heatfluxes lower down in the furnace.
Hendrina Raw Coal Composite








Most of the NOx oriamates from the oxidation of the nitrogen containing volatile
species in the near burner zone as a direct result of the oxidising combustion
conditions in this region, These conditions are typical for unstaged swirl burners. A
significant difference in NOx levels at furnace ~xit was therefore not expected for the
two coals. The simulation results (refer to NOx concentration contour plots in Figure
69) show this. Note, however, that the patterns of the contours differ. This is
e:lttributabl.:;to the differences in the f1owfield, which depend strongly on the
temperature distribution and, consequently, the density of combustion products in the
furnace.
Hendrina Raw Coal Composite
Figure 69 : Furnace Exit NOx Maps
4. CONCLUSIONS


























4.1 THE COMBUSTIONMODEL VALIOATION
The combustion model predictions compare satisfactorily with furnace
measurements. The use of the model is however at a developmental stage and
therefore requires a critical review of the results. The model predictions depend to a
great extent on accurate plant operation data which In many cases is not available.
The use of reasonable estimates of this data is therefore required, and depending on
the application I.If the model, should be borne in mind when reviewing combustion
modelling results.
4.2 COMBUSTIONMODELLING FOR COAL FEEDSTOCKASSESSMENTS
The model showed that even a moderate differellce in reactivity had a significant
influence on the simulation results. The model appears therefore to btl sufficiently
sensitive to reactivity data for coal feedstock assessments.
4.3 THE COAL DEVOLATILISATIONMODEL
The analysis of ccal devolatilisation data obtained from OTF experiments suggested
very low devolatilisation rates compared to what the University of Stuttgart assumes
when this information is not available. When using the DTF experiment results in the
combustion model, the model did not produce converged results. The University of
Stuttgart default values were subsequently used as these produced acceptable
results. The testing procedure designed to determine the pyrolysis kinetics does not
produce results that can be used in setting the parameters of the pyrolysis sub-model
used in the combustion code.
4.3 THE CHAR-COMBUSTIONSUB-MODEL
The analysis of the DTF data for the coals in question fuggests that char combustion
model according to Field et alii (1967) was adequate. Refinements to the char
combustion model may, however, improve the models capability to predict the effects
of different coal feedstocks on furnace performance.
4.4 THE NOxP;~ODUCTIONMOOEL
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The model allows for the specification of the nitrogen partitioning within the coal (viz.
fraction of coal nitrogen reporting to the volatile matter and char respecfively) and for
the simulations presented herein, the model produces plausible results.
4.5 RESULTSOF THE FURNACE INVESTIGATION
Given the experimental furnace data, as well as the kinetic and other characterisation
of the feedstock used at the time of testing, it became apparent th&t Hendrlna's Unit 9
furnace does not have too short a residence from the top burner row (approx, 2.2s)
for the coal that was burnt during the testing period. High furnace exit temperatures,
low furnace heat fluxes as well as very high furnace temperatures (up to 1645°C)
were however observed, which suggests that heat transfer to the furnace walls was
impaired. The cause of this could either be a higher than usual emissivity of ash
deposits on the furnace wall, or the insulating nature of the ash, or a combination of
the aforementioned. The heat flux measurements did show that wall blowing did
increase the heat flux to the furnace walls considerably, suggesting that the furnace
performance may be improved by ensuring that the furnace walls remain clean. The
extent to which this can be achieved by additional or modified wall blowing hardware,
or changes to wall blower operation, should be investigclted.
4.6 NEW FURNACETEST METHODOLOGIES
The indirect method of furnace gas temperature measurement proved to be
considerably more robust and dependable than the traditional direct temperature
measurement using ceramic radiation shields.
Further, the furnace residence time distribution measurement technique has now
been demonstrated for wall fired plant as well. In conjunction with the combustion
characterisation of the Hendrina feedstock, it could be concluded that coal reactivity
was not the primary conmoutor to the high furnace exit temperatures observed.
5. RECOMMENDATIONS
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5.1 RECOMMENDATIONS PERTAINING TO THE COMBUSTION MODEL
The AIOLOS furnace model should be validated for the Matimba Unit 6 furnace as
well. The experimental data avallable from Matimba for feedstocks of varying
reactivity would provide an ideal validation data set.
Tile NOx validation testwork and modelling results should be reviewed in order to
assess the combustion model's potentl~< appftcation in evaluating NOx reduction
hardware.
Refinements to the code's char combustion sub-model should be explored. These
refinements should include specifying the cot..oustlon kinetics for all size fractions
tested in the DTF, as well as introducing a description of the effect of combustion
extent on tlie combustion kinetics of the coal.
The coal devolatilisation model should be reviewed and a suitable test methodology
to experimentally determine a coal's devolatilisation rates should be researched.
As the effect of furnace wall emissivity has a significant effect on simulation
predictions, the possibility of measuring this property should be explored.
5.2 RECOMMENDATION PERTAINING TO THE Fl qNACE TESTWORKAT
HENDRINA
Improved furnace wall cleaning at Hendrina Power Station may help reduce furnace
exit temperatures. It is recommended that this be explored. It should, however, be
noted that burner hardware condition, primary and secondary air temperatures as
well as coal properties (including grindsize and reactivity), may contribute to high
furnace exit temperatures and reduced furnace performance,
5.3. RECOMMENDATION PERTAINING TO THE FURNACE TESTING
METHODOLOGIES
The indirect furnace gas temperature measurement technique should be explore
further to improve its accuracy and reliability.
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APPENDIX 1 FURNACE TESTING
A4 copy of Figure 1: St!hematic of Furnace Probing Equipment


































6m probe - Design Drawings
12m probe - Design Drawings Design Calculations
Sulphur Injection - Burner Door Design
Air Cannon and Sulphur Canister - Assembly Sketch
S02 Injector for probe RTD - Design Drawing
Heat Flux Probe - Design Drawing
FURNACE TESTING PROCEDURES
RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION u~lANIPULAT10NS
Top Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 2m into boiler
Top Left Burner to Furnace Exit- 2m into boiler
Top Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 3m into boiler
Top Left BUrner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
Top Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 4rn into boiler
Middle Left Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
Middle Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
Bottom Left Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
Bottom Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
COAL ANALYSES AND CHARACTERISATION
Hendrina R.C. Composite
Basic Analyses Datasheet
Determination of Devolafilisation Kinetics
Determination of Char Combustion Kinetics
Hendrina Washing Plant Feed
Basic Analyses Datasheet
Determination of Char Combustion Kinetics
Pulverised Coal Particle Size Analyses
A/OLOS PROGRAM - INPUT CODES
Furnace Discretisation - henSB.DAT
Boundary Conditions Specifications - margb1.f
combustlon Behaviour Specifications - combdat.f
NOx Model Specifications - nodat.f
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Appendix 1.1 , " H " Testing Equipment
Appendix 1 1.1. 6111 Probe design drawing
Appendix L 1.2.1... " 12m Probe design drawing
Appendix 1.1.2.2 " 12111 Probe design details
Appendix 1.L3 Burner Door design drawing
Appendix L 1.4 Air Cannon and Sulphur Canister Design Drawing
Appendix 1.1.5 ,,, 80:; injector for probe RTD measurement
Appendix 1.1.6 Heat Flux:Probe design
drawing
Appendix 1.2 , , ,.Boiler Testing Procedure
Appendix 1.3 " Residence Time Distribution determination
Design Sketch of the Gmwater cooled suction pyrometer
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Design Details for the 12m water cooled probe
Deslg, of a water cooled suction probe :
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Moment of Inertia for section of probe without support bar about the X axis: I us.x " 899861.1· rom 4
I S.X 1664532-rom4]\Aolt'.llnt of Inertia for section of probe with support bar about the X axis :
Nloment ofInertia of probe on ito side (weakest) :
Cross sectional Area of stainless steel with support bar:
C -oss sectional Area of stainless steel without support bar: A us sx 1173.609·mm2
As'" 1457.433-mm2
2
Cross sectional area where water flows:
Wall thickness of outer tube
dO" 48.26·mm
wt 0 "2.77·rnm
OD of outer tube :
OD of inner tube: d 1 ,,33.4·mm
Material Properties of AlSA 316L SS : density ;
Elastic modulus :
• Mass Property of water : density:
kg
p w .= 1000·-,
m3
Determining the maximum length of unsupported probe:
Divided gravity force :
Bending Moment:
Calculation of the maximal bending stress occuring at a distance dOof the neutral axis at the insertion point
• BM(Ltube}d0O'max(Ltube) ,,----'-- Ius.x
Calculation of the maximum deflection occuring at the end of the probe
Safety factor n, most likely to be in the order of2-2.S n s: 2
Maximum permissible tensile stress of stainless steel
205 6
0' maxpermissible .c ~~·10 .Pa
n
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length of probe [m]
o 2 98
Determining the maximum length of unsupported probe:
given (J max (1max) • (J maxpermissible
Calculating the mass of probe and water of the unsupported probe :
Mnss(l 1'):=:63.98 'kgmax. effecting a point load at the end of the supported probe
Concentrated load at end of supported probe:
4divided gravity force:
Bending Moment:
Finding the maximum length of probe for which
Calculation of the maximal bending stress occuring at a distance dO of the neutral axis at the insertion point
• (Jmax(L tube)
BM s(L tube)' d 0
Is.x
Calculation of the maximum deflection occuring at the end of the probe
Safety factor n,most likely to be in the order of2-2.5
n '-'2
Maximum permissible tensile stress of stainless steel
205 6
(J maxoermissible ,,_. 10 .Pa".1:'----- n
't ..1!!xpermissible = 102500000' Pa Lin " O·m,0.2·m .. 8'm





oL_-- __J--=~~~~~L_ __·~J_ __
3 4
length of probe [m]
2
Determining the maximum length of unsupported probe :
given omllx(lmax)·(} maxpermissible
Maximum Probe Length past cantilever point:
Total mass of probe without water:
Transporting the probe on its side:
Estimated Bending Moment at centre
Estimating the maximum bending stress
on the probe on its side:
Calculated safety factor
1max: = 1O.28·m
mass total := 106.07' kg





~~~.~ ... :=: 128.13'10 'Pa
Ius.y












maximum expected heat flux in furnace: qmnx
total area subjected to this heat flux:
maximum rate of energy removal from probe holder:
Q max. c qmax' A q.
I 1
maximum increase in cooling water temperature :
•
average specific heat of water:
3 jouleCp ." 4.186'10 .~ow K.kg















0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Ltubej
length of in'" '!ion [m]
7Estimation of'pressure drop through probe:
hydraulic mean diameter of annulus :
Friction loss due to 1800 bend at probe end : bends .." 120 diameters
Average Viscosity of water between 280 and 360"K : J.tcw O 6~ 10<3 .• ,;j' •poise
Area available for Flow: AC\\> 2




Friction factor (according to Blasius for smooth pipe); f ." 0.0396' (Re.)' -0.25OJ \ I
Equivalent length of pipe through probe :
The energy loss due to friction in the pipe is thus:
Leq::::: 25.12·m
Leq 2
Fi ..~ f 0i·4. dm' (v OWl)









o 6 8 lO 12
1~'lIg,thof lnsertion [It!] into furnace
Power of pump :




Estimating (he pumping requirements ..
Maximum continuous water pressure of supply at required flowrate : P in ~ 1O·lOl325·Pa
Minimum Pressure at outlet:
Efficiency of pump: efficiency 60·%
Power,
I efficiency
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lengih ofinsertion [Ill] into furnace
AI1llcndix 1.1.3
Design Sketch for the Hcndrina Burner Door

Apllcndix 1.1.4
Design Sketch for the tracer injection device
comprising the air CU11110nand sulphur discharge canister assembly
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Design Sketch for the heat flux probe
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1. water cooled suction pyrometers
2. pyrometer trestles
3. cooling water hoses with fire hydrant fittings (source ~ pyrvmeter ~ drain)
4. suction line hoses (3.5 U Teflon lined)
5. cyclone filter for solids sampling (fits onto rear part of pyrcmeter)
6. air ejector (compressed air driven suction venturi)
7. compressed air hoses and fittings
8. silicon hose and fittings for gas sampling
9. petrol filter for gas sample line
10.membrane dryer for gas sample
t t.suctran pump (to draw gas sample through portable gas analyser)
12.r('~cuneter to monitor gas flowrate though gas analy- -r
13.thermocouples with suitable compensating leads ano displays (or datalogger)
14.ceramic shields for thermocouples (if using direct temperature measurement
technique)
.2. Equipment Setl!P.
2.1 Cooling Water System
The coaling water inlet should be connected to the outer cooling jacket of the suction
pyrometer and should be adjusted so that the cooling water outlet temperature is at
around ao°c. Condensation in the sampled gas stream should be avoided.
2.2 Temperature Measurement - direct method using R-type thermocouple
Insert probe (with the ceramic radiation shields and thermocouple in place - refer
Figure 1) into furnace with the suction turned to minimum. Once probe is at the desired
furnace depth, adjust the cooling water flow rate so that the outlet water temperature is
as specified in 2 1. Gradually increase the suction while observing the temperature
reading. Once an increase in temperature reading is no longer apparent with an
increase in suction, note the temperature reading. If the temperature reading begins to
decrease, check the suction flowrate. The decrease in temperature may be at~ributable
to the ceramic radiation shields having become blocked with molten ash deposits and
as a result, the suction flowrate would be low. Remove probe and replace fouled
components.
2.3 Gas Analysis and Solids Samplir.m
Insert probe (with cyclone and gas sample line in place - refer to Figure 1) into furnace
to desired depth. adjust cooling water 110wrate (this is critical in this instance) with the
suction at minimum. Gradually increase suction until a steady trickle of combustion
residue falls through the sampling cyclone into the glass collector bottle. The gas
sample is drawn off the main sample stream before the cyclone using the sampling
point on the probe. Silicon tubing takes the gas sample through a petrol filter (to
remove any combustion residue solids) to a suction pump. The outlet of the suction
pump pnsses through a T piece to split the flow into a gas sample for the portable gas
analyser and bypass flow, which is monitored through a rotameter. Nole that this
flowrate may never be negative. Note further, that the gas sample to be analysed must
first be passed through a dryer.
Appendix 1.3
Residence Time Distribution manipulations
Appendix 1.3.1 Top Right Burner to Furnace E)dl W 2m into boiler
RTDManipulations:
(Decunvolution of probe response from overall measured response)
Cxperimelltal Data
Substahce injected
Boiler Level at injection
Probe
Boiler Level at Probe




# of m\VSin vector
vector pointer
sulfur
24 m (mill B. right burner)
2 m in the boiler
35.64 m
RTD '::READPRN(decob)
n :::rows(RIO} -"1 "=679
i -0.11











Time Domain Response Dofiniticms
The function below depicts a geheral form of the time domain responses. This function
is fitted to the measured response data by fitting of the function parameters,
RrD DECONVOLUTION ,0' page 1
Probe Response: (visual best function fit to data)
t p1 "'~0.77 t p2 2.69 t pd A.54 parameters for RTD
const p =2.52
n
cIt 1,f 2,t d) L {PJ~ P 8f1i,tJ))2
J= 1
defJne squared error





Overall Response: (best function fit to data)
t 02 0.5 consto =0.103 parameters for RTD
n
E(f 1 ,t 2,t d) L tC=r C outan\tJ))2
J= 1
E('t 01 ,t 02.f cd) '" 0.007 ciefine squared error





Analytical time domain responses expressed in the Laplace domain
(2nd order system With dead time)
Probe Response :
Overall Response :
C outan(t) =COI\St o.(~.~-}\-[ltXp[(t _'t od)-t 01J exp[ (t- t od}t o2]}ll>lt. tad)
't 01"" 't 02
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the required
deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain. By taking the inverse Laplace transform of
the expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing the result, the RTD of the
boiler can be determined.
Laplace Invertil7g the decont'oluted expressiol7 from the Lap/ace domain:
~ l't 01" 't p1)'\1 01 - 't P2) :: (t 02 ~ 1)1)"(1 02 - t p2)
A -~---_-~----- --~--~ 6 -~-----~-"~~~-"~
't 01 t 02 f 02 - t 01
RTD DeCONVOLUTION ... page 3
BOILER aro
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Appendix 1.3.2 Top Left Burner to Furnace Exit ~2m into boiler
RTD Manipulatkms :
(Deconvolution of probe response from overall meesa; ad response)
Expcrlmental Data
Substance injected
Boiler Level at injection
Probe
Boiler Level at Probe
sulfur
24 m (mill B. left burner)
2m in the boiler
31.64 m
R'9ad Data from File: RTD ..;::READPRN( decca)
time vector
Probe Response
Overall Response c out :::RTO<1>
# of rows in vector n :::rows(RTO) 1 n=679
vector pointer 1 :::O .• n
PIc. of experim9ntal overall and probe response to
dirac tracer injection
~ -0.
I --_- '~/" ..:1.""" "J _ _ I




Time Domain RespCinse Definitions
The function below depicts a general form of the time domain responses. This function kl
fitted to the measured response data by fitting of the function parameters.
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 1
Probe Response: (best function fit to data)
t p1 ;0" 0.77 t p2 =.2.69 t pd "-4.64 const p =2.52 parameters for RTD
n
E:('t l' f 2,t df"" L tPj ~ P anl,tj)J2
1= 1
define squared error
Graph comparing measured and curve fitted RTD





Overall ResponsQ : (best function tit to data)
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Analytical time domain responses expressed in the Laplace domain
(2nd order system with dead time)
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the required
deeonvolutlon can occur in the Laplace domain. By taking the inverse Laplace transform of the
expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing the result, the RTD of the boiler can
be determined.
Laplace Imlerting the deconvoluted expression from the Laplace domain:
_\'tc1-t p1Y"(to1·· t p2)A - ...--.--~-~-.-- ..-
1: 01 t 02
~tt 02 t pint 02 t P2)B .~~-.----- ..-." ._-
t 02 - t 01
A=1.774 8=0.486 t Ed ~t od ~ t pd
const 0 l IE(t) =~-"(ll(t - tEd)' A'exp,
const p .'. . L tEd)"t 011- B.exp[ (t t Ed,l·t 02]]
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Appendix 1.3.3 Top Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 3m into boiler
RTD Manipulations:
(Deconvolution of probe response from overall measured response)
Experimental Data
Substance injected
Boiler Level at injection
Probe
Boiler Level at Pt\)be
sulfur
24 m (mill S,right burner)
3m in the furnace
35.64 m
Read Data from File: RTD .."READPRN( decof)
time vector
Probe Response p. =RTO<2>
Overall Response
# of rows in vector n C"rows(RTD)-1 n=679
vector pointer i =O .. n
Plot of experimental overall and probe response to dirac tracer injection
~.2~----~------~----~------~----~------~----~o 10 20 30 40 50 60 7D
ti
time [51
Time Domain Response Definitions
The function belo': ..depicts a general form of the time domain responses. This function is
fitted to the measured response data by fitting of the function parameters.
c\t,t 1,t 2,t d'const) ~eonst.(__ 1__)\ .[exp[ tt t dY·t 11- exp!tt t d)·t 21ld',t- T dl
\t1" t2
RTD DECONVOLUTIC't ... page 1
Probe Response: (visual best function fit to data)
t p1 =_ 0.77 t p2 c.. 2.69 t pd :04.64 const p =2.52 parameters fOI RTD
define squared error
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Overall Response: (best function fit to data)










Analytical time 'iomain re...,.ponsesexpressed in the Lap/iJce domain
(2nd order system with dead time)
Probe Response:
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the ~boveexpressions, after Which the required
deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain. By taking the inverse Laplace
transform of the expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing the result,
the RTD of the boiler can be determined.
l.aplace II'Jverting the deconvoluted expression from the Lap/ace domain:
A = It 01 ~ t p1)'lt 01- t p2)
't 01 ~ 't 02
:: tt 02- t p1)·(t 02- t p2J
I;;l' -,-~,-,--'----'
t 02 ~ t 01
A=0.735 8=0.415 t Ed =t od - t pcl
RTD DECONVOLUTION '" page 3
o 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
t
timo[s)
RTD DECONVOLUtION ... page 4
Appendix 1.3.4
--.---~-
"rop Left Burner to Furnace Exit - ~m into boiler




Boiler Level at injection
Probe
Boiler Level at Probe
sulfur
24 m (mill B, left burner)
4m in the boiler
35.64 m
Read Data from File: RTD ··"READPRN(decog)
time vector
Probe Response







- - - - ~- ~r
I
# ofrows in vector n:=rows(RTO)~ 1 n=679
vector pointer i =O .. n








Time Domain Response Definitions
The function below depicts a general form of the time domain responses, This fur)~ol1 is
fitted to the measured response data by fitting of the function parameters.
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 1
Probe Response: (visual best function fit to data)
t p1 0.77 t p2 " 2.69 t pd =4.64 const p =2.5:l
n
Etti,t2,td) =- L IPj-Pan\\)/
J'" 1
define squared error
Graph comparing measured and curve fitted RTD
0.8...----..--1---.1----1...----.,......1---.1--
0.6 -
04- II -IPan(tj) : \
~ Pi I
- 0.2 - ( -
o _~J '~:.::.:_:_::::___::."~~~~_,~~~....."~."_"-l...-~~=_
~0.2 1 J J .J 1









t 02 ",",0.4 too "8.01 const 0 =0.118 parameters for RTD
n
Ett l' t 2' t d) L \C outj- C outan\tJ))2
j= 1
define squared error




/.mah'lical time domain responses eXpressed in the Lap/ace domain
(2nd order system with dead time)
p 11I,(t) "canst p+ 1_._)\ .[exp[ (t-t pd).t P1] exp[ \t~,t pdf·t p2]]·t!>(t.- t pd)
It p1- \ p2
Overall Response :c outan(t) "canst o.l--1 __ .)\.r exp[' (t- t od)-! 011,~ expftt- t odJ'! 021],,'l)tt - • od,)Itt [ ,-", J
\ 01 - 02
Probe Response:
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the requh ed
deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain. By taking the inverse Laplace transform of the
expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing the result, the RTD of the boiler can
be determined.
Lr!lplace Inverting the deconvoluteci expression from the Laplace domain:
_\t 01 - t p1)·il~ 01 t p2)
A -. --------------~.
't 01 't 02
B
A=7.096 Be: 4.237 tEd c'Cod tpd t Ed= 3.37
canst 0 , l' " " "-I ,-, -I]E(t) - - - -'<Plt - tEd)' A-exPI \t t E:d)-t 01 B,exPllt t Ed)-t 02canst p" " , ," . -
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 3
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Appendix 1.3.5 Top Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
RTD Manipulations:
(Deconvolution of probe response from overall measured response)
Experimental Data
Substance injected
Boiler Level ar injection
Probe
Boiler Lev'3J at Pror:.~
sulfur
24m (mill B, right burner)
4 m in the boiler
35.64 m




# of rows in vector n=679
vector pointer i =O .. n





c"" 0: J_/~,~~:::;C~:;_""~_~~ __ ~
tj
time Is]
Time Domain Response Definitions
The function below depicts a general form of the flme domain
responses. This function is fitted to the measured response data by
fitting of the function parameters.
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 1
Probe Response: (visual best functior, m to data)
'p1 -:c-0.77 tp2=-2.o9 tpd =4.64 c(lnstp ~2.52 parameters for RTD
n
Ett1.t2·td)i - L iPj-F":,t\tj))2
j= 1
Graph comparing measured and curve fitted RTD
define squared error
0.8,'





Overall Response: (best function fit to data)
to1 0.12 consto =0.19 parameters for RTD
C outan(t) "'Clt,t 01.t 02,t ad .const (»)
n
E1,t1"2"d! L teeut) Coutanttj))2
j = 1
define squared error





Analytical time domain responses expressed in the Lap/ace domain
(2nd order system with dead time)
Probe Response:
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the required
deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain. By taking the inverse Laplace transform
of the expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing the result, the RTD of the
boiler can be determined.
Laplace Inverting the deconvoluted expression from the Laplace domain:
~\t 01 - t p1Ht 01 ~1p2jA -~~~--- ... -.-~ -~-
t 01 - t 02
B = ~~2__tP1.U~~2~_t_p~
t 02 - t 01
A=2.B8 B= 0.24
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 3
~ f\\\\\
r't)Ll'-1-'''_'-'''_~.L'-_-'_..J.____J.~-L---l._J---'_ _'
o 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
t
time [sl
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 4
Appendix '1.3.6 MIddle Left Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
RTD Manipulations:
(Deconvolution of probe response from overall measured response)
Experimental Data
Substance injected
Boiler Level at injection
Probe
BOiler Level at Probe
sulfur
20 m (mill C. left burner)
4 m in the furnace
3S.64m




# of rows in vector n=679
vector pointer i ::::O,.n




















Time Domain Response Definitions
The function below depicts a general form of the time domain responses. This
function is fitted to the measured reS"~onsedata by fitting of the function parameters.
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 1
Probe Response : (visua; best function fit to data)
t p1 "- 0.77 t p2 ::: 2.69 ': pd =4.64 canst p =2.52
P an!t) =C(t,t 1'1" P2'~ pd,const p)
!l
E(t t- t 2' t d) " r: (Pj- P anltj)/
j =: 1
define squared error









Overall Response: (best function fit to data)
't02 ::"-1.0 tad =8.2 consto =.59 parameters for RTP
n
E('t1·'t2·tdl - L ICoutj Coutanttj)}2
j= 1
define squared error
RTD DECON\. 0LUTJON '" page 2
parameters for RTD
60 70
Probe Response: (visual best function fit to data)
t pt 0.77 ~p2 2.69 1pd ::-4.64 const r;. 2.52 parameters for RTI:
define squared error





Overall Response: (best function fit to data)
to10.15 parameters for RTD
c oulan(t) . '-C(I. t 01,t 02,t cd .const (I)
\1
E(t l' t 2,t dl L to out) c outan (Ill) 2
j= 1
define squared error






Analytical time domain responses exwessed in the Lap/ace domain
(2nd order system with dead time)
Overall Response :c outan{t) ::const 0·1-_'L~_)1 .[exp[ tt t odfT od exp[ It t od}·t 021li!J\t ~ t od)
\"t01 t 02
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the required
deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain. By taking the inverse Laplace transform of
the expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing the result, the RTD of the
boiler can be determined.
Laplace Inverting the deconvoluted expression from the Laplace domain:
z, \t 01 t p1)'tt 01 t p2)A. -------~--~------
t 01 t 02
A==1.853
B .()~ __tp}1._t:_()£~t_p21
t 02 ~ t 01
B=0.457 t Ed -t od - t pd
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 3
o 3 G 9 12 1:; 18 21 24 27 30
t
time [51
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Appendix 1.3.7 Middle Right Burner to Furnace Exit ~4m into boiler




Boiler Level at injection
Probe
Boiler Level at Probe
sulfur
20 m (mill C, right burner)
4 m in the furnace
35.64 m
Read Data from File: RTD =READPRN(decol)
time vector
Probe Response P =RTD~2>
Overall Response
# of rows in vector n ='rows(RTD} ~ 1 n=679
vector pointer i ::O .. n










Time Domain Response Definitions
The function below depicts a general form of the time domain responses. This
function is fitted to the measured response data by fitting of the function
parameters.
Clt,t1,'r2.td.con5t! =const,\Jit--1t-,'HexP[!,t 'd)·ti] exp[ (,t td.1 t2]}'II\t td!
\ 1 2
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 1
Probe Response: (visual best function fit to data)
pcrameters for RTD
n
.. '" 2Ett1·'&2·td)·'" L... tPrPanltjl)
J= 1






Overall Response: (best function fit to data)
to2 =" 0.3 ~od =8.32 parameters for RTD
n
E\.t1·~2·tdl - L define squared error
RTD DECONVOLUTION .,. page 2





Anal~' "''<1/ time domain responses expressed in the Laplace domain
(2ni ;8.rsystem with dead time)
Overall Response :coutan(t) =consto·tl-_~L. -'\.rexPlflt-tod)·to1]- expi tt-tod)ot02]1-$(t-todlt t Jl ,. l,· ~, ,
01 - 02
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the required
deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain. By taking the inverse Laplace transform
of the expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing {he result, the RTD of
the boiler ~an be determined.
Laplace Inverting tl,e deconvoluted expression from the Laplace domain:
B =l't~t p1)'I,t 02 t P~
t 02 - t 01
A=10.499 8=-7.489 tEd =t od t pd
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 3
o 3 6 9 12
t
timers]
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Appendix 1.3.8 Bottom Left Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
RTD Manipulations:
(Deconvolution of probe response from cHlera/l measured response)
Experimental Data
Substance injected
Boiler Level at injection
Probe
Boiler Level at Probe
sulfur
16 m (mill D, left burner)
4 m in the furnace
35.64 m
Read Data from Fire: RTD cOREADPRN(decoi)
time vector
Probe Response
Overall Response C ~RTD<1>out -
# of rows in vector n ..=rows(RTb)~ 1 n=679
vector pointer i =O.. n
Plot of experimental overall and probe response to dirac tracer injection
I'





- - - - - - •• t -- - - ·0.
10 20 40 50
Ii
timers]
Time Domain Response Definitions
The functlon below depicts a general form of the time domain responses. This function is
fitted to the measured response data by fitting of the function parameters.
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 1
Probe Response: (visual best function fit to data)
tp1 :c 0.77 tp2 :::.2.69 tpd -4.64 cons!p c2.52 parametersforRTD
n
'" (F'._-P ar.lt·yl£... . J cJ.
r= 1






Overall Response: (best function fit to data)
t 02 '-'-0.4 t od :e9.6 cons! 0 "0.35 parameters for RTD





RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 2








Analytical time domain responses expre5l.i9d in the Laplace dom~ir:
(2nd order system with dead time)
60
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the
required deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain, By taking the inverse
Laplace transform of the expression obtained by the deconvolution and
normalizing the result, the RTD of the boiler can be determined.
Lap/ace Inverting the deconvoluted expression from the Lap/ace domain:
A '" tt 01 - t p1)-(t 01 ~ t p2)
t 01 ~ t 02
A=6.731
B =(t02-tP1)-tt02-tp~)
t 02 t 01
B=-3.851
consto• ._.[ [- _ 1 r- -. ;1]E(t) =~~__~·!lJtt - tEd)' A·exp It -_ ~ Ed)·t 01 - 3·exp, It - tEd) -t 02J'
const p. . -
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Appendix 1.3.9 Bottom Right Burner to Furnace Exit - 4m into boiler
Substance injected




16m (mill 0, right burner)
4 m in the furnace
:15.64 YO
RTDManipulations:
(Deconvolution of probe response from overall measured response)
Experimental Data
Read Data from File: RTD ="EADPRN{ decoj}
time vector
Probe Response
Overall r~esponse "'1>C out··:=RTC·
'# of rows in vector n . :: rbYr.'~~TD) .~1 n..679
vector pointer i ={Ln















Time £1omain Respon.se Definitions
The function below depicts a general form of the time domain responses. This function is
fitted to the measured response data by fitting of the function parameters.
RTD DECONVOLUTION ... page 1
Probe Response: (visual best function fit to data)
1pd =4.64 censt p ··2.52 parameters fm RTD
n
co L \Pj~P an\tj)/
J= 1
define squared error
Graph comparing measured and curve fitted RrD
0.2
··O.2'-----'----......_----'------L------'---..L....·





Overall Response: (best function fit to data)
t 02 0.5 parameters for RTD
define squared error
RTO DECONVOLUTION ... page 2
function
experimental
Analytical time domain responses expressed in the Laplace domain
(2nd order system with dead time)
Probe Response:
Overall Response :c outan(t) -ccnst }tl exp[ tt t od)'t 01] exp[ tt t Od)·t 02]}!ll(t - too)
01 t 02
Laplace Transforms can be taken of the above expressions, after which the required
deconvolution can occur in the Laplace domain. By talking the inverse Laplace transform of
the expression obtained by the deconvolution and normalizing the result, the RTD of the boiler
can be determined.
Laplace Inverting the deconvoluted expression trom the Laplace aomein :
A :c~__o!_=_t_1'1)jt_~ _te2}
't 01 -_t 02
8 \'t 02 t_E1) , \,t oL't_p2J
~02 - t 01
A "'4.265 8=-1.375 tEd 't 00 t pd t Ed ",5.36
E(t)
RTD DECONVOLUTION '" page 3
t
time [51
o 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
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APPENDIX 2
Appendix 2.1 c •• Hendrina R.C. Composite Data
Appendix 2.1.1 Basic Analyses Datasheet
Appendix 2.1.2 Determination of the Devolaillisation Kinetics
Appendix 2.1.3 Determination of the Char Combustion Kinetics
Appendix 2.2 " " Hendrina Washing Plant Feed Datu
Appendix 2.2.1 Basic Analyses Datasheet
Appendix 2.2.2 Determination of Ule Char Combustion Kinetics
Appendix 2.3 Particle Size Analyses
Allllcndix 2.1.1
Hendrina R.C. Composite: Basic Analysis Datasheet
COAL: Hendrina ~ RC Composite
Preparation of Coal Analysis Data for specification in A/OLOS
Analysis by TRI Coal Labs all entries in rnass% except where otherwise noted
Total Moisture: (as receivedJ 9.8
Proximate : air dried as received dry dat
Moisture 3.5 9.8000
25 23.4250 25.9067
22.8 21.3636 23.6269 31.8881
Fixed Carbon 48.7 45.4114 50.4663 68.1119
Ultimate :
Carbon 58.76 0.5506 60.8912 82.1818
Hydrogen 3.02 0.0283 3.1295 4.2238
Nitrogen 1.39 0.0130 1.4404 1.9441
Sulphur 0.76 0.01)11 0.7876 1.0629
Carbonates 0.76 0.0071 0.7876 1.0629-OxYiJen 6,81 0.0638 7.0570 9.5245
Oxygen + Carbonates 0.0681
Calorific Value 22.69 21.26053 23.513 31.13426513
DTF DEVOL
Volatile Matter 28 ..025
QFactor 1.229
DTF FULL TEST
Size Fraction <38J..lm 38~75 !Jm < 75IJm Unit
Pre-exponential Factor 4269 70549 3212 kg/m2.s.atm
4213 69626 3110 kg/m2.s.bar
Activation Energy 144.5 181.6 132.98 kJ/mol






as per Hendrina PIS feed











Carbonates (as C02~: 0.76 ESKOM 100 I
IOxygen (by difference): 6.81 ESKOM 132 IF~ca~lf~~'';;~~~~~--~~- ~-;;-JJkg~~ESKOM1(" 1
~::::~:~:~EX'. t=46;.~~;~-=:c-~~~
I :::1 ~~::~~~;e~::~u~:s1~93 ("C) ESKOM 125 I
I' i
II Softening rernperature: 1525 I
I Hemispherical Temperature: 1544 I
I Flow Temperature: 1552 II





I Volatile Matter :.













'·i'lndicates that the result of that analysis is not available
RAW COAL PREPARATION BY SABS 0135 PART2-1977
Report No: 1RIVP96:040 Page
A})})cndix 2.1.2
Hendrina R.C. Composite: Detemination of the Pyrolysis Kinetics
Determination DTF derived single step, zero order, Arrhenius pyrolysis kinetics for use with
A/OLOS combustion code




Volatile Matter (DTF) Vo]s DTF 29.92,%
Density of coal : Pcoal :::1642







.0 - 1- Ashdty
illParticle Diameter:
Initial dry ash free volatile content: V daf.O=: 42.5·%
Heat Exchange Parameters and constants
Stefan Boi1zmann constant:
average emissivity between particle and wall: c = 0.9
Nusselt Number for boundary layer convective
heat exchange:
Nu =2
Convective heat exchange coefficient:
r (1' r \-1°·82I p+ gjll





Heat capacity of coal: Cp coal = 1250
Particle Surface Area: 2A part = /t·dp 0
Estimat~ng Overall Rate:
Hendrina R.C. Composite: <38 pm
Calculating Particle Temperature:
Iterative solution of Energy Balance between particle, hot gas and reactor wall :
DTFk,4 =T particle(DTFk,o + 273,DTFk,3 + 273) - 273
1600 I I ! , I
5' 1400 r I( I( -
a, III
{12OO r I( I( I( i- -I( .. i-
5 i- i-t-
E-< 1000 !r- III II( III + i- -i-
T i-i- I I I I800
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DTF Run #
l( DTF Wall Termperature
+ DTF Gas Temperature
D Particle Temperature









Hendrina R.C. Composite: <38....n
Coal pyrolysis kinetics Description:
Pre-eJg?Onentialfagor : exp(Preexp) =61.095 1




FUnction describina the pyrolysis ~eacliol1 rate:
-EonR=5975.987 K
k1(Tp} ::::ko.rexp(~)
Equatktn describing aN rnode$ of heat transfer (shrinking core assumption)
radiation
conwction
Estimation ofih9 initial parlicle heating rate atDTF sewoint temperature of 140(rC:
dT rac1(Tmit, i416) + dT conv(T init.1:!35) =2.721-1(.\4 ~








!tTp = dT rad (xo,xl) + dT conv(xo'XI)
Note on Solution f.fethoclology:
The simultaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm fOf each OTF
eetpoint temperature. An average furnace wall and furnace gas temperature have been specified for
each OTF setpoint temperature
Hendrina R.C. Composite: <38 tJIT
DTF Pyrolysis Evaluation Results:
Coae pyrolysis kinetics Description:








Function describing the pyrolysis reaction rate:
residence time, (s)

















I I I I
0 0.5 1.5 2 2.5
residence time: (8)
IOOO°C- DTF Setpoint Temperature
1200°C
1400°C
Hendrina R.e. Composite: <38 urn
Determination DTF derived single step, zero order. Arrhenius pyrolysis kinetics for use With
MOLOS combustion code




Volatile Matter (DTF) Vols DTF ..'"29.92,%










Ash content of dry coal:
Particle Diameter:
Initial dry ash free volatile content : V daf.O =42.5 *%
Heat Exchange Farameters and constants
Stefan BoltZmann constant :
average emissivity between particle ar •wall : & ;= 0.9
Nusselt Number for boundary layer cOllvective
heat exchange:
Nu :::2
Heat capacity of coal:
r (1 +T ) ]0.82




Convective heat exchange coefficient:
kg·K
Particle Surface Area:
Estimating Overall Rate :
~~t:ndrina FtC. Composite: 38-75 urn
Calculating Particle Temperature:
Iterative solution ofEnergy Balance between particle, hot gas and reactor wall :
DTFk,4 :",T particle (DTFk,O+ 273,DTFk,3 + 273) - 273
1500 I I I
III If
E III III III I(i1000 1- 1-l- I( III II T 1-T +
~ 1- + +
500 t L I L
0 2 4 6 8
DTFR1I1IiI
)( D!F Wall Tennperature
















Hendrlna FtC. Composite: Sa..751Jm
Coal pyrolysis Kinetics Description:





- EonR ""1393.503 K
Function des! ,ibing the pyrolysis reaction rate:
Equation describing aUmodes of hnat transfer (shrinking core assumption)
radiation
c·cr-A art' (1' 4 __ T 4)'
d'I' (T;r) -=:_~ .._~. "w ..... p
rad p w Cp,mcoal p
convection
Estimation of tho Initial particle heating rate at DTF seipointtemperature of 14OfJOC:
T mit :=25+ 273 K
--------------------------------------------~






Simultaneous Differential cCj ations:
Note on Solution Methodology:
The simUltaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm for each OT~
setpoint temperature. An average furnace wall and furnace gas temperature have been specified for
each DTf setpoint temperature
Hendrina R.C. Composite: 38-75 pm
--------------------------------------------.---------------------
DTF Pyrolysis Evaluation Results :
Coal pyrolysis kinetics Descl'iption :
Pre-exoonential factor: exp(Pl'OOxp) ""4.632 1
s




















10000C - DIF Setpoint Temperature
I200°C
14()()OC
Hendrina R.C. Composite: 38-75 IJm
Apf.lmdix 2.1.3
Hendrina RC. Composite: Determination of tile Char Combustion Kinetics
Determination of OTF combustion kinetics for use with AIOLOS comiJustion code
Universal Gas Constant R - 8.314
J
mol·K
DTF Operation and Char Description:
Ash in Coal
Ash in Char
\,/olati1eMatter (after DTF devolatilisation)
Density of coal:




Pressure in DTF :
Volume Oxygen Flowrate into DTF :
VolumeNitrogen Flowrate into OTr: :
Ma$S Flowrate of Oxygen:
Mass Flowrate of Nitrogen:
Char Feedrate :
Initial Char Concentration
Initial Fixed Carbon Concentration
Ash Concentration :


















c c.O :::C cllar.O· 1 - Ash char) C c,o "" 3.4659'10'.3










Hendrlna FtC. Composite' <: 38 J.l01
Heat Exchange Parameters and constants
Stefan Boltzmann constant (j 5.67.108
w
average emissivity between particle and wall s "0.85
reaction energy: C to CO : Ah 9.614·10<' J
kg
Nusselt Number for boundary layer convective
heate)(change
Nu··"2
convectiVe heat exchange coefficient
r (1' p ~ T g)\t82




heat capacity of char :
Cp char 1250
};g·K
Particle Surface Areil as a function of combustion extent:
swelling Index 1 - swelling coals








0003 O.()03 0.()02 0.001 0.001 o
eombustible mauer remaining [kS'kS mix]
Partial Pressure of Oxygen in DTF: P 02 P 02 "'0.03 bar
Function defining mass of
combustible matter remaining
as a function ash content in
the sampled residue
c c( .sh"",idu.) l~~,,~.l~tfo_ci_d~~
[1 ..- Ash char (-aShi:'~~~)
in % by massash residue
Hendrina R.C. Composite: < 38 um






Jferative $olution of Energy Balance between particle, hot gas and reactor wall :
CclAshres.l Cc.ol" 1,.4" 4\ Nll,/{rp.TgJI"iTgt-Tp "'I'
M1··~-~-~t-·-··~-=I s-o- \ r tv - I P) - ----d---·-··· 1---2 _, ..r l Po l\ part.d
C e.O)
Tparticle] Ash res' t f'T w- T g) :.tinder p)
DT1\:,6 ..:T particle(DTFk4,DTFk,3,DTI~,2 273,DTFk,5 273} - 273
[J n [] c ~l( l( l( l(
~
c a [] +
E ft
l( l( l( +
T +
e c +s R ~ l( ~ + t' +t +i-f{ ~ l( R +"'" -t- ++
III + + ++
i-
8000 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
DTFRunll
l( DTP Wall Termperature
+ DTF Gas Temperature
c estimated Particle Temperature
oxygen Diffusion reaction rate as a function particle Temperature
02 diffusion constant at 1600K : D 02.1600K 3.39,10
4
s
mechanism factor: $ = 2 ~= 2 for CO, and 1 for C02
kg
1112's'baf
Source: A/OLOS - combustion model
Hendrina R.C. Composite: < 38 urn




~~,~-~~~' '-~'~~~'~~,~~-,-,-,~ ,,~~--~,- I
kd.cltar(DTFk,6 273,DTl~£,5 273,DTFk•0)
10 I I I I I i






~l(C.s *~, - l( )(l( -
-1 I I I I I I
5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7,5 8 8.5
10A4JParticle Temperature
NB : if the +'5 lie beneath the x's, the overall reaction rate could be diffusion controlled
~ __ --1 -L.. _'___ --L ,L__. __...._l




Char chemical combustion kinetics Description:
Pre-exponential factor: expt'Preexp) =4269.228
kg
"-------"-






Function describing chemical reaction rate: k . " iEollR\r,char( 1p) ,:c k rch.o·exP iT"~)
\ P •.
Hendrina R.C. Composite: < 38 um
Defining the overall reaction rate
function: kr(Tp,Tg,dp) ~~~1=-'~~~~-'--'-1 ~-.-.-)
\Kr.char(TP) + kd.char(Tp, Tg.dp)
Equation describing all modes





estimation of initial particle heating rate at DTF setpoint Temperature of 1400GC :
Solution of differential equations
Initial Conditions: combustion extent - Xo '.'" C e.O
particle temperature - xl ,,300 K
SimUltaneous Differential Equations:
combustion extent -- ~-c
dt c =
particle temperature - d-Tp
dt
=
Note on the Solution Methodology
The simUltaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm for each OTF:
setpoint Temperature. An average furnace wall and furnace gas temperature have been specified for
each DTF setpoint temperature.
Hendrina R.C. Composite: -a 38 fJm
DTF Kinetic Evaluation Results M
Char chemical combustion kinetics Description :
kg
Pre-exponential factor: exp(Preexp) == 4269.228












Hendrina R.C. Composite: -e 38 urn
Determination of DTF combustion kinetics for use with A/OLOS combustion code
Universal Gas Constant R "=8.314
J
mol·R
DTF Operation and Char Description:
Ash in Coal
Ash in Char
Volatile Matter (after DTF devclatilisation)
Density of coal :










Pchar,o = t 1 Vols DTFrp coal
Initial Particle Diameter:
Pressure in DTF :
Volume Oxygen Flowrate into DTF :
VolumeNitrogen Flowrate into DTF :
Mass Flowrate of Oxygen:
Mass Flowrate of Nitrogen:
Char Feedrate :
Initial Char Concentration
initial Fixed Carbon Concentration
Ash Concentration:
dp 0 - DTF(},(} III
P "cc 0.85,105 Pa
0.6.103 ill3









































Hendrina R.C. Composite: 38-75 IJIl'I
Heat Ex.change Parameters and constants
Stefan Boltzmann constant
average emissivity between particle and wall I: .,,0.85
reaction energy: C to ~O : 6All 'C 9.614·10 Jkg
Nusselt Number for boundary layer convective
heatexchange
Nu =2
convective heat exchange coefficient
I(T p + T g'lrS2
liT , T ) =2.43.10.11.11 \ 2. J I




heat capacity of char: Cp char = 1250
kg-K




1 u swelling coals






combustible matter remaining [kglkg mix]
V02
Partial Pressure of Oxygen in DTF: P 01 =. . P 02 "" i).03 bar
- V 02+ VN2
Function defining mass of
combustible matter remaining
as a funenon ash content in
the sampled residue
C c (ash residuej
I ash residue \ 1
_, Ash chltr 1 - \ 100 )
1 - Ash char ,Iash residue \ ·C c.O
~ 100 ) J
ash residue in% by mass
Hendrina R.C. Composite: 38-75 fJm








Iterative solution of Energy Balance between particle, tlot gaS and reactor wall :
Cc\Ashres)-Cc.o_f 'e,4 ,4\ NU'AlTp,Tg) I gt-Tp 'III
Ah: tr lC'U"'\IW-1p.!~~~- dp-O-·_·t --2- -TgJApartC\CC.O)
T particle(Ashrl.!s,tt' Tw' T g) =find(T p)
DTFk•6 :: T particlelDTFk,4,DTFk,3,DTFk,2 ~ 273,DTFk,5 T 273) - 273
1500
tI c: 0tI
0 X )( )( x)(
a n 0
n
l( i'l( l( x: "l-
T'
IT +a,
0 rr T'e ~ +t j;( x: l( + T'+
S
~ R ~ T' T'+T'
+ +
900
0 2 4 6 II 10 12 14 16
DTFRun#
x: DTF Wall Termperamre
+ DTF Gas Temperature
0 estimated Particle Temperature
Oxygen Diffusion reaction rate as a function partiGle Temperature
02 diffusion constant at 1600K ; D 02.1600K = 3.39·10-4
s
mechanism factor: ~ =2 ~= 2 for CO, and 1 for C02




Source: AIOLOS - combustion model
Hendrina R.C. Composite: 38-75 um
Determining the Chemical Reaction Rate from the experimental data:
r












_l.O'- ....J_ -'-_. __ -1..__ -.: __ ..J_ _'_ __ J
5 5.S 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 ItS





kinetic model - predicted
Char chemical combustion kinetics Description:
Pre-exponential facior : expt Preexp) =70549.225
_~_kg _
m2• s-bar






Function (j(~scribingchemical reaction rate:
Hsndrina R.C. Oomposke ; 38-751J01
Defining the overall reaction rate
function :
Equatio"" tfescribing all modes
of heat ~.. ~er(shrinking core
assumption)
radiaUon






ic C' "CI, C -l- . ash./' P char
estimation of initial particle heating rate at DTF setpoint Temperature of 1400°C :
K
Tinit --=25+213 K dTrad(Cc.O,TWt.1416 I 273) dTCOllV(CC.O,T:illit,13J.5 + 273) '" 1.673.104
s
Solution of differential equations
Initial Conditio. s : combustion extent -- Xu C C.O
particle temperature -- Xl·- 300 K
Simultaneous Differential Equations:
combustion extent -~ ~ C
dt C =
particle temperature --- d -1'~. p
dt =
Note on the ~olution Methodology
The simultaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm for each OTF
setpoint Terrperature, An average furnace wall and furnace gas temperatUie have been specified for
each DTF setpoint temperature.
Hendrlna R.C. Composite: 3e~151·ltn
DTF Kinetic Evaluation Results -
Char chemical combustion kinetics Description:
Activation Energy:
exptPreexp) ==70549.225 n?s.bar













Hendrina R.C. composlte : 38-75 um
Determination of DrFcombustion kinetics for use with A/OLOS combustion code
Universal Gas Constant R :::8.314
J
mol,K
DTF Operation and Char Description:
Ash in Coal As}'· al "DTF .%<co 0,8
Ash in Char
Volatile Matter (after DTF devolatilisation)
Density of coal •
Densi1.y of Char Qnitially) :
(shrinking core assumption) Pchar,o -" (1- VolsDTF)'Pcoal
Inilia; Particle Diameter:








Pressure in OTF : Pa
VolumeNm-ogen FIQwra~.ainto DTF :








Mass Flowrato of Nitrogen:
Char Feedrate :
Initial Char Concentration III char
C char.O::::
IDchar + ID02 + illN2
Initial Fixed Carbon Concentration
Ash ccncentradon : Cash. .." C chat.O·(Ash char)
- 8 3Pchar.o -1.1 9'10
ID









_ .-3 kgC c.O - 3.4407 10 -_ ..
kgmi'(




Hendrina RC Composite: <15 IJm
Heat Exchange Parameters and constants
stefan Boltzmann constant
average emissivity between particle and wall c =0.85
reaction energy : C to CO : i.\h =: 9.614.106 J
kg
Nusselt Number for boundary layer convective
heatexchange
Nu :=2
.convective heat exchange coefficient




Particle Surface Area a~ a function of combustion extent:
swelling Index 1 - swelling coals
2J3 - 'non swelling' coals
(
C \nB
6 0 )'" ·C0'--
Pchar.o·dp 0 c. C 0.0
o~--------~----------~--------~~--------~--------~0.003 0.003 0.002 ()'ool 0.001 2.168"10-
combustible matter remaining [klifkg mix]
V02Partial Pressure of Oxygen in DTF: P 02 :::_" _"" __ "_" P 02 ""0.03 bar
V 02+ VN2
Function defining mass of
combustible matter remaining




_ AshChill,! ~ -1OO~1 jl c
C c(ash residue) . - . 0
1 - Ash char ( ash :~~due ) , c.
in % by massIlshresidue
Hendrina RC Composite: <751Jm
calculating Ovarail Rate :
Calculating Particle Temperature:
Iterative solution of Energy Balance between particle, hot gas and reactor wall ;
C c(Ashres) - C c.O [ (4 4) NU.1.(TP' T g) [:(T g+ T p). . II (.)
Ah... tr _.~= S·(1· Tw -Tp - . dp . 2 -Tg ·ApmtcCc.o
T parlicle(Ashreg,tr, TW' T g,dp) :O:find(Tp)
Dl'Fk,6 :::r particle(DTFk,4,DtFk•3,DTFk,2 + 273, DTFk, 5 -i- 273,DTFk,o) - 273
l~r-----~I----'~~r-----r-I----~Ir-----~I------r-I-----Ir-----,





)( DTF Wan Tennperature
T DTF Gas Temperature
D estimated Particle Temperature
Oxygen Diffusjon reaction rate as a functit>n particle Temperature
2
02 diffusion constant at 1600K ; D 02.1600K := 3.39.10"4 m
s
mechanism factor: + = 2 for CO, and 1 for C02
24.1.D f(T8+TP):O.s'll.75',' 02. 1600K , .




Source: AIOLOS - combustion model
Hendrina RC Composite: <75 IJm
Determining the Chemical Reaction Rate from the experimental clat. :
10 I iIIi- I1- iH-+ +1-1- + itI-+ +11++ +1-1- + ++1- ... 1-
S :~i~
~~~)(i ~'* ~j l( 'J(,r. ~ ~If< l(
S 5.5 6 6.S 1 7.5 8 8.5
10''4IParticlc Tempcralurc









Char chemical combustion kinetics Description:
Pre-exponential factor: exp(fu"eXp) ==28418.03
kg
2m -s-bar




Function describing chemical reaction rate:
Hendrina RC Composite: <75 lJm
DTF Kinetic Evaluation Results -
Char chemical combustion kinetics Description :
Pre-exponential factor: expf Preexp) ""282.185































Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: <75 urn
Defining the overall reaction rai9
function: kr(Tp, Tg.dp) - ( 1 . +: ....... 1 ••. \
IJ'r.char<Tp) kd.char(Tp, 'J g.dp) J
1
Equation describing all modes





estimation of initial particle heating rate at DTF setpoint Temperature of 1400"0 :
dT rad(C c.O,298,DTFsS,2+ 27':1 "''T'1o.~s,o)+ dT conv(C C.O.298,DTFss's+ 273,DTFss,o) = 1.660'104~
Solution of .ndferential etyuations
Initial Conditions: combustion extent - Xo :=e c(DTF 0,7)
particle temperature - xl = 300 K
Simultaneous Differential Equations:
combustion extent - de
dt c =
particle temperature - d,-Tp
dt =
Note on the Solution Methodology
The simultaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm for each DTF
setpoint TE'm!";;'~:l'it)~"tc;~,'r!eW.mge furnace wall and furnace gas temperature have been specified for
each DTf ;;:;;:,~,.:;olnttehlll~.Nt:.\iJre.
Hendrina RC Composite' <7& urn
DTF Kinetic Evaluation Results -
Char chemical combustion kinetics Description:






























































Henarina RC Composite: <75 IJm
Appendix 2.2.1
Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: Basic Analysis Datasheet
COAL: Hendrina - Washing Plant Feed
Preparation of Coal Analysis Data for specification in AIOLOS
Analysis by TRI Coal Labs all entries in mass% except where 'ltherwise noted
Total Moisture: (as received) 8.7
Proximate : air dried as received dry daf
Moisture 2 8.70
29.6 27.62 30.20
24.4 22.77 24.90 35.67
FixedCarbon 44 40.92 44.90 64.33
Ultimate:
Carbon 56.24 0.52 57.39 82.22
Hydrogen 3.34 0.03 3.41 4.88
Nitrogen 1.4 0.01 1.43 2.05
Sulphur 0.84 0.01 0.86 1.23
Carbonates 0.53 0.00 0.54 0.77
IOxygen 6.05 0.06 6.17 8.85
Oxygen+ Carbonates 0.06 .





Size Fraction <38um 38-75um <7Sum Unit
Pre-exponential Factor 208 1077 286 kg/m2.s.atm
205 1063 282 kg/m2.s.bar
Activation Energy 101.66 124.9 99.45 kJ/mol








Inherent Moisture: T---2-~ (m%of coal- ai~rd-rled-)-~'C:E::::"S:-:-KO=-OM'1CX~ i
IAsh: 296 ESKOM 101 I
I
,Volatile Matter: 24,4 ESKOM'102 I
Fixed Carbon (by difference) :~ 44 ESKOM128 i
I ... . 1
'~.tJLTlr4ATEANALYSIS I
~~~~~-. -~-~---~--.-.-~-_. __ -_._- __ . ---1_









!ABRASIVENESS: (mg FeJ4kg coal) ESKOM 1~ _JI' -. ,,,,-,.





'-1'indicatesthatthe resultof that analysisis notavailable
RAW COAL PHEPARATION BY SAaS 0135 PART 2 -1977'
Report No: TRRIP96!040 Page
Appendix 2.2.2
Henurina Washing Plant Feed: Determination of the Char Combustion Kinetics
Determination of DTF combustion kinetics for use with A/OLOS combustion code
Universal Gas Constant
J
DTF Operation and Char Descrlptlon :
Ash in coa'
Ash in Char
Volatile Matter (after DTF devolatilisation)
Density of coal:
Density of Char (Initially) :
(shrinking core assumption)
Vols DTF - 1
Ash coal
Ash coal ~ ---- 1 Ash c.hm:)
Ash char
P coal .C 1678
kg
Pchar,o :: 1 Vols DTF;'Pcoal
Initial Parficte Diameter:
Pressure in DTF :
Volume Oxygen Flowrate into DTF :
VolumeNitrogen Flowrate into DTF :
1.lIlassFlowrate of Oxygen:
Mass Flowrate of Nitrogen:
Char Feedrate :
Initial Char Concentration
Initial Fixed Carbon Concentration
Ash Concentration:





















kg mixlllchar III02 I IIIN2
-,
C iVhN'O'1 Ash char) C c.O '" 3.0928- 10 .












Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: <: 38 urn
convective heat exchange coefficie:lt
w
Heat r:~change Parameters and constants
Stefan Boltzmann constant (J 5.67·10 Ii'
average emissivity between particle and wall ~ 0.85
reaction energy: C to CO : J
kg
NusseJt Number for boundarv layer conveeuve
heatexchange
Nu 2
heat capacity I.)f char:
Cp chat = 1250 J
kg·K
Particle Surface Area as a function of combustion extent:
swelling Index 2
3
1 - swolling coals
213 - 'non swelling' coals
J ::F--~<
<':'ir1 0.'1.il~o:L~ _,___~__, __.___._~
0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 1).001 2168"1 (l~ I
------~---------'.r----------r---------.
combustible matter remaining [kgkg mix]
--------------------------,-------------------------~-----
Partial Pressure of Oxygen in DTF: P 02
V02
V02+ VN2
P 02 :=:0.03 bar
-------
Function defining mass of
combustible matter remaining
as a function ash content in
the sampled resldue
C c,(ash rCbdue) C.O
ashr~siduc in % by mass
---------------------------------------------------------------------Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: -< 38 f.lm
Calculating Overall P.atp .
--~-.-. - de •
Apart .{C oj 0
~alculating Particle Temperature:
Iterative solution of Energy Balance between particle, hot gas and reactor waif :
Ah·lCctASh.!cs)-Cc.O)_[: 1 .. 4 i.•... ,.41I, NtJ·J..P·p,Tg).,'(Tg Tp,\ ]1
- t'a'l (1w) .. \1 J.I} J -l- ~.~---- \ ·1 (T g) jl·Apart.c(C e.c)
t r .' dp 0 L , 2 J J
n C 1:1 C Jll{ l( l( l(
~
0 IJ Il
~ +t) l( l( l( t- ++a... i-
~ f(
Il C i! +l( l( + +
8- + +
~ .Ii! R ~ ~ + T i-t-
~ R R + + ++
+ + ~.
800
0 2 4 5 !I 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22
DTFRunii
l( DTF Will Termperature
+ DrF Gas Temperature
II estimated Particle Temperature
Oxygen Diffusion reaction rate as a function particle Temperature
02 diffusion constant at 1600K: D 02.1600K 3.39,104
mechanism factor: $ 2 ~= 2 for CO, and 1 for C02
k d.char< Tp, Tg, dp ) kg
llll.l)·bar
Source: A/OLOS ~combustion model
Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: <: 38 pm
Detennining the Chemical Reaction Rate from the experlmentaf data:
krk
~)(
~ ~~_~ ~~l)(_~ ~~
5 55 6 6.5 7 7.5 8
N8 ; if the +'s lie beneath the x's, the overall reaction rate could be diffusion controlled
5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5
!() '4{Partic(e Temperature [UKI
)( DTl: experimental
kinetic model - predicted
Char chemical combustion kinetics Description :
Pre-exponential factor: exp( Preexp) ""204,918 -!'~
m2's·bll1'






Function describing chemical reaction rate: k o.:hllx(TP )
Handlina Washing Plant Fe, d : <: 38 pm
Defining the overall reaction rate
function:
Equation describing all modes






Ie c Cash) ·Cp char
estimation of initial particlEI heating rate at DTr setpoint Temperature of 1400"C :
Solution of differential equations
Initial Conditions: combustion extent -- Xo s: C C.O
particle temperature - xl 30() K
Simultaneous Differential Equations:
combustion extent --- =
particle temperature --- d Tp
dt
=
Note on the Solution Methodology
Thl simultaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm for each DTF
setpoint Temperature. An average furnace wall and furnace gas temperature have been specified for
each DTF sefpolnt temperature.
Hendrlna Washing Plant Feed: <: 38 urn
DTF Kinetic Evaluation Results ..
Char chemical combustion kinetics Description:
Pre-exponential factor: e»p(Preexp) ""204.918
kg_ .._ -- -..~.....--~
Activation E~ Eonk- ~ ""101.66 kJ
103 mol





















Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: < 36 urn




DTF Operation and Char Description:
Ash in Coal
Ash in Char
Volatile Matter (after DTF devolati!isation)
'1eilsity of coal :








Pchsr.o =:P - Vols DTF)'P coal 3Pchar,o "" 1.087-10
Initial Particle Diameter:
Pressure in DTF :
Volume Oxygen Flowrate into DTF ;
VolumeNitrogen Flowrate into DTF :
Mass Flowrate of Oxygen:
Mass Flowrate of Nitrogen:
Char Feedrate :
Initial Char concentratlon









VN2 ---'--~60 s M W.l i2 .:c28,10"3





C char 0 :0 .... .. . ... ---~-
. rnchar t m02 + mN2
kg
kgmLx
c c.o !.. char.O' ( 1 - Asl; char) C c.o ee 2.8942'10-3














Hendrina Washing Plant Feed : 38~75urn
convective heat exchange coefficient
W
mK
Heat Exchange Parameters and constants
Stefan Bc)ltzmann constant o =5.67.108
W
2 • .4m·K.
average emissivity between particle and waH I; =0.85
reaction energy: C to CO : All 9.614.106 J
kg
Nusselt Number for bot, ",dary layer convective
heatexchange
Nu 2
heat capacity of char: Cp char. = 1250 J
kg·K
Particle Surface Area as a function of combustion extent:
swelling Index 1- swelling coals












0.003 0.002 0.Otl2 0.001 0.001 o
combustible nlllt!C" remaining lkWkg mix]





Function defining mass of
combustible matter remaining
as a function ash content in
the sampled residue
ash residue
Hendrina Wushing Plant Feed: 38-75 JJm
Calculating Overall Rata ~ rC c\ DTI\.4;1
j
11.0
k P ·DTF02 k.3
Calculating Particle Temperature:
fferative solution of Energy Balance between particle, hot gas and reactor wall:
I' 'rjAh·tCc~Ashres)-Cc.O)_i. r, A .. fl Nu.A.!Tp:rg) I g Tpi .. 1'11
-IC"(j·jIIT, .. - fpl II+--'~~~~---'!I ~'~-2---JI- fgl!i!·Avart.dCc.O)
t L \. I c dp l II"!' ' "r l 0'_
t1ndcrp I
" I
IJ 0 IJ D
~ 1< l( )( l(
IJ D 0
IT
f( l( l( )( + + +T2.... +
i ~ 0 IJ" l( X + + ++u
1 Jq R R + + ++
R + + +
+
800 I_
I) 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 H~
DTFRWI II
x DTF Wall Tennperature
+ DTF Gas Temperature
IJ estimated Particle Temperature
Oxygen Diffusion reaction rate as a function particle Temperature
02 diffusion constant at 1600K : D 02.1600K 3.39·104
mechanism factor: ~= 2 for CO, and 1 for C02
k d.chaiTp, Tg.dp)
, "ill (T T T' ).0.5 ,1.75
24·~·D02.l600K'i -J!'16to- I
,--,'- ,-.,_", - .!c.,'_, " J,__
R'105'dp Tg
kg
Source.' A/OLOS - combustion mode!
Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: 38 75 urn




NB : if the +'s lie beneath the x's, the overall reaction rate could be diffusion controlled
Or--~- --.------r'
5 55 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5
1()A4lPdrticill Temperature [UK]
)( DTF experimental
kinetic model - predicted
Char chemical combustion kinetics Descrlption :
Pre-exponential factor: expf Preexp) es 1063.044 ~~
m2·s·bar






Function describing chemical reaction rate: k ('1' ') =k ,(EonR\r.charv P _ rch.,o'eX1>\'-:17~!!
P I
Hendrina Washing Plaht Feed: 38-75 pm
Defining the over-al! reaction rate
function:
1
;:;:;~. _,;'-----' __ '_----"------
I-----!~~ I \
\ k. r.char( Tp ) k<t.char('fp.-T g.dp) J
Equation describing all modes





estimation of inmalparticle heating rate at DTF setpoint Temperature of 1400' C :
T init = 25 + 273 K dT rad\ C e.o- T init.1416 + 273 + dT convl C c.o:r OOt.13;;5 + 273 = 1.425-104 ~
Solution of differential equations
Initial Conditions: combustion extent - Xu "= C c.O
particle temperature -- xl 300 K
Simultaneous Differential Equations:
combustion extent -- =
particle temperature -- d 'I'- p
dt =
Note on the Solution Methodology
1 he simultaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm fOI- each DTF
setpoint Temperature, An average furnace wall and furnace gas temperature have been soecified for
each DTF setpOlllt temperature. .
Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: 38-75 urn
DTF Kinetic Evaluation Results -
Char chemical combustion klaeties Description:
Pre-exponential factor: expt Preexp) "" 1063.044
Activation Energy:





e: 1" ,_..-'''---....._,_~-.~-''--''---. -"_-'__-"'~~~--~~'" -.---~--~, ..-.....~.-=---~.--











Hendrina Washing Plant Feed :~8-75urn





OTF Operation and Char Description:
Ash in Coal
Ash in Char
Volatile Matter (after OTF devolati!isation)
Oen~ityof coal :









Pchar,o :::(I - Vols DTF j'P coal Pchar,o = 1.087-103
Initial Particle Diameter:
Pressure in OTF :
Volume Oxygen Flowrate into OTF :
VolumeNitrogen Flowrate into OTF :
Mass Flowrate of Oxygen:
Mass Flowrate of Nitrogen:
Char Feedrate :
Initial Char Concentration














C char.O :::~---- '-~-~------ --








_ -.-3kgC c.O - 2.8942 10 - __ -
kgmix
C - ') (\9 -'2.10-3 kgc.l -",.() ... __' _'_
l<·gmi\:
C c.1 -:: C char,O'll - DTF 13,7'%)
Cash :::C char.O' (Ash char}
kg
kg mix
Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: <75 urn
Heat Exchange Parameters and constants
Stefan Boltzmann constant
average emissivity between particle and wall c =0.85
reaction energy: C to CO :
J
kg
Nusselt Number for boundary layer convective
n,,,atexchange
Nu =2
convective heat exchange coefficient
iT T \ 1,0.82
I! /' P + g~!
It'!~---if





heat capacity of char:
Cp char = 1250
kg-K
swelling Index





2J3 - 'non swelling' coais
I' 'inB
6 ,/ Co I
Apart_c{Cc) =-~·~.-.Cc.o-I--









0.003 0.002 0.0\)2 0.001 0.001 o
combustible matter r-tnaining [kg/kg mix1
V02
Partial Pressure of Oxygen in DTF: P 02 ':0 P 02 ='0.03 bar
V 02+ VN2
ash residue
I ash residue \ 1
Ash 1- I---~I
.n.:> char \ 100 f
z: 1 - Ash~~~ ("h ;:~frc.O
in % by mass
Function defining mass of
combustible matter remaining
as a function ash content in
the sampled residue
Hendrina Wflshing Plant Feed: <75 IJm
Calculating Overall Rate:
Calculating Particle T,"mperature:
Iterative solution (.!,/:nergy Balance between particle, hot gas 8,1dreactor wall :
T particle \Ash res' t r- T w- T g' dp) = findt'l' p)
















5 10 15 20
DTFRunli
25 30 35 40
l( DTF Wall Termperature
T DTF Gas Temperature
o estimated Particle Temperature
Oxygen Diffusion reaction rate as a function particle Temperature
02 diffusion constant at 1600K : D c:3.39·10402.i60nK
2m
s
mechanism factor: ~= 2 for CO,and 1 for C02
kd.char(Tp, Tg.dp) kg--.~.-..-~~
Source: AIOLOS - combustion mode!
Hendrir.a Washing Plant Feed: <75 urn
Determining the Chemical Reaction Rate from the experimental data:






~l< l(C~ ~~ ~)(
l( )(
*~S
5 5.5 G 6.5 7 7.5 8 iI.S
IOh41PIlrticle Temperature
NB: if the +'s lie beneath the x's, the overall reaction rate could be diffusion controlled







~~)( ~g x "1~- x)(.s ~~ ",)( X






I I J 1 I
)(
I-5







kinetic model w predicted
Char chemical combustion kinetics Df:''Scription :
Pre-exponential factor: eX1>(Preexp) =:282.185
_J>_~__
m2·s·bw:





i=unction describing chemical reactiop rate: k ('I' ) k (EOUR')r,ehar'}) . rell.o·ext> -:--1'~._'
. P il
Hendrina Washing Plant Feed: <75 um
Defining the overall reaction rate
function:
k r(Tp. Tg, dp)
•.' 1 1 \
(k~~~h~Tr;1+ k~,-;l~airp,Tg,dP))
Equation describing all modes





estimation ofinma/ particle heating rate at DTF setpoint Temperature of 14OO°C :
dT rlld(C c.O,298,DTFss,2 + 273,DTFss'O) + sr conv(C c.O'298,DTFs5.5 273,DTFs5•0):=: L401.104~
solution of differentia! equations
Initial Conditions: combustioneldent- Xo -'Cc(DTFo•7}
particle temperature - XI 'c 300 K
simuueneous Differential Equations:
combustion extent »- =
particle temperature -- d'r.~ p
dt
=
Note on the Solution Methodology
The simultaneous equations are solved by a 4th order Runge Kutta solution algorithm for each DTF
setpoint Temperature. An average furnace wall and furnace gas temperature have been specified for
each DTF setpoint temperature.









The particle size analysis results. presented herein are indexed as follows:










Tue, Apr 02, 1996 10:04AM
:HunNumber 6
ISample F.ile Nam.e: GENWA..TER, Record: 38Measured on: Mon, Apr 01, 1996 7:45AM Last saved on: Mon, Apr 01, 1996 7:46AM Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus = 300 mm.
f PresentatlOh: 2$$D
Very Polydisperse model
Residual = 0.172 % Concentration = 0.064 %
d (0.1) = 6.89 flit!
Bpan= 2.68
~~it: 61 4G sz ~j~~~
0[4,3] = 54.18IJm
Sauter Mean ( 0[3,2]) = 15.92 j.Jrn
Specific Surface Area = 0.3768 sq. m. f gm
Obscuratlon= 24.96 %
d (0.9) = 116.30 um
Mode = 61.45!Jm
Density = 1.00 gm.1 c.c,
[ . Siz=~LO) I Result In Size (Hi) Result 1% JJm Below%
I 0.50 0.50 1.32 0.50
1.32 0.41 1.60 0.91
1.60 0.42 1.95 1.33
1.95 0.59 2.38 1.92
2.38 0.82 2.90 2.74
2.90 1.09 3.53 3.84
3.53 1.42 4.30 5.26
4.30 1.76 5.24 7.02
5.24 2.10[ 6.39 9.12
6.39 2.41 7.78 11.53




14.08 03 17.15 24.93
17.15 9 20.90 29.52
20.90 20 25.46 34.72.__ .
siie (Lo)' . Result In. ~I·.. Size (Hi) Result J
1--_.L!1m~~·:'+-~_%_~"~i~ __ ~IJ-,-m.~~t-"-_B_elow% .
25.46 5.86 31.011 40.58131.01 6.62 37.79 47.26
37.79 7.39 46.03 54.59
46.03 8.13 56.09 62.721
56.09 8.37 68.33 71.091
68.33 8.01 83.26 79.111
83.26 6.91 101.44 86.01
101.44 5.51 123.59 91.52
123.59. 3.75 150.57 95.27
150.57 2.26 183.44 97.52
183.44 1.21 223.511 98.73
223.51 0.64 272.31 99.37
272.31 0.33 331.77 99.71
3."11.77 0.17 404.211 99.88
404.21 0.08 492.47 99.96




MnsterSizer X Ver. 1.2b
Serial No. 6340
p. 6
02 Apr 96 10:04
MAST'ERSIZERX
Version 1.2b Tue. Apr 02, ',99610:07AM
PFSAMPLES :RunNumber 7
'-
9_~_~_~~_1__4 ~~ ~ ~~ __ ~~ ~~ ~~ __ ~. __ ~ __ ~ ~_J.Sample File Name: GENWATER. Record: 39 Source: AnalysedMeasured on: Mon, Apr 01, 1996 9:04AM last saved on: Mon,Apt 01, 1996 9:05AM
Volume i~esult Focus « 300 mm.
IPtemllation: 2$$0
!VGrYPolydisperse model
Residual:: 0.236 % Concentration = 0.052 %
d (0.1) '" 5.76 pm
Span'" 3.07
"I"- ,..... "" ... ",,".,
'._ili ::'\,~~' .jt:! ~~_J ~.P11;'~
D [4, 3) = 56.24 um
Sautel' Mean (O[3,2]) '" 13.83 um
Specific Surface Area:: 0.4338 sq. m.1 gmpI Result In Size (Hi) Result% pm Be!ow%
0.50 0.71 1.32 0.71
1.32 0.57 1.60 1.28
1.60 0.58 1.95 1.86
1.95 0.80 2.38 2.66
2.38 1.06 2.90 3.72
2.90 1.36 3.53 5.09
3.e3 1.71 4.20 6.80
4.30 2.08 5.24 8.88
5.24 2.45 6.39 11.32
6.39 2.78 7.78 14.11
7.78 3.10 9.48 17.20
9.48 3.40 11.55 20.61
11.55 3.73 14.08 24.34
14.08 4.09 17.15 28.43
17.15 4.45 20.90 32.88
20.90 4.82 25.46 37.70
Obscuration = 23.74 %
d (O.~\= 126.92 urn
Mode =< 70.26 pm
Density = 1.00 gm. ie.c.
I Size (Lo) Resuft In Size (Hi) Rtsult~pm % J.lm Below %25.46'r-23 31.01 42.9331.01 5.78 37.79 48.71
37.79 6.34 46.03 55.05
46.03 7.02 56.09 62.07
56.09 7.36 68.33 69.43
68.33 7.37 83.26 76.80
83.26 6.72 101.44 83.53
101.'14 5.80 123.59 89.32
123.59 4.30 150.51 93.62
150.57 2.86 183.44 96.48
183.44 1.67 223.51 98.15
223.51 0.94 272.31 99.09
272.31 0.50 331.77 99.59
331.77 0.25 404.21 99.84
404.21 0.11 492.47 99.95
492.47 0.05 600.00 100.00
Malvern Instruments Ltd.
Malvern, U.K.
MnsterSizer X v«. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p. 7
02 Apr 96 10:07
Version 1.2b Tue, Apr 02, 1996 10:09AM
r 9EP'-4I 31 lU1100
mple File Name: GENWA. 'fER, Record:
.zuredon: Mon, Apr 01, 1996 9:08AM
..................~.---
PFSAMPlES :Run Number a
Source: Analysed40





Concentration::: 0 ..094 %
d (O.1)= 10A31JIn
Span::: 2.24
'. "" ....., "'.;.' .~'-'t
U~~U'J,;i~ t~! ....,i' !i\~~
D [4,3J "" 74.04llm
Sauter Mean ( O[3,2} ) = 21.64 IJm
ISpecifICSurface Area = 0.2772 sq. m_,.'_9_1Tl .
Slze(Lo)T Resultlri Size (Hi) Result lpm % !-1m Below %
0.50 0.41 1.32 0.41
1.32 0.32 1.60 0.73
1.60 0.32 1.95 1.05
1.95 0.43 2.38 1.48
2.38 0.56 2.90 2.041
2.90 0.71 3.53 2.151
3.53 0.88 4.30 3.63
14.30 1.06 5.24 4.tl9
5.24 1.26 6.39 595
16.39 1.47 7.78 "1.41,
7.78 1.68 9.48 ll101
9A8 1.94 11.65 11.04
11.551 2.24 '4L'~14.08 2.61 17.15 15.8917.15 3.04 20.90 18.9?
_ 20.901 3.58L 25.46 22.51--
Focus = 300 mm.
Obscuration = 26.74 %
d (0.9) = 146.03 11m
Mode = 79.07 (.IlTI
Density = 1.00 gm, I o.c,
f·iz.e (La) Result In Size (Hi) 1- 'R~es--u"It-'.~ % ~ h~%·...=;_25~.46=l-----'-'--4·~.2""3cJ-~--'-'-'-'-=3i-;--.C=11~I-' 26.7531.01 5.161 31.79 31.9137.791 6.27 46.03 38.17
I
46.03! 7.77 56.09 45.94
56.09 I 9.09 68.33 55.02
68.3311 '!0.05 83.26 65.07
I 83.26 9.851 101.44 74.92101.44 8.90
1
123.59 83.83
123.591 6.64 150.57 90.47
15(1.57 4.32' 183.44 94.791
183.44 2.44 223.51 97.2"&
223.51 1.36 272.31 98.59
272.31 0.71 331.77 99.32
331.77 0.39 404.21 99.72404.211 0.19 492.47 99.91
L, 4_92~A_7..JL ~0.091 600.00 ~oo.ool
Ifalvem Ins..truments Ltd.
Ifalvertl, UiK,
MusterSizer X Vcr. 1.2b
Serial No. 6340
p. 8






1_Fa, N.n,,, ,GENW, ATER. ,Record:
l~easured on: Mon, Apr 01. 1996 9:13AM
PfSAMPLES
Tue, Apr 02. 199610;12AM
:Run Number 9
Source: Analysed41






Sauter Mean (0[3,21) = 13.88llmISpecifIC Surface Area = 0.4323 sq. m.! gm
Volume Result
Concentration = 0.057 %
d (0.1) = 5.79 pm
Span:: 2.87
Foous= 300 tum,
Obscuratlcn « 25.67 %
d (0.9) ~ 131.73 pm
Mode = 75.64 IJm
DenSity = 1.00 gm.! e.c,
Size (La) 1 'Result In Siz:~H~ I B~::~
pm O'50f-_%c:.::.._."'"';O~'80=l-----"::::'_-:;1"'3:;;:2f+I~==-:"::';O;-;'80;:;;'..j
1.32 0.63 1.60 1.43
1.60 0.63 1.95 2.06
1.95 0.84 2.38 I 2.89
2.381 1<08 2.90 3.97
2.00 i 1.33 3.53 5.30
3.53 1.63 4.30 6.93
1
'
4.30 1.95 5.24 8.88
5.24 2.32 6.39 11.19
6.39 2.66 7.78 13.86
7.78 2.96 9.48 '16.82
9.48 3.24 11.55 20.06
11.55 3.51 14.08 23.58
14.08 3.78 17.15 27.36
17.15 4.051' 20.90 31.41







Size (La)1 Result In Size (HQI Result ~
r---~~m~25~A6~1~'--~%~-'4.A68~1--~~m~'3Y1A.O~1r-~~~~~~A2
31.01, 5.20 37.79 45.63
37.79 5.87 46.03 51.49
46.03 6.81 56.09 58.30
56.09 7.57 68.331 65.87
68.33 8.02 83.26 73.90
R26 7~ mM ~m
101.44 6.69 123.59 88.20
123.59 4.90 150.57 93.10
150.57 3.16 183.44 96.26
183.44 1.78 223.51 98.03
223.51 0.99 272.31 99.02
272.31 0.52 331.77 99.55
331.77 0.271 404.21 99.82
404.21 0.13 492.47 99.94
492.47 0.06 600.~ 100.00
Volume %








I". i , ' _~ ,-_:;"l,'I':"~I~~r,'ICI,-IJ-lil-n~,T,IL,··,r, llir,lllJ" '1~
,~--+-"'_'_...-~-::r:::::J.::::cr:r:: i .. ,. . Lll., I libJ=.'=>~"='''''''_'_~7=~~ ..JO
1.0 10.0 100.0 - 1000.0
Particle Diameter (lJm.)
p. 9





rue. Apr 02, 199610:14AM
'~---'-"-----~~~ -~-----------------.
,Run ...... r ,. I
~JSample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 42Measured on: Mon, Apr 01. 19969:17AM last savedon: Mon, Apr01, 19969:18AM







10 [4, 3} = 37.22 pm
I~auter Mean (0[3,2]) = 10.151lm
~ific Surface Area '" 0.5910 sq. I'll I gm
Volume Result
Concentration = 0.043 %
d (0.1):: 4.31 pm
Span= 3.42
I ""eILo) Result In Size(Hi) ReS~(.1m % Ilm BelOW%
0.50 1.131 1.32 1.13
1.32 0.89 1.$0 2.02




2.38 1.551 2.90 5.641
2.90 1.94 3.53 7.58
13.~ 2.38 4.30 9.96
4.30 2.88 5.24 12.84
5.24 3.42 6.39 16.26
6.39 3.93 7.78 20.20
7.78 4.35 9.48 24.54
9.48 4.71 11.55 29.26
11.55 5.06 14.08 34.32
14.08 5.42 17.15 39.74
17.15 5.73 20.90 45.47
20.90 6.03 25.46 51.49
Source: Ahalysed
Obscuration = 26.34 %
d (0.9) = 87.21 pm
Mode = 46.6711m







































L-.~ ~____ .~~~ ~
Malvern Instruments Ltd.
Malvern.UK































d (0.1) = 1S.241Jm
Span:: 2.01
t] ~~![;:)~) '"'"" -c'~}~j.4
D (4,31'" 88.55 pm
Sauter Mean ( D[3,21 ) :;: 29.59 pm
SpecifIC Surface Area = 0.2028 sq. m.1gm
Size (Lo) Result!n Size (Hi) Resultpm % J!m 8elow%
0.50 0.21 1.32 0.21
1.32 0.17 1.60 0.38
1.60 0.17 1.95 0.55





2.90 0.441 3.53 if.j3.53 0.57 4.304.30 0.71 5.24 2.85
5.24 0.87 6.39 3.71
6.39 1.03 7.78 4.75
7.78 1.24 9.48 5.98
9.48 1.47 11.55 7.46
11.55 1.75 1~.08 9.21
14.08 2.08 17.15 11.29
17.15 2.47 20.90 13.76
20.90 2.90 25.46 16.66
"
Source: Analysed
Focus = 300 mm,
ObScuration = 23.21 %
d (0.9) = 169.56 pm
Mode = 105.60 IJm
Density = 1.00 gm.1 c.o,
r-I~esllftlh Size (Hi) Result 1% pm Below %
3.43 31.01 20.09





11.02 101 ..u 65.35
71
11.21 123 ..59 76.56
9.25 150.57 as.81 I
6.37 183.44 92.19
11 3.68 223.51 95.8112.02 27231 97.90
1 1.08 331.77 98.97
7 0.58 404.21 99.55
1 0.30 492.47 99.85


















M:ls!erSizer X Ver. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p. 11
02 Apr 96 1O:l1
MAS
Version 1.2b Tue.Apr02,199610:19AM










'-, ;~I~:,"5'li - 2'd
0[4,31 =: 29.13Ilm
Sauter Mean ( D[3,21 ) = 8.B4llrrt
Specific Surface Area:: 0.6785 sq. m.1 gm
Concentration;; 0.040 %
d (0.1) = 3.87 pm
Span= 3.54
ISampleFile Name: GENWATER. Record: 44
~~edorl: Tue,Apr02, 19967:~..AM Laslsavedon: Tue,Apr 02, 19967:24A_M_~~_
IC=~=moo~
Residual = 0.302 %
L_
Source: Analysed
Foeus « 300 rnm,
Obscuration = 27.n %
d (0.9) ::: 68A7 prn
Mode = 20.06 urn
Dens~y = 1.00 gm.1 c.e,
Size (Lo) I Resultln I Size (Hi) Result~'!l % pm Below %
0.50 1.30 1.32 1.30
1.32 1.02 1.60 2.33




2.38 1.7"1 2.90 6.51
2.90 2.25 3.53 8.76
3.53 2.78 4.30 11.54
4.30 3.39 5.241 14.S35.24 4.09 6.39 19-.02
6.39· 4.78 7.78 23.80
7.78 5.37 9.48 29.16
9.48 5.87 11.55 35.03
11.55 628 14.06 41.31
14.08 6.59 17.15 47.90
17.15 6.75 20.901 54.6520.90 6.71 61.3625.46 -
Malvern Instruments Ltd.
Malvern, U.K.
~fResult In ! Size (Hi) Result% Ilm Below %6.54 31.01 6'1.90.01 I 6.29 37.791 74.18
.79 5.90 46.03 80.08
.03 5.34 56.091 85.42
.09 4.53 68.331 89.96
.33 3.60 83.25 93.56 (









I 101.441 1.79 I 123.59 97.99
I 123.59 1.071 150.57 99.06150.57 0.56 183.44 99.61I 183.44 0.251 223.51 99.86
" 223.51 0.10 272.31 99.96
II ~~I g~ ~r, 1~::
404.21 0.00 492.47 100.00
L.~_._.492.47 ~~. O.oo.-'.!~ __ 600_._00---L.__~_100_.00_...J










Very Polydisperse mode! Volurr.aResult Focus= '-'00 mrn, "
Residual::: 0.1S7 % Concentration = 0.136 % Obscuration= 24.03 %
~l;li?C::;'~).3570~m ~~~~. 1~:SB9~m ::): ,:7::: I
Specific Surface Area = 0.1_68_1_sq~.m_ _I_gm__ ~_~_~_~_~ ~,_D_e_ns~it_y_=~1_.00_g_m_.I_c_.C.'__ ~_~~___j
Version 1.2b
I
19 B Pi - 4 GRAP
02102196
PFSAMPLES
Tue, Apr 02, 19961 0:22AM
:RunNumber 12
ISample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 45IMeasured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 7:28AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 7:29AM
I Size (La) I Result In , Size (Hi) Result
Ilm % Ilm Belc.w%
0.50 0.27 1.32 0.27
1.32 0.20 1.60 0.47
1.60 0.19 1.95 O.S?
1.95 0.22 2.38 0.88
2.38 0.25 2.90 1.14
2.901 0.28 3.53 1.42
3.53 0.31 4.30 U2
4.30 0.35 5.24 2.07
5.24 0.41 6.39 2.48
6.39 0.50 7.78 2.99
7.78 0.61 9.48 3.60
9.48 0.76 11.55 4.36
11.55 0.96 14.08 5.33
14.08 1.241 17.15 6.57
17.15 1.611 20.90 8.17









































101.44 12.07 123.59 74.091I 123.59 9.76 150.57 83.85
150.57 6.76 183.44 90.62
183.44 4.10 223.51 94.72
223.51 2.42 272.31 97.14-
272.31 1.39 331.77 98.53
331.77 0.80 404.21 99.33
404.21 0.44 492.47 99.77





MnsterSizer X Ver. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p. 13
02 Apr 96 10:22
Version 1.2b Tue, Apr 02, 199610:24AM






Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 46
M...'aSUredon: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 7:31AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02. 1996 7:33AM
Source: Analysed








1i,) 51- ?c3 Lie [jm
0[4.3]:: 3620 pm
auter Mean ( 0[3.2] ) :: 10.49 pm
pecific Surface Area::: 0.5719 sq. m.1 gm
Concentration = 0.041 %
d (0.1) = 4.50 pm
Span: 2.88
Size (La) Resultln Size (Hi) Result
J.lm % (.1m 8elow%
0.50 1.24 1.32 1.24
1.32 0.95 1.60 2.19
1.00 0.94 1.95 3.13
1.95' 1.1S 2.38 4.32
2.38 1.46 2.90 5.77
!
2.90 1.721 3.53 7.49
3.53 2.00 4.30 9.49
4.3Q 2.31 5.24 11.80
I 5.24 2.71 6.39 14.51,6.39 3.15 7.78 17.66'
7.78 3.59 9.48 21.25
9.48 4.13 11.55 25.38
11.55 4.78 14.08 30.15
14.08 5.53 17.15 35.69
17.15 6.32 20.90 42.01
20.90 7.04 25.46 49.05
Obscuration = 24.38 %
d (0.9) '" 79.84 J.lm
Mode::: 37.09j.1m
Density:: 1.00 gm.1 e.c.
Siz~~LO) I Result In i Size (Hi) Result% J.lm Below %
25.461 7.60 31.01 56.64
31.011 7.96 37.79 64.6037.79 7.88 46.03 72.481
46.031 7.32 56.09 79.801
56.09 6.22 68.33 86.02




101.44 2.47 t23.59 96.98
123.59 1.52 150.57 98.51 i
150.57 0.84 183.44 99.35
183.44 0.4U 223.51 99.75
223.51 0.17 272.31 99.92
272.31 0.06 331.77 99.98
331.77 0.02 404.21 100.00
404.21 0.00 492.41 100.00













PFSAMPLES :Run Number 14
Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record; 47




Resldual= 0.150% Concentration e 0.062 %
d (0.1) = 5.85lJm
Span= 3.03
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi) Res~Jlm % 11m BelOW%~ ,




1.601 0.45 1.95 1.43






2.90 1.34 3.53 4.40
3.53 1.80 4.30 6.21
4.30 2.30 5.24 8.51
5.24 2.77 6.39 11.281
6.39 3.20 7.78 14.48
7.78 3.66 9.48 18.13
9A8 4.06 11.55 22.19
11.55 4.43 14.08 26.62
14.08 4.80 17.15 31.42
17.15 5.13 20.90 36.55
20.90 5.45 25.46 42.00
Source: Analysed
Focus == 300 mm.
Obscuration::: 27.57 %
d (O.S)= 106.65llm
Mode = 58.57 J.1m
Density,:: 1.00 gm.1 c.c,

































































Mastersizer X Ver. 1.2b
Serial No. 6340
p. 15
02 Apr % 10:27
0[4, 3}'" 47.39 prnISauter Mean ( 0[3,21 ) :: 13.83 pm
~itic Surface Ar~ = 0.4337 sq.m.1 gm--------~------~--------------------~----~------------------------~
Version 1.2b Tue, Apr 02, 19961 0:29AM




Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record:
Measured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 7:39AML-~ __ ~ ~ ~
.11:3
Last saved on; Tue, Apr 02,1996 7:39AM
Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus = 300 mm,
IPresentation: 2$$0
Very Polydisperse model
Residual '"' 0.144% Concentration = 0.049 %
d (O.~)= 4.94 pm
Span= 3.18o [4,3] '" 38.65 urn




Obscuration = 26.68 %
d (0..9) = 87.38 pm
Mode = 47.23 pm









0.50 0.89 1.321 0.89
1.32 0.70 1.60 1.60,
1.60 0.71 1.95 2.30
1.95 0.97 2.38 3.27
2.38 1.291 2.90 4.56
2.90 1.64 3.53 6.20,
3.53 2.07 4.30 8.27
4.30 255 5.24 1M2
5.24 3.10 6.39 13.92
6.391 3.67 7.78 17.58
7.78 4.19 9.48 21.78
9.48 4.69 11.551 26.47
11.55 5.14 14.08 31.61
14.08 5.60 ~:~I 37.2117.15 5.97 43.1820.00 6.24 25.46 49.421
Size (Lo) Result In ' Size (Hi) I Result
urn % Jlm!. Below %~--~~2=5c.~46~------~6~.46~---L~3~1~.0~1r- 55.M
31.01 6.76 37.79 62.64
37.79 7.00 46.03 69.64
46.0311 7.03 56.09 76.66
56.09 6.55 68.33 83.22
68.33 5.60! 83.26 88.82
83.26 4.30 101.44 93.13
101.44 3.03 123.59 96.15
123.59 1.84 150.57 97.99
150.57 1.01 183.44 99.00
18.3.44 0.50 223.51 99.50
223.51 0.26 272.31 99.76
272.31, 0.13 331.77 99.89
331.77 0.07 404.21 99.95
404.21 0.03 492.47 99.99
492.47 0.Q1 600.00 100.00l
Malvern Instruments Ltd.
Malvern, U.K.
MasterSizer X Ver. 1.2h
SerialNo. 6340
p. 16
02 Apr 96 10:30
Version 1.2b
PFSAMPLES :Run Number 16
9 BP1-4
05lO'2I96
Tue, Apr 02, 19961 0:32AM
Sample FII~ Name: GENWATER, Record: 49




-----~~ --_ ---~~--. ~-------,------- -----~-----------~-"--------------.----------'~~
PresentatiOl 2$$0
Very Polydisperse model Volume Result Focus = 300 mm.
Residual= 0.198 % Concentration::, 0.129 % Obscuration = 25.73 %
d (0.1)::: 1'5i29lJm d (0.9)= 1$.54Ilm
Span= 2.1:3
Mode: 69.101lm
Density = 1.00 gm.1 c.e.
I~L" ::\~ _--' c.:_\1 ,- {Jff"li'ft
o 14, 1} = 71.23 pm
Sauter Mean ( D[3.2}) = 31.26 um
Specific Surfsc:e Area = 0.1918 sq. tn.! gm
rsiz6(Lo) I Resultln I Siz3(Hi) I Result 1nil' _%.::z_..__-..gcr::~~I_,-JIc:::Jm"--- ---::L'~I s-..%g.E'
1.95 0.011 2.38 0.17~:l ~l ~ ~
3.53 0,.55 4.30 1.17
4.30 0.83 5.24 2.00
5.24 0.98 6.39 2.98
6.39 1.08 7.7B 4.06
7.78, 1.33 9.48 5.39
9.481 1.61 1'1.55 7..0011.551 2.01 14.08 9.011
14.08 2.54 17.15 11.55,
17.15,1 323 20.90 14.78
20.901 4.091 25.46 18.8"
IS";Jloj-IR~'",J SU:~H" I.,=,,, I
;~.~I---~:~Il ;;m ~:1
31.791 8.08. 46.03 38.63
46.03 9.64 56.09 48.27
56.~ . 10.561 68.33
1
58.8468.331 10.56 83.26 69.40
83.26 9040 101.44 70.80
101.44, 7.74 123.59 86.54
123.591' 5.51 150.57' 92.06
150.57' 3.53 183.44 95.59
183.44 2.02 223.511 97.60
223.5~1 1.14 272.31 98.75
272.31 0.63 33177 99.38
331.77 0.35 404~21 99.73
404.21 0.18 492.47 99.91
492.47 0.09 600.00 100.00~~~
Malvern Instruments Ltd.
Malvern, ux
MastcrSizer X Vcr. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p. 17









SampleFile Name: GENWATE.-R. Reco..rd:
Measured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 7:44AM
... _- .... _. . . ... -
Ipresentation: 2$$0Ve~ Polyd~~ model
ResidUal: 0.187%
~j\~Gf.i~+~~ :\;2 (}9 P!i1~
D 14.3J:= 66.72IJm
Sauter Mean ( D~,21 ) = 18.46 um






Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 7:45AM
Source: APaiysed
Volume Result
Concentration = 0.063 %
d (0.1) = 8.34 pm
Span:: 2.55
Focua= 300 mm. l
I
~___j
Size (La) Res~lt In. f S~._~~H"i)",:+-_8 R~ef_:::_~It_%~::.ir-Ilm 0.50'+-~_: 0.48 - fS2 0.48
•. 1.32 0.38 1.60 I 0.86
1.60 0.38 1.95 1.24
1.95 0.53 2.38 1.77
2.38 0.70 2.90 2.46
2.90 0.69 3.53 3.36
3.53 1.12 4..30 4.47
4.30 1.35 5.'24 5.83
5.24 1.60 6.39 7.43
6.39 1.86 7.78 9.29
7.i , 2.14 9.48
1
11.43
9.481 2.48 11.551 13.91
11.55 2,86 14.08 16.781
14.081 3.31 17.15 20.09
~:~I '_~_:~_~L-- ~_~:_~-L_'_ ' ~:~I






d (0.9) = 141,00 urn
Mode:: 75.40 urn
Density = 1.00 gm.! c.c,
r-size (Loni Result In Size (Hi) RESUlt--
pm % !Jm Below %
25.46 4.90 31.01 33.09
31.01 5.68 37.79 38.77
37.79 6.58 4603 45.35
46.03 7.60 56.09 52.95
56.09 8.37 68.33 61.32
68.33 8.75
1 83.26' 70.0783.26 8.381 101.44 78.46
101.44 7.50 123.591 85.96
123.59 5.73 150.57 91.68
I 150.57 3.82 183.44
1 95.50
183.44 2.1B 223.51 97.69
223.51 1.19 272.31 98.88
272.31 0.61 331.77 99.48
331.77 0.30 <0421 99:7.j
404.21 0.15 492.47 . 99.93
492.47 0.07 600.001 100.00~~ .. ~.~
Masterxizer X Ver. L2b
Serial No. 6340
p. 18






Residual::: 0.193 % Concentration::: Q.002 %
d (0.1) = 1,82!lm
spen= 2.58
d i~{ 3» S(J ~.:'I',u
li~=~:o~~m/'m
Size (Lo) Re&Ultln Size(Hi) i "'''1!lm % IJm I Below %,0.50 0.59 1.32 0.591.32 0.46 1.60 1.061.60 0.46 '1.95 1.51
1.00 0.60 2.38 2.11
2.38 0.77 2.90 2.88
2.90 0.94 3.53 3.82
3.53 1.14 4.30 4.97
4.30 1.3~ 5.24 6.34
5.24 1.~ 6.39 7.99
6.39 1.95 7.78 9.94
7.78 2.25 9.48 12.19
9.48 2.60 11.55 14.79
11.55 2.96 14..06 17.75
14.06 3.39 17.15 21,15
17.15 3.841 20.90 24.!19
20.90, 4.34 25.46 29.33
Tue, Apr 02, 199610:37AM
:Run Number 18
Focus = 300 mm,
Obscuration'" 22.82 %
d (c..g) '" 137.97!lm
Mode '" 73.791Jm
Density '" 1.00 gm.1 e.e,
-~S~O)T Res~lt In JS~~Hi) I
























MasterSizer X v« 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p. 19
02 Apr '}6 }O:31
[ISampleFileName:GENWATER,Record: 51 Source:Analysed
~ on: Tue, Apr 02. 1996 7:47AM Last saved 01'1: rue. ~~~~~~.~ __~.~. "
~tation; 2$$0
Very PoIyclisperse model





SampleFile Name: GENWArER. Record: 52





IPresentation: 2$$D.Very Polydisperse model
IR96idual'" 0.364 %
Volutne R~sult
Concentration = 0.038 %
d(O.1)= 375IJtn
span= 4.45
Obscuration = 25.91 %
d (0.9) = 103.08!ltn
Mode::: 55.42 prn
Density= 1.00 gm. I c,c,
d ~~:jt~r
0[4.3) = 40.12 prn
Sauter Mean (D[~.21) = 9.151Jm
Specific SurfaCe Area = 0.6561 sq. m.1 gm
i-1~.~S_iz_,_f_.._;~L~O;;:;::)-"c-';·-"~·i-IR_e~s~_lt_1~ .i"",··'~-l-' ~S_iz'",,-:"_~c-';HiQ_8~=~~l
25.,46', 4.95 31,011 58.251




46.03 5.50, 56.091 74.14
56.09 5.49 ' 68.33., 79.63
68.33 5.30 I 83.26 84.93
83.261 4.72 101.44 89,,65
101.44 3.94 123.59 93.58





183.44 0.981 223.51 99.22
223.51 0.491 272.31, 99.71
. ~~l ~.~Im~1 1§;1,~----~~~--~
r=srz~~O) Res~fiIn srz:~Hi) :e~I~~~ .'
- 0,50 1.34 1,32 1,34
1.32 1.06 I 1.60 2.40
1.60 1.08 1.951 3A8
1.95 ~.451 2.381 4.922,381 1.88 2,90 I 6.81
. 2.901 2.36.. 3,53 9.16
3.53 2.89 4.30 12,06
4.30 3.44 5.24 15.50
5,24 3.97 6.39 19.47·
6.39 4.41 7.78' 23.89
7.78 4.70 9.48 28.59
9.48 4.00 11.55 33.45'
11.55 4.94 14.081 38.39
14.~ 4.99 11.15 43.37
17.15 4.98 20.90 48.35
.._-'----__ 20_.90_,~ ~_~4~.9~J_...~~_~_:;.461,~~~53~.30~,







, . ~ ~' r-c t "', 'f"I~~'I-' l""'i~:'j~,_.'c-' ~I 1 I I I' i' '"
...••............•.,,'Ff"j'"'I 11111 I. ' !·III l l Ii.' 'I,"", . ..,,' I ,I I ! io ~*.-~-.__,~-_LLDULL]L.LJJ_ll,j_L1LJ I I




Mastersizer X Ver. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p.20







Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 53 Source: Analysed




IResidual = 0.277 %
Volume Result
---------_---- -----------------------_
Focus = 300 mrn,
Concentration = 0.032 %
d (0.1)= 3.371lm
Span= 3.66
~ ~iJ8» 86 ~J~irff
D [4. 3) = 26.19 fJm
Sauter Mean ( D[3,2}) = 7.83 11mISpecific Surface Area:= 0.7662 sq, m.1 gm.-~~-------~-~
[-Srz~~LO)=+_R_es_~1t In
,--0-:-50 --1]32




















Mode'" 16.80 11m i
_~~D_en_s_lty= 1.00 gm./c.c. ,~ ~
Obscuration = 25.13 %
d (09) '" 61.77 J-Im
r.',s,ize,(LO) ~1~esUItII1-,'l-, -Size(Hi'~, I - R~rur--',. ~,'.. 11m I' % ,IJm,' Eellm %-~~-~-.-' ",~-~.---~, ""'+---~~' .




1 5.90, 3i•.ISl n.as,
I 37.79 5.40 I 46.03, El3.2?
46.03 4.74 56.09 87.99
56.09 ;).88 ,I 68.33 91.88
68.331 2.00; 83.26 94.86
83.26 2.12 101.44 96.98
101.44 1.41 123..59 98.39
1123.59 0.84 150.57 99.22,
150.57 0.45I 183.441 99.671
183.44 0.20 223.51' 99.87
223.511 0.09 272.31 99.96
1
272.31 0 ..03 331.77 99.99
331.77 0.01 404.21 100.vO
404.21 0.00 492.471 '100.00















30 I--__"__'~___" ."t--o-'~.--_r~~~~~YQ!-um-e-~.~~~~....-.--, ~ ...._ .~~~!-l~O
:; ", , 0
Malvern Instruments Ltd.
Malvern, U.K.
Mastersizer X Ver. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p, 21
02 Apr 96 10:42






Source: AnalysedSample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 54





Concentration = 0.037 %
d (0.1):: 3.41 IJm
Span = 3.17
1
0 [4, 3]= 25.32lJm
Sauter Mean ( 0[3,2) ) '" 7.97 IJmISpecific Surface Area = 0.7526 sq. m.1 gm
Focus = 300 mrn.
Obscuration:;: 28.24 %
d (0.9) = 57.47 11m
Mode'" 24.42 IJm
Density = 1.00 gm.1 c.c,
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi) Result
IJITI % IJln Below %
0.50 1.65 1.32 1.65
1.32 1.28 1.60 2.93
1.60 1.27 1.95 4.20
1.95 1.66 2.38 5.86
2.38 2.09 2.90 7.96
2.90 2.64 3.53 10.50
3.53 3.05 4.30 13.55
4.30' 3.59 5.24 17.14
I 5.24 4.23 6.39 21.37
I 6.39 4.85 7.78 28.227.78 5.35 9.48 31.58I 9.48 5.81 11.55 37.3911.55 6.20 14.08 43.58
14.08 6.58 17.15 50.16
17.15 6.86 20.90 57.02
20.90 7.00 25.46 64.03
1
R.esUItI." . I '.'S.ize(Hi) ).ResUIt. I






1.75 101.441 98.111.01 123.591 99.12
0.51 150.57 99.63
0.24 183.44 99.87


































Mastersizcr X Ver. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p.22
02 Apr 96 10:45
~
tI~~1'ZiL,,;< ....._ I :;;£ 171RX
Tue, Apr 02, 199610:47AMVersion 1.2b
PFSAMPLES :Run Number 22
9 F.P1-4
0710'2196
Sample File Name: GENWAiER, Record: 55IMeasured on: Too, Apr 02,1996 7:58AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 8:00AM Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus= 300mm.
Presentation: 2$$D
Very Polydispetse model
Residual= 0.191 % Concentration = 0.065 %
d (0.1) = 5.79 pm
Span: 2.66D[4,3J.. 58.90 flm
,Sauter Mean(D[3,2]): 14.12 PinISpecifIC Surface Area::: 0.4250 sq. m.1 glTl
Obscuration::: 28.05 %
d (0.9) = i27.38lJffi
Mode: 75.12pm
Density: 1.00 gm.1 o.c,
Size (Lo) Result In I Size (Hi) Result!lffi % !lm Below %
0;50 - 0.78 1.32 0.78
132 0.62 1.60 1.40
1.60 0.63 1.95 2.1,)3
1.95 0.84 2.38 2.86
2.38 1.09 2.90 3.95
I 2.90 1.35 3.53 5.303.53 1.65 4.30 6.95
4.30 1.95 5.24 8.90
5.24 2.24 6.39 11.14
6.39 2.51 7.78 13.65
7.78 2.75 9.48 16.40L9.~ 2.99 11.55 19.3911.55 3.23 14.08 22.62
14.08' 3.52 17.15 26.13
17.1~1 3.82 20.90 29.96
20.90 4.18 25.46 34.14
Size (Lo) I Result In Size (Hi) Result
J.lm % J!.ITI Below %
25.46 4.621 31.01 38.76
31.01 5.321 37.79 44.08
37.79 6.19 46.03 50.27
46.03 7.26 56.09 57.53
56.09 IJ.11 68.33 65.65
68.33 8.54 83.26 74.19
83.26 8.05 101.44 82.24
101.44 6.87 123.59 89.11
123.59 4.86 150.57 93.97
150.57 2.96 183.44 96.93
183.44 1.55 223.51 98.48
223.51 O.eo 272.31 99.28
2n.31 0.39 331.71 99.67
331.77 0.20 404.21 99.87
404.21 0.09 492.47 99.96




MnsterSizer X Vel'. 1.2b





Tue, Apr 1.J2, 19961 0:50AM
:Rtln Number 23
Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 56
IMeasured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 8:01AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 8:02AM
Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus = 300 rnrn,
Presentation: 2$$0
Very Polydisperse model
Residual = 0.302 % Concentratir,n = 0.041 %
d (0.1) = 3.78 pm
Span = 3.91o [4, 3)= 30.83 pm
Sauter Mean ( 0[3,2] ) = 8.72 JJmISpecific Surface Area::: 0.6884 sq. m. I gm
Obscuration = 28.83 %
d (0.9)::: 73.98 pm
Mode::: 20.27 11m
Density = 1.00 gm. I c.c,
Size (La) Result In Size (Hi) Result
IJm % pm Below %




1.60 1.03 1.95 3.34
1.95 1.41 2.38 4.76
2.38 1.87 2.90 6.63
2.90 2.40 3.53 9.03
3.53 3.00 4.30 12.03
4.30 3.66 5.24 15.69
5.24 4.34 6.39 20.02
6.39 4.96 7.78 24.99
7.78 5.431 9.48 30.429.48 5.80 U:L 36.2211.55 6.06 42.2714.08 6.27
17.15 ...
48.55
17.15 6.35 20 90 54.90
20.90 6.31 25.46 61.21
I Siz~~LO) .I__R esu_;_;%:_It_ln~=+-_S_jz£.:m;.:.:(H---:ij~~i _.::.BR.::.:~;ccc..U~-=.= =-'
25.46 6.16 31.01 67.38
I
31.01 5.96!1 37.79 73.341
37.79 5.61 46.03 78.95
46.03 5.11 ' 56.09 84.06
156.09 4.39 68.33 88.45
68.33 3.61 83.26, 92.06
83.26 2.79 101.44 94.65
101.44 2.09 123.59 96.94
123.59 1.41 150.57 98.34
150.57 0.86 183.44 99.21
183.44 0.45 223.51 99.66
223.51 0.22 272.31 99.88
272.31 0.09 331.77 99.96
331.77 0.03 404.21 99.99
404.21 0.Q1 492.47 100.00










MnsterSizer X Ver. 1.2b
Serial No. 6340
p.24
02 Apr 96 10:50
Version 12b Tue, Apr 02. 1996 10:52AM
PFSAMPLES :Run Number 24
9AP1-4
08102/96
'Sample File Name: GENWATER. Record: 57
Measured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:14AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:18AM
Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus = 300 mm.
Presentation: 2$$D
Very Polydisperse model
Residual = 0.251 %
d 1,I,n 55-- M ciS t2~~U
D [4, 3] ee 55.03lJm
Sauter Mean ( D[3,2] ) :: 18.35 11m
Specific Surface Area::: 0.3271 sq. m.1 gm
Concentration = 0.067 %
d (0.1) = 8.741Jm
Span:: 2.31
obscuranon= 23.12 %
d (0.9):: 111.64 pm
Mode = 58.80 11m
Density::. 1.00 gm. I o.c.
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi) Result
11m % 11m Below %1---
0.50 0.44 1.32 0.44
1.32 0.35 1.60 0.79
I
1.60 0.34 1.95 1.13
1.95 0.47 2.38 1.611
2.38 0.63 2.901 2.23
2.90 0.81 3.531 3.04
3.53 1.02 4.301 4.06
4.30 1.26 5.24 5.32
5.24 1.55 6.39 6.87
6.39 1.87 7.78 8.74
7.78 2.21 9.48 10.95
9.48 2.61 11.55 13.57
11.55 3.07 14.08 16.63
14.06 3.66 17.15 20.29
17.15 4.34 20.90 24.64120.90 5.17 21'''15~ - I
29.81
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi) I Result I
11m % I.Im Be~~
25.46 6.09 31.01 35.90
31.01 7.26 37.79 43.16
37.79 8.41 46.03 51.57
46.03 9.461 56.09 61.03
66.09 9.67' 68.33 70.70
68.33 9.01 83.26 79.72
83.26 7.37 101.44 87.09
101.44 5.49 123.59 92.58
123.59 3.47 150.57 96.05
150.57 1.96 183.44 98.01





272.31 0.26 331.77 99.77
331.77 0.13 404.21 99.90




MasterSizer X Vet. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p.25
02 Apr 96 10:52
Version 1,2b TUe, Apr 02, 19961 0:55AM
PFSAMPLES
9 C Pi -4-
08J02.196
:Run Number 25
Source: AnalysedSamma File Name: GENWATER, Record: 58IMeasured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:20AM Last saved on: Tue, ~.pr 02, 1996 9:20AM
Presentation: 2$$0
Very Polydisperse model
Residual = 0.226 %
to 5}.... e.:l4:?itJ
110 (4. 3J = 56.23 um
Sauter Mean ( 0[3,21) = 17.8711m
~peciflC Surface Area = 0.3357 sq. m. / gm
Volume Result
Concentration = 0.068 %
d (0.1) = 7.871lm
Span= 2.47
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi)
R~' •.~11m % (lm Below %0.50 0.39 1.32 0.39
1.32 0.32 1.60 0.70
1.60 0.33 1.95 1.03
1.95 0.48 2.38 1.52
2.38 0.69 2.90 2.20




4.30 1.56 5.24 5.94-




7.78 2.37 9A8 12.24
9.48 2.70 11.55 14.94-
11.55 3.09 14.08 18.03
14.08 3.62 17.15 21.65
17.15 4.24 20.90 25.89
20.90 5.00 25.46 30.89
Focus = 300 mm.
Obscuration:::: 23.92 %
d (0.9):::: 117.03 pm
Mode = 59.02 um
Density = 1.00 gm.! o.c,
I Size (La) Result!n , Size (Hi) ResultI (lm % pm Below %25.46 5.B7 31.01 36.7
I 3LOi 6.96 37.79 43.737.79 8.02 46.03 51.7
46.03 8.95 56.09 60.
56.09 9.14 68.33 69.8
68.:::'3 8.62 83.26 78.
I
83.26 7.26 101.44 85.7
101.44 5.68 123.59 91.
123.59 3.83 150.57 95.
150.57 2.30 183.44 97.5
































MnsterSizer X Ver. 1.2b
SerialNo. 6340
p.26
02 Apr 96 10:55
--Vi' .... -!I! _ !! A:;'~ ; E
fue,Apr02,1&9610:57AM
Ip1 ••I~~~





Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 59
Measured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:22AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:23AM
Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus = 300 mm.
IPresentation: 2$$0
Very Polydisperse model
Residual = 0.304 %
d ',~)Q; 5:r..... -}~~i2(,» ~;g-F~
~
[4,3]= 34.22 pm
Stluter Mean ( 0[3,2}) = 7.63llm
SpeCifICSurface Area = 0.7859 sq.m.1 gm,----~-------------~-------
Concentration::: 0.033 %
d (0.1) = 3.18 11m
Span= 5.32
r-' Size (Lo) Result In Size (HI) Result
!.I1Tl % (.1m Below %
0.50 1.75 1.32 1.75
1.32 1.38 1.60 3.13
1.60 1.40 1.95 4.53
1.95 1.84 2.38 6.37
2.38 2.36 2.90 8.73
2.90 2.91 3.53 11.64
3.53 3.52 4.30 15.16
4.30 4.12 5.24 19.28
5.24 4.71 6.39 ~.9916.39, 5.18 7.78 29.17
I 7.78 5.47 9.48 34.649.48 5.64 11.55 40.28
11.55 5.68 14.08~ 45.95
14.08 5.67 17.15 51.62
17.15 5.53 20.90 57.16
20.90 5.321 62.47
Obscuration = 27.02 %
d (0.9) = 89.45 I1ITl
Mode = 14.94 pm
Density = 1.00 gm. I e.c,
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi) Result
I!m % fJm 8eJow%
25.46 5.05 31.01 67.52






46.03 4.33 66.09 81.26
56.09 3.96 68.33 85.22
68.33 3.59 83.26 88.81
83.26 3.12 101A41 91.93101.44 2.66 123.59 94.59
123.59 2.06 150.57 96.65
150.57 1.47 183.44 98.12
183.44 0.91 223.51 99.03
223.51 0.54 272.31 99.56
272.31 0.27 331.77 99.84
331.77 0.12 404.21 99.95
404.21 0.04' 492.47 99.99
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Tue, Apr 02, 1996 11:OOAM
:Run Number 27
Sample Fife Name: GENWATER, Record: 60
Measured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:24AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:25AM
Focus = 300 mm,
IPresentation: 2$$0
Ve.y Polydisperse model
Residual = 0.251 %
Volume Result
Concentration = 0.072 %
d (0.1) = 7.69llm
Span= 2.55D [4, 31 == 62.83 um
Sauter MEIl'In( D[3,2)) = 19.12 urn
SpecifICSurface Area = 0.3138 cq, m, / gm
Source: Analysed
Obscuration = 23.87 %
d (0.9) = 132.53llm
Mode = 75.371lm
Density == 1.00 gm.! c.c,
Size (Lo) Result In I Size (Hi) I Result~.l-Im % IJm Below %
0.50 0.26 1.32 0.26
1.32 0.22 1.60 0.48
1.60 0.24 1.95 0.72
1.95 0.38 2.38 1.09
2.38 0.59 2.90 1.68
2.90 0.68 3.53 2.57
3.53 1.28 4.30 3.84
4.30 1.69 5.24 5.53
5.24 2.01 6.39 7.54
6.39 228 7.78 9.83
7.78 2.61 9.48 12.44
9.48 2.92 11.55 15.36
11.55 3.23 14.08 18.59
14.08 3.61 17.15 22.21
17.15 3.99 20.90 26.20















404.21 0.14 492.47 99.91
~ 4_92_.4_7L- ~0_.~~ 600 .00J_ 1°O.001
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi) ! Result
Ilm % Ilm II Below %
25.46 4.94' 31.01 35.
31.01 5.,67 37.79 41.
37.79 6.52 46.03 47.
46.03 7.55 56.091 5!5.
56.09 8.31 68.331 63.
68.331 8.74 83.26 72.
83.26 829 101.44. SO.
101.44 7.23 123.59 87.
123.59 5.25 150.57 93.
150.57 3.28 183.44 96.
183.44 1.74 223.51 98.
223.51 0.90 272.31 99.
272.31 0.45, 331.77 99.












Ve,'Sion 1.2b Tue, Apr02,199611:02AM
PF SAMPLES :Run Number 28 I
~-~~--j'I'Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 61 Source: AnalysedMeasured on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:27AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02. i996 9:28AM
1~4
Volume Result 1!Preserltation:2$$DIVery Polydisperse model
IResir''<l~= 0.211 % Concentration = 0.060 %
d (0.1) = 6.02 pin
~pan:::: 3.03o [4, 3] = - ';>B um
Sauter Me(~ , D[3,2P:::: 14.39 urn
Specific SuifcjooArea = 0.4170 sq. m.1 gm
Focut = 300 rnm,
Obscuration= 25.97 %
d (0.9) = 12320 pm
Mode = 71.83!Jin
Density = 1.00 gm. I c.c.
Size (Lo) Result In Size (Hi) Result




1.32 0.46 1.60 1.04
1.60 0.48 ( 1.95 1.51
1.95 0.681 2.38 2.20
I
2.38 0.95 2.90 3.15
2.90 1.28 3.53 4.43
3.53 1.69 4.30 6.12
4.30 2.13 5.24 8.25
5.24 2.57 6.39 10.82
6.39 299 7.78 13.801
7.78 3.38 9.48 17.181
9.48 3.72 11.55 20.91
11.55 4.01 14.08 24.921
14.08 4.31 17.15 29.23
17.15 4.55 20.90 33.TilI








































































Sample File Name: GENWATER, Record: 62
Measured on: Tue, Apr 02. 1996 9:30AM Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02. 1996 9:31AM
Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus = 300 mm.
IPresentation: 2$$D
~Very Polydisperse model
~esidual = 0.219 % Concentration = 0.048 %
d (0.1)::: 5.18 pm
Span= 2.95D [4, 3] :: 50.98 pm
Sauter Mean ( D[3,2] ) = 12.65 urn
Specific Surface Area = :1.4743 sq. m. I gm
Obscuration = 23.82 %
d (0.9) = 113.96 pm
Mode = 64241lm
Density = 1 00 gm. I c.c,
Size (Hi)·. I Res.utt. . ·.1um II Below%
























1.95 0.92 2.38 3.09





4.30 2.34 5.24 10.15
I
~ ~ ~ 1~
6.39 3.05 7.78 15.91
7.78 3.31 9.48 19.23
I 9.48 3.55 11.55 22.7811.55 3.76 14.08 26.54 '
l 14.08 4.05 17.15 30..601117.15 4.35 20.901 34.94.~~_20_,_90.J.. 4.731 . 25.46 39.67
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9 F P 2 - 4 GRAP
07102196
ISample File Name: GENWATER, Record:
~eas~,;!d on:Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:47AM
PFSAMPLES
Tue, Apr 02, 1996 11:2OAM
:Run Number 35
68
Last saved on: Tue, Apr 02, 1996 9:48AM
--------- --~"-------------------'
Source: Analysed
Volume Result Focus = 300 mm,
D14, 3]= 30.46 urn
Sauter Mean ( D[3,2] ) = 8.25 pm
SpecifioSurface Area= 0.7276 sq. m.1 gm
Concentration:: 0.033 % Obscuration = 24.80 %
d (0.1) = 3.55pm d (0.9) = 7379 (Jill
Span = 4.14
Mode = 16.521l1ll
Density = 1.00 gm. t c». J---- ------~-----_-------
I Size (Lo)
' .......... _
Result!n Size (Hi) i ResultI !Jill % !Jr;1 8elo'....%
0.50 1.45 1.32 1.45
1.32 1.15 ".60 2.60
1.60 1.16 1.95 3.76
1.95 1.56 2.38 5.32
2.38 2.(14 2.90 7.36
2.90 2.57 3.53 9.93
3.53 3.181 4.30 13.114.30 3.83, 5.24 16.94
5.24- 4.51 6.39 21.45
6.39 5.12 7.78 26.57
7.78 5.51 9.48 32.14




14.08 6.24 .. 17.15 50.3417.15 6.25 20.90 56.59
20.90 6.14 25.46 £:'2.73_ . _... ---.._~
r-Size(Lo) Result In Size (Hi) I Resultpm % I !Jm Below.'*'
25.46 5.92 31.01 68
31.01 5.67 37.79 74
37.79 5.29 46.03 79
46.03 4.82 56.09 84
56.09 4.14 68.33 88
68.33 3.43 83.26 92
I 83.26 2..68 10144 94101.44 2.04 123.59
123.59 1.41 150.57 98
150.57 0.911 183.44 99183.44 0.51 223.51 99
223.51 0.27 272.311 99
272.31 0.12 331.77 99331fd~_ 0.05 404.21 99
~
404.21 0.01 100
492.47 0.00 00 100

























Appendix 3. 1... " " " " Grid discretisation file: Hen9b.dat
Appendix 3.2 " " Definition of inlet conditions: margbl.f
Appendix 3.3 Coal parameters: Composition, pyrolysis and combustion kinetics: combdat.f
Appendix 3.4 , Specification for the NOx model: nodat.f
A}l}lCndi.x 3.1
Grid discretisation file: Hensb.dat





































=====--==== Text zur Beschreibung des Gitters =====--======





IN=Anzahl der Gitterlinien in x-Richtung
77
IN=AnzahI der Gitterlimen in y-Richtung
48
KN=Anzahl cler Gitterlinien in z-Richtung
101



































































































































































































******* Anzahl Einlaesse in xy-Ebenen 1 (neg. z) und 2 (pos.z)*********
o 0
******* Anzahl Auslaesse in xy-Ebenen 1 (neg. z) und 2 (pos.z)*********o I
Auslassnummer ij.k - Koordinaten der Auslaesse in der xy-Ebene 2
I 2 77 2 48 WI 101
******* Anzahl Einlaesse inxz-Ebenen 1 (neg. y) und 2 (pos. y}*********
96 96
Einlassnummer i.j,k - Koordinaten der Einlaesse ill der xz-Ebene 1
101 11 11 2 2 24 27
101 12 13 2 2 24 24
101 14 14 2 2 24 27
101 12 13 2 2 27 27
401 10 10 2 2 23 28
401 11 14 2 2 23 23
401 15 15 2
401 11 14 2
402 29 29 2
402 24 24 2
102 28 28 2
102 25 25 2
402 25 28 2
102 26 27 2










102 26 27 2 2 27 27 502 25 28 2 2 41 41
403 55 55 2 Z 23 28 501 11 14 2 2 41 41
403 50 50 2 2 23 28 201 12.13 2 2 42 42
103 54 54- 2 2 24 1.7 204 66 67 2 2 42 42
103 51 51 2 2 24 27 504 65 68 2 2 41 41
403 51 54 2 2 23 23 203 52 53 2 2 42 42
lO3 52 53 2 2 ~4 24 503 51 54 2 2 41 41
403 51 54 2 2 28 28 202 2627 2 2 45 45
103 52 53 2 2 27 27 502 25 28 224646
404- 69 69 2 2 23 28 501 11 14 2 2 46 46
404- 64 64 2 2 23 28 201 12 13 2 2 45 45
104 68 68 2 2 24 27 204 66 67 2 2 45 45
104 65 65 2 2. 24 27 504 65 68 224646
404 65 68 :2 2 23 23 203 52 53 2 2 45 45
104 66 67 2 2 24 24 503 51 54 224646
404 65 68 2 2 28 28 304 65 65 2 2 61 64
104 66 67 2 2 27 27 304- 68 68 2 2 61 64
204 65 65 2 2 42 45 604 64 64 2 2 60 65
204 68 68 2 2 42 45 604 69 69 2 2 60 65
504- 64 64 2 2 41 46 303 51 51 2 2 61 64
504 69 69 2 2 41 46 303 54 54 2 2 61 64
203 51 51 2 2 42 45 603 50 50 2 2 60 65
203 54 54 2 2 42 45 603 55 55 2 2 60 65
503 50 50 2 2 41 46 302 25 25 2 2 61 64
503 55 55 2 2 41 46 302 28 28 2 2 61 64
202 25 25 2 2 42 45 602 24 24 2 2 60 65
202 28 28 2 2 42 45 602 29 29 2 '2 60 65
502 24 24 2 2 41 46 601 15 15 2 2 60 65
502 29 29 2 2 41 46 601 10 10 2 2 60 65
501 15 15 2 2 41 46 301 14 14 2 2 61 64
501 10 10 2 2 41 46 301 1111 2 2 61 64
201 14 14 2 2 42 45 302 26 27 2 2 61 61
201 1111 2 2 42 45 602 25 28 2 2 60 60
202 26 27 2 2 tl2 42 601 11 14 226060
301 12 13 2 2 61 61 108 12 13 48 48 27 27
304 66 67 2 2 61 61 108 12 13 48 48 24 24
604 65 68 2 2 60 60 108 14 14 48 48 24 27
303 52 53 2 2 61 61 108 1111 48 48 24 27
603 51 54 2 2 60 60 305 68 68 48 48 61 64
302 26 27 2 2 64 64 305 66 67 48 48 61 61
602 25 28 2 2 65 65 305 65 65 48 48 61 64
601 11 14 2 2 65 65 305 66 67 48 48 64 64
301 12 13 2 2 64 64 306 52 53 48 48 61 61
304 66 67 2 2 64 64 306 54 54 48 48 61 64
604 65 68 2 2 65 65 306 51 51 48 48 61 64
303 52 53 226464 306 52 53 48 48 64 64
603 51 54 2 2 65 65 205 68 68 48 48 42 45
Einlassnummer ij,k~KoordinatenderEinlaesseinderxz-Ebene2 205 66 67 48 48 42 42
307 26 27 48 48 61 61 205 65 65 48 48 42 45
307 28 28 48 48 61 64 205 66 67 48 48 45 45
307 26 21 48 48 64 64 206 54 54 48 48 42 45
307 25 25 48 48 61 64 206 52 53 48 48 42 42
308 14 14 48 48 ( 64 :1':'6 52 53 48 48 45 45
308 12 13 48 48 (;~61 .l,,6 51 51 48 48 42 45
308 12 13 48 48 64- 64 105 68 68 48 48 24 27
308 lItI 48 48 61 64 105 66 67 48 48 24 24
201 28 28 48 48 42 45 105 65 65 48 48 24 27
207 26 27 48 48 42 42 105 66 67 48 48 27 27
207 25 25 48 48 42 4.5 106 52 53 48 48 24 24
2C7 26 27 48 48 45 45 106 54 54 48 48 24 27
208 14 14 48 48 42 45 106 51 51 48 48 24 27
208 12 13 48 48 42 42 106 52 53 4& 48 27 27
208 1111 48 48 42 45 405 69 69 48 48 23 28
208 12 13 48 48 45 45 405 64 64 48 48 23 28
107 28 28 48 48 24 27 406 SO.50 48 48 23 28
107 26 27 48 48 24 24 406 55 55 48 48 23 28
107 26 27 48 48 27 27 407 24 24 48 48 23 28
!O7 25 25 48 48 24 27 407 29 29 4848 23 28
408 i5 15 48 48 23 28 605 65 68 48 48 65 65
408 10 10 48 48 23 28 606 51 54 48 48 65 65
407 25 2R 48 48 23 23 607 25 28 48 48 65 65
408 11 14 48 48 23 23 608 11 14 48 48 65 65
405 65 68 48 48 23 23 507 24 24 48 48 41 46
406 51 54 48 48 23 2.3 507 29 29 48 48 41 46
407 25 28 48 48 28 28 507 25 28 48 48 4. 41
408 11 14 48 48 28 28 507 25 28 48 48 46 46
405 65 68 48 48 28 28 ******* Anzahl Auslaessein xz-Ebenen 1 (neg. y) und 2 (pos.y)*********
406 51 54 48 48 28 28 0 0
505 64 64 48 48 41 46 ******* Anzahl Einlaesseinyz-Ebenen I (neg, x) und 2 (pos. x)*********
505 69 6<.1 48 48 41 46 0 0
506 :3050 48 ·!8 41 46 ******* Anzahl Anslaessein yz-Ebenen 1 (neg. x)und 2 (pos.x)*********
506 55 55 48 48 41 46 0 0
508 10 10 48 48 41 46 ******* Anzahl period. Raender inxy-Ebene 1 (neg.y) und 2 (pos.y) **
508 15 15 48 48 41 46 0 0
508 11 14 48 48 41 41 ******* Anzahl period. Raender in xz-Ebene 1 (neg.y) und 2 (pos.y) **
505 65 68 48 48 41 41 0 0
506 51 54 48 48 41 41 ******* Anzahl period. Raender in yz-Ebene 1 (neg. x) und 2 (1'Osx) **
508 11 14 48 48 46 46 0 0
505 65 63 48 48 46 46 ******* min/max-Grenzen: Z-Linie, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax
506 51 54 48 48 46 46 *****>!<********
605 64 64 48 48 60 65 1 2772426
605 69 69 48 48 60 65 2 277 2426
606 50 50 48 48 60 65 3 277 2327
606 55 55 48 48 60 65 4 277 2228
607 29 29 48 48 60 65 5 277 2030
607 24-24 48 48 60 65 6 277 1931
608 10 10 48 48 60 65 7 27f 1832
608 15 15 48 48 60 65 8 277 1733
607 25 28 48 48 60 60 9 277 1634
608 11 14 48 48 60 60 10 277 1535
605 65 68 48 48 60 60 11 271 1436






******** Ausblockierte Bereiche (011) = (nein/ja)
1
Ausblockierte Bereiche: x1y/z-Grenzen /xm ...zpwas
(0=wand.l=einlass.2=auslass)
999 2 77 2 4- 15 22 0 0 a 0 0 0
999 2 77 2 4 29 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 277 2 -1- 47 59 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 77 2 4 66 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 77 46 48 15 22 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 77 46 48 29 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 277 4'148 47 59 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 77 46 48 66 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 9 2 4 IS 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 16 23 2 4 15 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 30 49 2 4 15 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 56 63 2 4 15 lO1 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 70 77 2 4 15 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 9 46 48 15 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
9991623 4648 15101 0 o o 0 o 0
9993049 4648 15 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 56 63 46 48 15 WI 0 0 0 0 0 0
9997077 46 48 15 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
9993940 248 15 101 COO 0 0 0
999 277 2 8 98101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 77 12 14 98 lO1 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 277 1820 98 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 2 77 24 26 98 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 277 3032 98 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 277 36 -<8 98 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
999 277 42 48 98 101 0 0 0 0 0 0
9993841 248 98 101 0 0 0 (J o {J;
ENDE
******** Einblockierte Bereiche (011) ==(neinlja)
o
Einblockierte Bereiche: x1y/z-Grenzen !Xlll••.zpwas
(O==wand.l=einlass,2=auslass)
6 13 8 11 3 21 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 2 221 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENDE
NOR 1 GITTER.:DDM=O ,GRUNDGITTER: DDM==GITTERANZAHL.
SUBDOMAlN: DDM = GITTERNR.
o
Appendlx 3.2
Definition of inlet conditions: margbl.f
C I- ----~1
C r ThrpVT :1























c r I I
C I SR MARGBI I Besetzr Bramer mit Eintrittswerten
C I I I
C I~CC"=~="~==~~~~~~~===~=~=~=~===~=~~"==~===~~-=~==~~~=I

























PI ~ 4. • ATAN(l.)
GMPRK '7 27.103/20 l Gcsamt-Massenstrom Brennstoff
GMPPL ~.48.659/20 iGesann-Massenstrom Primaerluft
GMPSL 178.775/20! Gesamt-Massenstrom Sekundearluft
BEDARF ~ SUMLB * GMPRK "0,233







DL\!ESSION CONC(flI.'PD,JlI.'PD,KNPD, *),SI0\f .(INPD,J1'.'PD,KNPD,9,
& .zONC(INl'D,JlI.'PD,K1'-'PD,4)
ARBASL ~ ,0.2677 !Sekundaerluft Eintrittsflaedre pro Rringspalt
AREAPL = 0.1564 !Primaerluft " ""
TPL ~ 80. + TREF
TSL c 248. + 'IREF
TWA!\'D c, 670. + TREF
RHOSL'" PREF·(288.*TSL) IF (J.EQ.Il) 1=304
IF (J.EQ.l3) r ~ lOS
IF (J.EQ ..I4) I es 106
IF (J.EQ.l~) I ~ 107
IF (J.EQ.16) 1=108
IF (J.EQ.l7) I '" ?~S






IF (J.EQ.24) I ~ 308



















c DAT(LISASH) ~ o,
CDAT(I,ISN2) ~ 1.0 - CDAT(I,ISCOAL) - CDATtUSCHAR)
& - CDAT(I,JSCH) - CDAT(1,1502) - CDAT(I.I5C02)
& - CDAT(I,ISH20) - CDAT(I,ISCO)
& -COAT(I,ISASH)
ENDna
FAKON=l. ldeflniert ob Brenner in Betrieb sind
IF (J.GT.20) FAKON ~ 0.0










CDAT(I,ISN2) ~ FAKON*(LO - CDAT(I.1SCOAL) - CDAT(U;;CHAR)









:-iJ.L: .2;(1) RHODAT{I) ~ FAKON*(GMPRK + G1\'11'PL)
&: I (ABS(VDl\T(~) * 1\REi\PI.)
r'DAT~n • FAKON*l.O




IF (J.EQ, nr ~10 1
IF (J.EQ.2) I ~ 102
IF tJ.EQ.3) I~ iV3
IF (J.EQ.4) I ~ 104
iF (J.EQ.5) I ~ 201
IF (J.EQ.6) 1=202
IF (J.EQ.7) I ~ 203
IF (lEQ.a) r ~ 204
IF(J.EQ.9) f~ 301
IF (J.EQ.lO) I ~ 302




TFRD.'L(I) ~ FAKOX ~ {HI?
\"A,,\'El' ,= (l !'Scimufel<;teilur.g Primaerlufi'
DP ~ 0/)([ ~"Druckverlust' Drallschaufeln his MaffeE
DRt\I UK} ~ ryF * T ~"Wi,<A;,\"EP*PI 18t})
E~DOO
UDA1(1)~tl
\TIAT{I)~ FAKON* FAK * GMPSL/(Rr~')SL*AREASL)
\\'DAT(I) '" Q







DRYD(I) ~ FAKON'" 0,2127
TURINl{1) ~ FAKON .. Q,07
VA.".'EM = 4~. !'Sdiaufelstellung Msntellmt
DP ~ 0.90 !"Druckverlust' Drallschaufela his Muffel





IF {IEQ. 2); r ~ 4a2
IF (J.EQ. 3) I 403
IF (JEQ. 4) I ~ 4M
IF {JEQ S}I = 5(11
If (J,EQ. 6) ! -s- S02
iF (JEQ. 7) r 5{:J
IF (JEQ, 8) t 504
!F (IEQ. 9) I'~ 6eH
IF (I.EQ, W), r ~ 602
IF(J.EQ.UH~ 603
IF (-'.EQ.12) E 6!l4
rF (J.E<,p3[ I ~ 405
IF(IEQ l+} 1 406
IF (J.EQ.15, ~~ 401
JF (IEQ 16): 408
fr (JEQ tTl r ~505
EF (].EQ,IS) I = 506
IF (JEQ.l9H= 5!l7
IF (IEQ ..2uj I ""508
IF fJ.EQ,Zl} I 605
IF (JEQ.22) I ~ 6(;6
IF (J.EQ,Z3} I~· 601






INC ca J.,,«IDXBCSD+ IDO-I)
INC~ INC + NND(JIX)j
K INT{(INC-l),!\1JP1
J = p'\1(INC-l ..tK-1)*]\'rJj'INPDj+ 1
I '"INC-{J-I)*I1'.1'D ..(K ..lj"NIJ
NR xa- 1
NGRP ~ P.\'1ETSt),"R)
V{I,J,K) ~ \'DAT(NGRP;! fuel' Breiner in der i-Ebenc
FM:O~>L !d"fmi",t ob Brenner in Betricb sin;!






































BDX g GXm -Xl>.fiTIE - GDX(I,J,K).'Z












H(I,J.K) ~ CP*T(1,J.{") - CP{)*TREF
e'DIF
BETA ~ ATA.,\;Z (BDX,BDZ)
qr,J.K) "' ABS(V(I.J,K» '" COS(BETA) *' DRALL(NGRP)" FAK
\\'(I,J,K) ~ -ABS(V(LJ,K)" SIN(BETA)" DRALL(NGRP)" F,,'IK
\ 'EL'" SQRT( UC!,J,Ky**Z ~ V(U,K}**Z +W(LJ,K)¥*2.)
1l:'(LOCD(KK).A1\'O.(\'EL.GT.O.}) THEN













































WRITE(31,1O) «(V(rJ,K) ,1=2,20) ,K~7,n )
WR...lTE(32,IO) ((U(UK) ,I'~21,39) ,K~1,21 )
\\'RJTE(33,1O) ((W(I,I,K) ,I=2,20) ,K~1,21 )





Coal parameters: Composition, pyrolysis and combustion kinetics: combdat.f
FILE: combdat.f
Coal Parameters (compasition, pyrolysis and combustion kinetics)
C I~=~===~=~===~~=~~~~-~==~~=~~'-~"=~~~z===~l
C I r I
C I SR CO,\1BDAT I Parameter dec Kohleverbrennung














CCM Bereehnung dec Fluechtigeazusammensetzung
C -
CCM Fonnel des Kohleawasserstoffes




\li~"iCXHY ~ &"CX*\\1-iC ~ R1\1'lY*\\1-fH2iZ.
IF (LCOAL) THE!\:
CRS Heizwcrte [Ug]




eRS Fluedltige laut Analyse (waf)
CNE Volatile l\.fatter Content (daf) according to DTF Analysis
CRS
VMDAPA =0.356i25*LZ26
CCM Elementaranalyse (roo! ! ! )






















XSIA ea O. !Asche
XSIF ss O. !Feudrte
ENDIF
CHI< = XSIC + XS10 ,. XSIH +XSIS +XSIN --XS1A ~ XSIP
IF(CHK.!I.'E.L)THEN
\VRI1E('".*)' »> COMBDAT «< '
WRI1E{*, *) , Summation der Elementaranalyse ungleidi 1 •
\\'RlTE(", *} f Summe ;',ch'K
WRITE{*,*}"
ENDIF
CRS Bezug auf System ohne Sehwefel und Stiekstoff
CNE Recalc of'Ultimate'Elemeatal Analysis 00 a N and S free basis
CRS -
1








BSCB ~ 1. - XSIA - XSIF
CC~f UmrechmlllgderElcmentaranalyseaufD~(entsprimtwaf)
C~'E Recalc of Ultimatc'Elemeatal on an daf'basis
C
SCMV!v[ ~ XSIC ~ XSIH +XSIO
XSICDAf ~ XSIC SlJ1vrVM
XSmD.\F ~ xsm SUMVM
XSIODr\F ~ XSIO Sl'M\ 11;[
CCM minimal bzw maximal moeglicher Fluechtigenanteil (waf)
Cl'o'E possible max-min volatile matter contents on daf basis
CC\1 f! ggf: Anpassung vom VMD~ ! !
CCM -----
nfCH4 ~ XSrODAF + XSIHDAJ!
& 'C I: \\'MC (O,5*WMOZ) } "XSIOD.~
& -( WMClWMH2) "XSIHD.~
'.'MCO ~ VMCH4
& "( \\'MH2!(Q5*WM02) '"XSrODAF - XSIHD.~)
& ..\VMCr(05*\\'MH2)*(RNCX ~ RNH.Y!2.).R.'XHY
VMH20 ~ VMCH4
& ~(WMC!(O.5"V.~1H2») *'XSIHDAF" (RNCX"" R..''HY'2.}Rc'\'HY
\~rdrK co \L<\.X(VMCH4,v!';fCO)
ni\f,.\.X L YMH20 .
VMDAF 1I.MX(\,MMINSMDAF A)
\'!>.IDAF~ ~rr:-;\\'MMA.X,\,MDAF)
CCM C, If,O in Flueebtigen
CNE C, H, 0 content involatile matter
CCM ---------
XSICVM ~ (VMDAF - XSrnDAF - XSIODAF) VMDAF
XSrnVl,I cs XSmDAF IVMOAF
XSIOVM c- XSIODAF l V~IDAF
!F (LeOAL) THEN
CXI1\'NUl : (XSIC.\1I:ff\\'MC. XSIO\'}.{1(0.5*\\!M02) + XSlI[\'},vWMH2 )
& .. (\VMCXHY I (RNCX + R1\'HYI2.l)
H20't\'U1 es (XSIHVM'WMH2 - (RNHY/2.)*(CXHYNUll\\'}.fCXlIY) ) * \\MH20
coxtn '"1.0 -CXHYI\''Ul- H20NiJl
RNIRK =-1.0
RNIC = 1. - \'}.ID.~
RNICO = CONUI *VMDAF
Rl~lH20 H20)''U1 * V1IDe\F
RNICH4 = CXH'i'I\'Ul * \'}.ID.~
RNI VM c' \'}.IDAF
CRS ------
CRS massenbezogene stoechiometrische Koefflzienten
C!'.'E mass related ~oimioll1ctric coefficients
CRS ------------
DATA RN:LC • RN202.RN2CO
& 1-0.42857, -057143, L !
DATA &"4C0 , RN402 ,R.~4C()2
& i -0.63636 , -0.36364, L I
DATA RN5H2 , RN502 ,RN5H2C,
& !-O.IU9,-O.8881, L I
CNE Kinetics of'Devolatilisation
c standard ivd DATARKOLEIR I UE05. 8!)QO,
- DAT.<\:RKOl,ElR cUF05 ,890ft
c)''E Kinetics of Char Combustion
c standard ivd DATARK02.E2R 208. .9553.











CSR Faktor fila Koksmodell (vgl.combcoal.f)
RKASH = BSUB'XSIA







fF(NCHAR.GT.3) STOP 'NCHAR:> 3 !!!!!!! CmfBDAf STOp'
ceM Kohleparameter
eNS ---




HGCH4 ~ HUDAF - R."'ICO*HUCO
& - (XSrCDAF - (VMDAF-XSIHDAF-XSIODAF»*HUKOKS
HUCH4'" lIUCH4'R.1'\ICH4
HeRZ zs ,HUKOKS - HUCO*\\'MCO \VMC



















CRS speziflscher Luftbedarf(nur Info)
CRS ---------
CBOZ es ;(SIC ,. \VMOZf\\'MC
HB02 =XSIH ,. WM02!(2. *Wt...!H2)
Smrn02 : CB02 + HOO2 - XSIO




SCI-.f FUEUAIR R.4.1'10 'teaktioo von CxHy,CO,HZ
L,RS ----------------
CRS stoedi. Koetf. fuer Cxlfy vcllstaendig bis zu C02 + HZO
ZAE3 WMCXHY + (RNCX+R!\'HYI4,)*WM02
RN3CXHY'VOLL ca - \\-'!I.'fCX'HY!ZAE3























































IF(NCRAKGT,3) STOP 'NCHAR ';)3 !!!!l!! CO:\fBDAT STOP'
CCJ\I Kohlcparameter
eRE ----.




hTCH4 Sc HUDAF - RNICO*HUCO
& - (XS[CDAI' - (VMDAF.XSIHDAF·XSIODAF»)*HL'KOKS
Hl'CH4 sa HUCH4RNICH4
HURZ HUKOKS· HUCO*WMCO'WMC



















CRS snezifisdier Luflbedarf'(nur Info)
eRS _- --------
CB02 =XSIC *WM021\\,MC
HB02 r XSIH * WM02'(2.*WMHZ}
SUr-.fB02 ~ CB02 +HB02 - XSIO




CCl\'[ FUELli\IR RAnO Reaktion vonCxHy,CO,H2
CRS ----------.---
CRS stoedi. Koe!f. fuer Cxllv vollstaeadiu biszu C02 -Ie H2O
ZAE3 : \\'MCXHY + (R.l\CX+RNHYi4.)*WM02
RN3CXHYVOLL sz, - Wl\IC:\'HY / Z,J\E.'j







Specification for the NOx model: nodat, f
FILE: nodat.f
Specifications for the NOx model
NO_MODEL '''' 1
CCM
CCM Berechnung von NO Konstanten filer Quelkermbestirnmung
CCM
CCM XSThlDAF schon von Kohle dar
RNIHCN ~ 1.0 *RLIHCN*XSfNDAFi 1.0 *27.114.
RN2HCN = ABS(RN2C) *RL2HCN*XSIl'>'DAFIABS(R.l\'lC) *27JI4.
RN3HCN ~ 0.0 !ABS(RN3CH4) *RL3HCN*XSIl\'DAFIABS(RNICH4)*27.114.
C [~=~~~~~====~===",=~,==~~=~===~~===~~=~e=o=~~~~'==="_==I
C I r I
C I SR XODAT I Parameter dec Kohleverbrennung

































DATA XSINDAF !N-Gehalt der KohiO!
&. /0.0199
CCIII
IF(NO _MODEL .EQ, 1 )TIffiN
CCM -----
CCM ------
CCM orginal DeSoete- Modell naeh Schnell
CCM Z2'"'HCN
CeM Z3 ~ NO gesamt




VNOSRC(1,2} = R.l'i2HCN * to t als HCN'
VNOSRC(2,2) es RN2HCN * 0.0 "30.127, ! als NO
CCM Anteil dec Kohle-N Freisetzung
CCM Pyrolyse e Koksabbrand , nieht verwendet'
DATA RLIHCN ,RL2HCN ,RL3HCN !qo~vooNgesalsHCNueber
&. I 054 ,0.46 ,0.00 I" !Rl.x austretend
(eM -~,-------------
CCM 1 ""'orgmal DeSoete- Modell naeh Schnell








!.LSU!{:-"O 'IO!)I L .Ft.l '1 )TIIES
t t\[ ueues Rchuru-xlodcll C \lllg~1
ccxt r: \1C:-"
ccx: n :-"0 g~"'l!lIl
eC:\l /4
CO.( ••__ ._-._ •••_.•.•_ ••_
\ ;"'OSRq r.n R:"urcx
\;"'OSRqI.2) R~2HC"·().J
,':'.;o,mq:Z.2) R::-;2IK'''*O ..Z·)CJ 27
en! -I!C~--
\:\O~U.2) ·1 :: Oxidation\!itdldl
\ 'NO( IA.I ) 1 !! Rebuming Wei Rat"
C \'N(ljl.6.1) '27,30 ..:' Reburning proportiocul zu RU (C \lagi!l)
en! -,,0---
\ ;"'OCZ.2.I ) 3() 17 '! Oxidation
\;":0(2.3.2) c ·30. 17 "Reduktion
\'N0(2.4.2) ·30.27 '! Reburning \\'d Rat"
\;"'OCZ.6.21·) :!Reburuing proportionnl III RL3 (C \lag,;!)
V';O{2.5.2)·1 '!Charredukuon Levy Rate
CC\l ••~m _..- .._-
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